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Introducing the Compact 
Applegate-Fairbairn® CovertTM Folder 

• Smaller Folder: 3/4 scale version of 
Gerber's top-selling Combat Folder 

• Liner-Lock® with NEW Interlock™ 
Manual Safety Lock 

• ATS-34 High C9rbon Stainless 

Steel Blade 

• Made in the U.S.A. 

Black Stainless Steel 
Pocket Clip 

New Smaller Size, 
Same Great Design! 

(U.S. Patent #5,596,808) 

• Patented by renowned 
knife designers 

Applegate-Fairbairn® Folders: 

Ron Lake and 
Michael Walker 

• Manufactured 
exclusively by 
Gerber Legendary Blades 

• Makes the Liner Lock® 
the safest in the industry 
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looking For JI Few Good Extremists 

A bumper sticker at this year 's SOF 
Expo said: "To Forgive Is Divine 
But It Isn't Marine Corps Policy." It 

is precisely that kind of traditional and res
olute toughness that really upsets the sissies 
in the Clinton administration. 

According to the newspapers, longtime 
Democrat politico Sara Lister was forced 
into early retirement as assistant secretary 
of the Army, because she 
characterized the U.S. 
Marines as "extremists" 
wearing oddball uniforms 
who are dangerous. Leave 
it to a woman to throw a 
fashion comment into the 
middle of an otherwise 
important discussion, but 
other than that she was 
absolutely accurate. 

It was the dangerous
ness of the U.S. Marine Corps and its patri
otic "extremism" at Belleau Wood , 
Guadalcanal, Chosin Reservoir and Hue 
City which are major reasons that America 
has remained a great and powerful country. 

The truth is that administration spin 
doctors silenced Lister because she focused 
unwanted attention on the Clinton White 
House's genuine attitude toward the U.S . 
armed forces. 

Granted, the Marines have had less 
than a cordial relationship with the 
Clintons since the begi nning. Shordy, after 
Bill was inaugurated, the Marine guards at 
the White House had to be threatened into 
saluting the draft dodger. Not long after 
that Marine Corps HQ balked at Hillary 
being the very first First Lady with her 
own helicopter. But all of this goes much 
deeper than that. 

Lister's boss, Army Secretary Togo 
West, was appointed by Clinton largely 
because he is an associate of Rep. Ron 
(Red) Dellums, D-CA. Dellums is as far 
left as one can be without having a like-

ness of Lenin tattooed on a visible body
part, and has for many years been Fidel 
Castro 's principal advocate in the U.S. 
Congress. When the Democrats controlled 
the House, Castro 's buddy, Dellums, was 
chairman of the House Armed Services 
Committee as it began to destroy the mili
tary. It was under Dellums' leadership that 
a "kinder gentler" military structure began 

to surface along with the 
ideas that de-emphasized a 
traditionally macho mili
tary whil e leg itimizing 
openly homosex ual life
styles and putting women 
into combat units. 

Perhaps more than the 
other military branches 
the Marine Corps has 
stubbornly res isted 
Clinton's policy of sissifi

cation , or whatever you want to call it. It 
is to the credit of the Corps that, unlike the 
Army, the USMC has not succumbed to 
politica lly motivated psycho-crap that dis
tracts from combat readiness. It is for that 
same reason that Li ster, among others, 
speaks of the Marines in the socialist 
political context of the " ri sks of total di s
connection with society." It is, in fact , the 
distance fro m society which makes the 
Marine Corps less corruptibl e and , thus, 
more problematic to those bent on experi
ments in social engineering. It is certainly 
the Corps' di stance from capricious poli
tics that makes it dangerous to those in 
power who seem determined to weaken 
our military capabilities at the same time 
they are so friendly with the communist 
Chinese. 

I was in the Marine Corps reserve for 
nine months before enlisting in the U.S. 
Army. Today, after watching politicians 
maim the other services, if I could sign up 
again, I wou ld choose to be an "extremist" 
Marine. ~ 
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COMMANDOS FROM THE SEA 
The History of Amphibious Special Warfare in World War II and the Korean War 

by John B. Dwyer 
From the shadows of history comes the fascinating story of America's top-secret amphibious commandos of World War II and Korea. Noted historian John B. 
Dwyer spent years painstakingly researching gripping first-person accounts of the renowned Navy Underwater Demolition Teams (the forerunners of today's 
SEAL Teams), Naval Combat Demolition Units, the Alamo Scouts, Unit Robby, Phib Recon Marines (now known as Force Recon), Scouts and Raiders, the 
Office of Strategic Services' (today's CIA) Maritime Unit, the Special Mission Group and other special operations commandos. Wi th rare period photographs, 
including remarkable ~hots of amphibious commandos in action, Dwyer's landmark book moves from daring missions in North Africa, southern France, 
Normandy and Italy to the blood-drenched islands of the Pacific to Japanese-held China and the deadly shores of North Korea. 8 1 /2 x 11, hardcover, photos, 
illus., 288 pp. $39.95 

BUUSEYES DON'T SHOOT BACK 
The Complete Textbook of Point 
Shooting for Close Quarters Combat 
by Col. Rex Applegate & Michael D. Jan/ch 
Learn why point shooting is the most practical 
technique lor aiming and shooting a handgun in 
a real gunfight. This instructional guide teaches 
you how and when to use point shooting, 
compares it to two-handed sighted fire and tells 
how a major police training facility is teaching 
point shooting with stunning results. 5 1/2 x 8 
1/2, sottcover. photos, 120 pp. $20.00 

(UN)ARMED AND DANGEROUS 
Empty-Hand Tactics 
Against the Amied Attacker 
Volume 1: Knives, Handguns, 
and Impact Weapons 
with James Keating 
Learn what rt reaily takes to defend yourself 
against an armed attacker. Based on universal 
movements that WOik against all hand-held 
weapons, this is the most effective system of 
weapon defense ever devised. Color, approx. 
75 min .. VHS only. $29.95 

THE ART OF THE RIFLE 
by Jeff Cooper 
'Riflecratt has been completely ignored since 
Wo~d War II,• says Jeff Cooper, America's fore
most rifle Instructor. To remedy this situation, he 
took it upon himself to set down the fine art of 
the rifle before rt was lost forever. In his no
holds-barred style, Cooper Instructs you in 
everything you need to know about shooting the 
rifle, while entertaining you with tales of marl<s
manship, combat and big-game hunting. 8 1/2 
x 11 , hardcover, photos, 104 pp. $29.95 

THE MODERN IDENTITY CHANGER 
How to Cniate a New Identity for 
Privacy and Personal Freedom 
by Sh8ldon Chaf18tl 
Finally, here is an all-new Instruction book on 
how to obtain a new Identity, produce supporting 
documents for rt and use It safely in today's 
society. Learn how to get Social Security 
numbers, drive( s licenses and more. For aca
demic shKlyonly. 51/2 x 8 1/2, sottcover. Illus .. 
152 pp. $20.00 

CREDIT 
SECRETS ... 
HowtoErase 

Bad Credit 

CREDIT SECRETS 
How to Erase Bad Credit 
Revised and Updated 
by Bob Hammond 
This expanded Cnidit Secrets will save you 
thousands of dollars In fees, finance charges and 
interest payments as you IP.am the very latest 
techniques to get nd of debt once and for all and 
establish good credit. Discover proven tricks used 

Bcib Hammond by lawyers, credit counselors and other pros who 

llllllfl charge handsomely for their services. 5 112 x 8 
1/2, sottcover, 136 pp. $15.00 

BREATH OF DEATH 
The Blowgun Video 
with Michael Janlch 
The blowgun Is lhe ultimate weapon of steaith, 
delivering a wide variety of projectiles wilh deadly 
accuracy and in total silence. This video is a 
comprehensive guide to this amazing weapon and 
includes little-known information on buying, 
constructing, modifying and shooting blowguns. 
Color, approx. 75 min., VHS only. $29.95 

GUNSITE TACTICAL PISTOL 1 
Learn the use of the combat handgun as it is 
taught at the world-famous Gunsite Training 
Center. Gunsite's master instructors present 
detailed instruction In the critical sk/lls of se/1-
defense with a handgun, including deployment, 
marksmanship, Immediate action drills and 
tactical target engagement This video also 
includes unique video dry-fire traning exercises 

""!'~;_,-,_...,- to hone your shooting reftexes. Color, approx. 50 

Revenge 
Encyclopedia 

min., VHS only. $29.95 

THE REVENGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
This Is the mother of all revenge books! You'd 
have to buy more than 25 books to get all the wit 
and wisdom contained In this compilation from 
the best of Paladin's revenge books. Don"t be 
fooled by cheap Imitators that claim to know how 
to get even. Paladin Is still your revenge source 
when you need to even the score wilh nosy 
neighbors. bungling bureaucrats, snarly clerks or 
other pests. For enre!lainmen/ purposes only. 8 
1/2x 11 ,softcover, 120pp. $15.00 

HOME WORKSHOP GUNS 
FOR DEFENSE AND RESISTANCE 
Vol. V, The AR-15/M16 
by Bill Holmes 
The latest volume In this popular and timely series 
offers deta/led instructions, complete with photos 
and machinist's drawings, for making a pistol
caliber AR-15/Ml 6 entirely from raw materials, as 
either a rifle or pistol, open or closed bolt and In 
semi or full auto. For academic stu<ly only. 8 /12 x 
11, sottcover. photos. illus .. 120 pp. $20.00 

TESTING THE WAR WEAPONS 
Rifles and Ught Machine Guns 
from Around the World 
by Timothy J. Mullin 
This encyclopedia of war weapons contains all the 
critical details about more than 150 of the world's 
best, worst, most effective and most surprising 
rifles, sniper rifles and LMGs of the 20/h century. 
The author was an Infantry officer In Vietnam, so 
he knows what to look for in a combat nfle - and 
so will you after you read this classic reference. 8 
112 x 11, sottcover, photos, 432 pp. $40.00 

GUNSITE TACTICAL SHOTGUN 1 
This video presents the state of the art in tactical 
shotgun technique as taught by the prestigious 
Gunslte Training Center. The master instructors 
at Gunsite teach you lhe best tactics and 
techniques for employing the combat shotgun 
and cover every aspect of gunhandling, shooting 
stance, reloading, tactical movement and 
combat target engagement. Color, approx. 55 
min., VHS only. $29.95 

BEAT THE BIU CDUECTOR 
How to Obtain Freedom 
from Your Debt 
by Max Edison 
If debt collection agencies are harassing you to 
settle your unpaid bills. you do not have to put up 
with /heir bullying tactics! This book tells you 
exactiy how you can use simple tr1cks to get 
them off your back for good or resort to heavy 
legal firepower if they persist in calling you at 
work or home. Know your nghts! 51/2 x 81/2, 
sottcover, 80 pp. $12.00 

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES r-----------------------------.... ------------------------------: t PALADIN PRESS® ~ CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 
Guerrillas in the Mist: Do-It-Yourself Medicine . . $2D.OO 

A Battlefield Guide to Don~ Get Mad-Get Even . . $22.95 
Clandestine Warfare . .. $20.00 Fighting with Firearms: 

Advanced Fugitive .. . . .. $15.00 Combat Handgun, Shotgun, 
How to Get Anything on and Rifle Skills for the Real 

Anybody ........... . $30.00 World (video) . ... ... . $29.95 
Bail Enforcer: The Advanced Guge Gongji: Seven Primary 

Bounty Hunter . . . . . .. $16.95 Targets to Take Anyone 
Reborn in the U.S.A.: Out of a Fight .. . ..... $15.00 

Personal Privacy Bounty Hunter . ...•• . •• $12.00 
through a New ID ..... $16.00 Ragnar's Big Book of 

How to Beat the Homemade Weapons •• $25.00 
Credit Bureaus ....... $12.00 SOG: The Secret Wars of 

l.D. by Mail . ...... . .... $19.95 America's Commandos 
Credit: the Cutting Edge .. $25.00 in Vietnam ........ .• $25.00 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE- DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
PA!ADIN PRESS· P.O. BOX 1307 ·BOULDER, CO 80306 · (303) 443-7250 
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COL. BROWN'S 
KHMER SEREI 
BADGE 

It is like a miracle. I 
was very glad to see this 
c lo th badge; that the 
symbol of our revolution 

is still a live till this day, espec ially since 
only SFers care about us. 

This cloth badge is representing: Savior 
of the Cambodian People. It was given as 
award for his loyalty, heroic SF 
Commanding Officer who sacrificed and 
bled side by side with Khmer Serei to fight 
for the country, for freedom and liberation 
of people from the oppressor. This award 
was also as a Magic protection in any bat
tlefield according to our ancestors. 

Each symbol means as follows: The 
magical fly ing disc with jagged teeth and 
eagle-wing background with blood, dates to 
550 B.C. The magical flying disc represent
ed God Vishnu le createur du man.de, called 
by Cambodians Naray, who had e ight hands 
and used the disc to defeat enemies in all 
eight directions. 

The gold wreath represented God Brama 
who can transform from human to the eagle 
and can fly from universe to universe by a 
magical power. The writing translates: [One 
Who] Sacrificed Life For The Nation; it is 
pronounced Leasbang Chivit, Doeu.mbei 
Cheat. 

The red background represents the blood 
we sacrificed to protect our country and 
nation ; if we have to sacrifice our blood like 
the mountain, to fight until the last drop of 
blood. It a lso represents the orig ina l 
Cambodian Funan (mountain) of our ances
tors who sacrificed their blood to protect 
our nation until now. 

I wish you unending luck and prayers: 
God bles the U.S.A. and God bless the 
Special Forces at all times. 

I hope to hear the word from oldtimers 
oon. Please write' 

P.S. Chhada (Bodes) 
P 881 Succ Desjardins 
Montreal, PQ, H5B 1B9 
Canada 

ENTIRELY INADEOUATE YET 
ALTOGETHER EFFECTIVE 

I was reading a stack of old Soldier Of 
Fortune magazines given to me by a friend 
when I came across an article in the October 
'96 issue on the subject of lever-actions in 
various calibers. 

I was struck by one observation which 
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said in part " it has become fashionable of 
late to ridicule the .30-30 cartridge ... " 

Well , now, I bought my Winchester 
Model 94 in .30-30 over 40 years ago and 
used it to shoot deer in the Santa Rita 
mountains south of Tucson, and it was 
very soon after that my friends started 
making jokes about it and its rainbow tra
jectory. 

My favorite story about it was the case 
of a young visitor asking the old rancher 
about his rifle. "How does it shoot, Old 
Timer?" asked the tenderfoot. 

"My thutty-thutty?" he replied, " It 

2~ reasons to 
SJreort a ban on laro mines.,,. 

shoots flat out to about 450 yards, and then 
it starts to ri se a li ttle!" 

J .A. Mano 
Marana, Ariz. 

The old .30-30 round has been. derided 
as weak ever since it had to compele with 
conlemporcny mililary rounds such as .30-
40 Krag, .303 British, 8mm. Lebel, 7.62 
Russian. rim.med, 7.65 Mauser et al. But ii 
would be a f ront contender.for having har
vesled the most game in Norlh America, and 
that '.s because it has been so popular: And 
the reason it has been. so popular over the 
pas/ 100 years is that ii is about the most 
powerful caliber that can be very con~fort
ably fired from light, handy brush guns such 
as the old 94 Winchester or comparable 
Marlin lever guns. The performance poten
tial of this round is very similar to the 
7.62x39 ComBloc round- another "under
powered" round that has accounted for a 
lot of "game." 

MINE TREAlY ENTREATY 
Believe me, I am no fan of your current 

president, but I completely agree with Bill 
Clinton in his opposition to the Land Mine 
Treaty, and I hope the U.S. Congress backs 
him up all the way on this issue. I am afraid 
too many policy-makers in the western 
democracies, who ought to know better, are 
being swept up in the tidal wave of warm, 
fuzzy, fee l-good political correctness pro
pelling this treaty. All you need to judge the 
usefulness of this document is the fact that 
the People's Republic of China, the world 's 

biggest manufacturer and exporter of land 
mines, will not sign the treaty. While Boris 
Ye ltsin hinted he may sign for Russia, his 
country's history of non-compliance with 
international agreements and his - at best 
- shaky control over his armed forces' 
internal policy do not inspire confidence. 
And of course, the world 's terrorist groups 
from MRTA to Hammas are not lining up to 
sign, e ither. 

The Land-Mine Treaty is about to join 
a long and embarrassi ng line-up, of which 
the most recent entry up to now was the 
Nuclear Non-Proliferat ion Treaty. A nd 
unlike nuc lear weapons, land mines are 
cheap, easi ly mass-produced and requ ire 
no sophi sticated eng ineering or advanced 
technology. ff, as your artic le "Tslam A
Bomb" suggests, the Non-Proliferation 
Treaty is not worth the paper it's written 
on. The situatio n w ith the Land Mi ne 
Treaty is vastly worse. 

The on ly effect this treaty will have in 
its present form would be to freeze out 
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Professional Locksmithing Tools 

LOCKAID fa'~. 
Specifically designed to pick 
tumbler locks. Designed over thirty 
years ago to aid law enforcement agencies. 
Consists of tension wrench, three needles and 
Lockaid "Gun." Prices include a copy of the book 
"Lockplcklng Simplified." 
Lockaid $69.95 

11,. l~ l ~ w J 
This deluxe yet compact kit 
features 11 of the most commonly 

PIX MODEL 13 

used tools. Comes in a slim cowhide leather case 

special bonus, a 5-piece set of warded 

PXP 8 ~o: . o o::;o to ~o0 • Shirt Pocket Size. ,, 
• Top Grain Cowhide 
Leather. 
• Has 8 Picks, Tension · 

~~~~~. and Broken Key ~·· . ··· · ... 
• All Picks with Metal 
Handles. 
• Copy of Lockpicking Simplified. 

PXP 8 $24.95 

PXP 10 
• Shirt Pocket Size. 
• Top Grain Cowhide Leather. 

for discree! undercover operatives. As a ~ 

picks Is included. A 16-piece set total. 
Also included, a copy of "Lockpicking 

• Has 13 Picks, Tension Wmnchs and Broken Key 
Extractor. 

Simplified." Receive all this at a low price of • All Picks wrth Metal Handles. 

Pix 13 $42.95 • Copy of LDckpicking Simplified. 

PXP 10 $34.95 

Lockpicking Simplified $8.50 

~ 
Safe & Vault manipulation $9.95 

Complete Guide to Lockpicking $15.00 How to Pick Pins & Wafers $9.95 
Improvised Lock Picks $9.95 Combination Locks $8.00 
Tubular Locks $8.95 00 Keys by lmpressioning $8.00 
Lockout and forced entry $11 .95 Key Casting Manual $8.95 
Involuntary Repression $10.95 'II Locks, Picks, Clicks $10.00 

SESAMEE DECODER ~ E~P-13 · ···· ,. ~ This tool was designed to decode the exact 
combination of a sesamee padlock without 
d<\lmaging the lock. Detailed instruction included. 

This handy new pick set is tile most popular set among 
professional locksmiths today. This kit consists of 12 
different tools housed in a handsome black leather case 
designed for a shirt pocket. Included in the price, you 
receive a 5-piece warded key set and a copy of 
"Lockpicklng Simplified." 17-piece set total. 
ESP-13 $45.95 

MINI PICK TUBULAR 

$17.95 

The most elfectM! tubular pick on the mai1<81, unike the larger picks wrth long 
handles or screwdriver handles. The longef the tool , the more pressure ~ 
which causes easy breal<age. The advantage ol the Mini Pick is It is so short, $79.95 
)00 only use )OOr thumb and incle>< finger. With a little practics this tool will open a tubular locl< in less than a minute. 
A. 'lbur Oioice: (1) Center (2) 0ttset left (3) Oft9et right; a "Segal" 8 pin tubular; C. ~n Tubular; D. Si>in Tubular; E. 8-Pin /'ce. 

• 

DOUBLE SIDED DISK TUMBLER PICKS 
Set of 4 picks designed to be used on the most popular double· 
sided disc tumbler, showcase, cam and padlocks. 

$29.95 SCHLAGE WAFER 
. . The most fantastic tool you will 

Electric Picks ever use. This set consists of two 
base keys and pick. Complete in
structions included. -·----

The best single tool for most pin tumbler locks • Opens many locks in seconds 
High quality aluminum construction • Used by locksmiths worldwide 

E1DOC (3 volt) 

Catalog $3.00 - Free with order. 
Allow three weeks delivery 

on Personal Check Orders. 
Money orders ship same day 

received. 

PIX-EZ 
All-In-One 
Pick-Set 
100% American Made! 
As convenient to cany 
and use as a pocket knife! 
Only 4 inches long, half inch square, -ighs under five 
ounces, worl<s fast and opens pin and water tumbler 
locl<S quickly, with very lrt11e effort. Six tempered spring 
steel picks, tension wrench. $34.95 

WKS PICKS 
Made of the finest blue tempered 
spring steel , this 5-piece padlock 
pick-set is a must in every lock
smiths' tool box. This set will pick open most 
every warded padlock made today. $9.95 

MONTHLY SPECIAL 
RECEIVE A COMBINATION SET 
INCLUDES - 5 ITEMS 
1·MD·t6 DELUXE SET ..................... .... ............ $Sii ll5 
1-SCHALGE WAFER SE,T ..... .. ...... .. .......... ........ $211:115 
t ·SESAMEE DECODER .... .......... .... ......... .... .... $17.115 
t ·WKS PICKS ........ .. ....... .................... ............... $ 11.95 
1 ·DOUBLE SIDED TUMBLER PICKS . ~ 

A VALUE OF $147.75 

AT A LOW PRICE OF $89.95 

MD32 
Hip Pocket Size, 
Top Grain 
Cowhide Leather, 
Zippered Case, 
has 32 picks, 
Tension Wrenches, ·. 
Broken Key 

Extractor. 
$69.95 

MD16 
Shirt Pocket Size, Top Grain 

Cowhide Leather, Zippered 
Case, has 16 Picks, Tension 

Wrenches and Broken Key 
Extractor. 

$59.95 

MD60 
Top Grain Cowhide Leather, Zippered Case, 
has 60 picks , Tension Wrenches , Broken Key 
Extractor and Warded Master Keys . $109.95 

The law requires afl 
purchases be 
made in good faith. 
wrthout make 
belie\19 or fraud by 
genuine persons 
within this industry 

Send to 
Steve Arnolds 

Gun Room 
Postage & handling 

$6.00 
Overseas postage add 

30% of total. 
~ All major credit cards 
accepted. 

- I~ Iii tff!ffeiT"'~ ml .. ,~,.,.,., : ... e;-. •Ii~.( .. ;> • 
P.O. Box 68 Dept. SF2 Dexter OR 97431 · (541)726-6360 Must be 18 years 

' ' ' ' of age 
~><-.m- - ~--·~t,,._ Web Address: www.gun-room.com • E-Mail: gunroom@pacwest.net 
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newly-developed American techno logy of 
remote deactivation or deactiva ti on by 
auto matic timers, if the United States 
signs. Tt will do nothin g to stop produc
tion of the current generat ion of indis
cr imin ate people-kil le rs-a nd-mai me rs 
outs ide the U.S . This technology is not 
perfect , but the Land Mine Treaty is a 
bogus a lternati ve. 

Yours si ncerely, 
Peter Wrenshall 

Ve1y well put, Pete1: We hate land mines 
- but the Land Mine Treaty as it presently 
is wrillen is not the an.swe1: 

THAT'S KNIFE, DON'T FIGHT 
I' 111 a single, divorced mother of 12 fos

ter children. After a recent robbery, I have 
found that I need some kind of self defense. 
Since my children are very young, I prefer 
not to use a handgun . 

In the art ic le "Practica lly Lethal," I 
learned that cornbat kni ves may be a solu
tion to my problem. They can be as deadly 
as using any alternati ve method. While my 
self-defense c lasses were invaluable, l have 
fin ally found something to make me fee l 
even more safe. After making a spec ial trip 
to the local Army Surplus, I fee l much more 
at ease after purchasing a military issue 
knife and a Ruana Bowie knife. 

I suspect that my problem is not unique, 

as many of my fri ends have also been seek
ing security without endangering their chil
dren. This article was very info rmati ve. 
Thank you very much! 

Doreen Cooper 
Urich, Mo. 

Confi·onred by an irate mother of 12 
with a knife, I 'd probably slam the icebox 
door and Leap our the kitchen window. But 
an intruder with in.ore seriously criminal 
intent may well be armed, and a knife is no 
match if he has a gun. With 12 crwnb
snatchers to keep track of, your safety 
concerns are an important consideration. 
Have yo u. considered one of the be11er 
pepper sprays? They will stop a gunm.an 
at close range (as in your house), and -
unless one of your many charges has a 
respiratory problem - an accidental dis
charge will not be Lethal. I favor the 
Spray/ire ($ 19.95 plus $5.95 UPS ship
ping, from Diversified Sqfety Products, 
Dept. SOF, PO. Box 52855 1, Atlama, CA 
30355) because it is shaped and points 
like a pistol, and has a trigger-locking 
safety. The never-been-cut knifefantazoids 
will howl cu this heresy, but having only a 
kni,/e in a gun.fight is a handicap. Knives 
were good weapons when they were the 
only weapons, but have been flat overtak
en by other weapons that extend one's 
reach. Good luck with your troops! 

MGN IS DEAD, LONG LIVE SMJl.LL 
JI.RMS REUIEW 

This is an urgent letter. For some 
unknown reason Machinegun. News, the 
magazine of rnilitary weapons past and pre
sent, apparen tl y stopped publishing. What 
happened ? 

Jose 8. Torres 

As far as we know, MGN is defunct. As 
we noted in. Bulletin Board last month, the 
torch has been passed 10 The Small Arms 
Review, a new publication featuring writers 
such as Paulson, Truby, Choat, Shea, 
Ballou, Hil/enburg, Da1e1; and a whole 
crew just as talented. A U.S. subscription. is 
$34.95 a year ( 12 issues). Contact them at, 
The Small Arms Rev iew, 223 Sugar Hill 
Rd., Harmony, ME 04942; phone: 207-683-
2959; fax: 207-683-2171, E-mail them at: 
sareview@aol. com. 

TEN COMMAND 
GUIDANCES? 

I just read Cornmand 
Guidance in the 
December ' 97 SOF by 
Charlton Heston. 

God bless thi s man! 
He has said it a ll ' His 

pi ece on "A merica 's First Freedom" is 
abso lutely the best I have ever seen, not 

-------·------------------

BUSHMASTER We build them only one way - the right way - because we build 
weapons under contract for U.S. Military Forces and Government 
Agencies, and for governments all over the world . Bushmaster 

manufactures to meet - or exceed - U. S. Gov't. Military Specifications - the toughest criteria. Our heavy match barrels are hard 
chrome lined. Hard anodize finished , aircraft quality, 7075T6 aluminum forgings are used to make the strongest, most corrosion 
resistant receivers . All latest Mil. Spec. design advances are incorporated into any of our parts to guarantee you a weapon of 
quality, accuracy and durability. Whether you want a complete rifle , an M203 Grenade Launcher, one of our many different barrel 
configurations, or any part or accessory for the ARI 5/MI 6 family of weapons, remember BUSHMASTER. 

A SUPERIOR WEAPON ... AT A COMPETITIVE PRICE! 

MADE WITH PRIDE • 
IN THE U.S.A. 

<t!y 
PARTS ~O. __.."""" '-' we·are 
Bushmaster 

z..~--,.,---/;er-orders or our 80 page catalog, call .. . 

Bushmaster Firearms, Inc. I Quality Parts Co. 1-800-998-SWAT 
P.O. Box 1479 • 999 Roosevelt Trail· Windham, ME 04062 Our new line for Customer Service is 
E-mail: Bushmaster@maine.com ·On the Internet at: http://www.bushmaster.com 1-800 883-6229 
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onl y on the Second Amendment, but all of 
our cherished American Freedoms. 

Hi s statement toward the end of the 
art ic le, " ... a press that apparently can' t 
comprehend that attacks on the Second 
Amendment set the stage for assaults on 
the First" is precisely what I voiced to a 
medi a type 15 years ago. 

l recommend that your other readers pull 
this article and make wide distribution of it 
also. 

James A. Johnson 
Brookfield, Mo. 

Many readers have wrillen to express 
their concurrence with this editorial, to 
request permission to copy or reprint it, etc. 
Feel free to copy it and pass it around; 
copies are also available from the NRA, as 
are video tapes of Heston's speech before 
the Washington press corps. 

LOVES THE FLICK 

While flipping through channel s thi s 
weekend I came across the Soldier Of 
Fortune, Inc. TV series. I find it to be an 
action-packed show with all the little tech
nical details that you don ' t find in most of 
the Hollywood action rnilitary films and 
series. What surprised me the most was that 
I caught a glimpse of a Southern Air 
Transport aircraft in the episode I saw. I am 
currently an employee of that company as 

an aircraft mechanic . I work at the 
Rickenbacker facility in Columbus, Ohio. 
Other than one person I spoke to, I wonder 
if anyone else in the facility where I work 
even knew about the show. I think they 
would find it interesting if they knew one of 
our birds was used in an episode. 

Keir Walker 
Columbus, Ohio 

Hey, Kei1; glad you found it entertaining. 
That's what the show is all about. 

LOVES IT NOT 

Gl ad to see that I'm not alone in think
ing that you have gone too far. There are a 
lot of good men turning over in their 
graves after seeing how you have reduced 
their actions to a one hour politically cor
rect version fo r the wannabe yuppie types . 
It looks like the person who wrote JAG did 
your program with the same format . 
Where in the real world can you see the 
shoe strings of a sniper at 1,000 yards, 
through the scope of a rifle. I would like to 
see more issues a year of the truth your 
magazine produces of the stories the press 
chooses not to cover than watch the trash 
you' re putting out on the tube. Please 
don ' t take credit or make excuses why this 
program is on the air, if it is only for 
money and ego you have done a great 
injustice to all your mag was based on. 

Please don't let it affect your future issues, 
you have a great magazine. 

D. Warren 
Maryland 

Were there Leathernecks turning over i11 
their graves when Hollywood didThe Sands 
of Iwo Jima ? Did Army vets thrash in their 
coffins when The Big Red One hit the 
screen? Did former medics writhe in agony 
once a week when M.A.S.H. came into their 
living rooms? No, and the ve1y simple rea
son was that most folks don 't have any prob
lem separating fact from fiction, especially 
when the fiction is presented as fiction. 
We'reflattered if folks connect eve1)1thing to 
do with SOP magazine as hard fact, as 
we've spent better than two decades going 
and doing to get the news first-hand, so it 
will be uncensored fact. But: Soldier Of 
Fortune, Inc. the TV series, is fiction, and is 
presented as such. Lighten up. Enjoy. 
Except for occasional editorial mention, the 
TV series will not affect the magazine. Or 
vice versa, for that matter. 

GIVE US SOME Fl.Al(, MAC 

Gripes, kudos, comments are always wel
come from SOP readers. Write FLAK, P.O. 
Box 693, Boulder, CO 80306. Please keep 
letters clear and concise or we' ll do it fo r 
you. You can also E-mai l comments to us at: 
editor@sofmag.com (no spam, please). Y( 

EAGLE EYES 
Military-Style Goggle 

EAGLE SPIRIT 
Night Weapon Sight 

STRIKE EAGLE AMERICAN EAGLE 

• Great for Nighttime Navigation 
• Hands-Free Operation; Headstrap 

Included 
• Stereoscopic Vision Provides 

Depth Perception 

• As Low As $1,995 

• Perfect for Hunting Nocturnal 
Varmints 

• Weaver Adapter included 
• Adjustable Elevation and 

Windage 

• As Low As $1,595 
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Day/Night Weapon Aimer 

• Daylight, Red-Dot Aiming 
• Weaver Adapter Included 
• Night Vision Laser Aiming to 

1,000 Meters 
• shown with Optional 3X Lens 

lit As Low As $1,695 

The "Original" Pocketscope 

• Excellent for Surveillance and 
Photography 

• Hand-Held/Camera Adaptable 
• Lens Options Allow Long & 

Short Range Photos & Video 

• As Low As $995 
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Despite Lawmaster 's death, his federal 
lawsuit against Ward and other agents is alive, 
says his attorney, Steven L. Sessinghaus. The 
10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Denver 
has upheld the 4th Amendment-claim that 
Ward and others were unreasonably careless 
and wantonly destructive in the way they exe
cuted the search warrant. 

"John Lawmaster was truly a good guy," 
said Sessinghaus, who is continuing to press 
the lawsui t on behalf of Lawmaster 's estate. 
"I am very sorry that he will now be unable 
to enjoy some satisfaction from his long bat
tle with Blair Ward. (Sessinghaus can bee
mailed at sls@ pcisys.net) 

BATF TARGETS 
HOME-SCHOOLERS 

-James L. Pate 

Families which own firearms and also 
home-school their children may be in for 
trouble under the fuzzy interpretation of the 
federal Gun Free School Zone Act by the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. 

Tim Abell, who plays Benny Ray Riddle on Soldier Of Fortune, Inc. TV series, holds up 
one of the " North Hollywood Bank Shootout" Bushmaster rifles as it is auctioned off at 
the SOF Convention in Las Vegas, for the benefit of surviving spouses and children of 
fallen LAPD members. At left are Melinda Clarke (who plays Margo Vincent), and Real 
Andrews (who plays Jason "Chance" Walker). Check your local TV listings for air dates, 
time and channel. At right, slightly stooped from the weight of his jump wings, is SOF's 
demolition wizard John Donovan. 

"The Gun Free School Zone Act, 18 
U.S.C. Section 922(q), generally prohibits 
the possession of a fi rearm in a school 
zone," BATF Director John W. Magaw 
informed U.S. Sen. Dan Coats (R-Ind.) in a 
letter last summer. "The term 'school zone' 
means in or on the grounds of a public, 

.JOHN LAWMASTER DEAD FROM IN.JURY 

Soldier Of Fortune extend belated condolences to the family 
and friends of Johnnie Ray Lawmaster, whose abuse by the Bureau 
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms became a celebrated example 
among Second Amendment advocates of BATF's reckless disregard 
for the constitutional protections of law-abiding citizens (see "Gun 
Gestapo," June '92). 

Lawmaster, 49, died 23 July in a hospital in Tulsa, Oklahoma, I 0 
days after his pickup truck was hit broads ide by a teenagecl driver 
allegedly at fault in the accident. Lawmaster was returning home 
from a square dance at the Christ Uni ted Methodist Church, where 
he was a member. At his funeral, he was remembered fo r his love of 
hunting, fishing, square-dancing and his two dogs, Booger and John 
Wayne. Lawmaster was an av id gun collector and an ardent defend
er of the Second Amendment. 

On 16 December 1991 - coincidentally, the clay after the 200th 
anniversary of the adoption of the Bill of Rights - about two dozen 
federa l agents and local cops, led by BATF Special Agent Blair 
Ward, had raided Lawmaster 's modest home, an American flag fly
ing out front. (Tn a mysterious coincidence, while Lawmaster was 
dying in the Tulsa hospital last July, his home burned to the ground. ) 

As with so many BATF raids, agent Ward 's search warrant was 
based on a single, unsubstantiated accusation that Lawmaster had 
an illegal weapon. Ward made no attempt to interview Lawmaster, 
a Vietnam veteran with no criminal record, or to corroborate the 
allegation. After luring Lawmaster away, lawmen trashed his home 
and left his belongings heavily damaged. Dozens of firearms and 
thousands of rounds of ammunition were left unsecured when the 
feds left the scene. 
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parochial, or private school, or within a dis
tance of 1,000 feet from such grounds . 

"Should a ' home' school be recognized by state law as a 
'school' as defined by Section 92 1 (a)(26)," Magaw wrote, "the 
possession of a firearm on the grounds of such school , or within 
1,000 feet of school grounds, would violate the law. However, 
there are a number of exceptions ... for example, fi rearms pos
sessed on private property." 

lf you find that ambiguous or confusing, join the club. Forty
three states had already outlawed guns in schools when the Gun 
Free School Zones Act was passed. Magaw's interpretation can con
veniently mean whatever BATF wants it to mean on a given day. 
Depending on how your particular state defines "school," posses·
sion of a firearm within 1,000 feet of a home-schooling residence 
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could make you a felon - including any 
firearms belonging to the home-schooling 
family, according to James H. Jeffries, III, 
an attorney specializing in federal firearms 
law, based in Greensboro, N.C. 

Jeffries wants to hear from home
schoolers interested in becoming plaintiffs 
to challenge the law in North Carolina, 
where such interpretation applies, and from 
other states. The Home School Legal 
Defense Association has already initiated 
legal action in western Texas. James H. 
Warner, associate counsel for the National 
Rifle Association, also wants to hear from 
home-schooling families willing to sign on 
as plaintiffs to civil actions challenging the 
federal law. Jeffries can be e-mailed at 
slrl 9 18a3@aol.com; or telephoned at (910) 
282-6024. Warner may be contacted by 
writing: Jim Warner, NRA Legal Division, 
11 250 Waples Mill Rd., Fairfax, VA. 22030. 

-JLP 

WIN IN WASHINGJON SJATE 

On last November 's ballot in Washington 
State was a onerous proposal that would 
have: prohibited transfer of a handgun in any 
manner without a trigger lock device; caused 
de facto registration of all handgun owners 
by requiring a license to possess or control a 
handgun; made any unregistered handgun 
contraband, subject to confiscation; prohib
ited the sale of a handgun by a private citi
zen; made necessary the application for a 
safety license, which would have waived an 
individual's rights to privacy of medical 
records. In short, it was a showcase of 
camel's-nose legislation, a precursor to 
civilian disarnrnment in the Northwest. 

Voters beat it back by a resounding 
two-to-one margi n. This quote from a 
Western Fish & Wildlife Federation, Inc. 
(WFWF) newsletter explains part of the 
reason they did: 

During the latter days of the campaign 
Robert K. Brown (SOF) sent Pat Mackley to 
town to work with Greg Dahlgren, WFWF's 
lobbyist/Field Representative and Mr. John 
Borden, l egal Counsel f or WFWF in 
putting together some radio ads to be 
broadcast in the 1-5 corridor. Mr. Mackley 
was the man on the ground during the 
"Remove Foley" -campaign and he proved 
to be effective in this battle. With the money 
raised hy Bob we were able to air some 
extremely effective radio spots against 1-
676. Despite the short time allowed, enough 
money was raised by Brown and friends 
which made this possible. By far the most 
effective radio spot we did was by Mr. John 
Borden, a fi refighte1; EMT and legal coun
sel for WFWF It was so effective someone 
on the other side of the issue called the 
Seattle Fire Department to complain ... 

Kudos to all who helped! 

SOME MISSING GULF WAR 
LOGS FOUND 

DoD investigators have uncovered some 
of the missing log entries of possible chem-
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II/lade from soft n1bber and fancy exotic 
hardwoods. Available for most makes and 

models of revolvers and automatics. 

All Hogue Grips are designed with features that 
provide exceptional accuracy, comfort and recoil 
control. Hogue Grips superior features resylt in i;nore 

enjoyable shooting and higher scores, wh#b,erm com
~tition, Jaw enforcement or just plinking. Nor~mves 

the ix:rformance and looks of a haD.dgun 
more than a Hogue Grip. 

Hogue Grips are available at a dealer near 
you, or you can order direct OdJ now 
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ical detections made during the Gulf War, 
but declined to say their discovery provided 
any ev idence of a conspiracy to destroy the 
documents. 

Armed with search warrants, the investi
gators found the documents among the per
sona l effects of an active-duty officer, in a 
storage faci lity. Some 15 pages containing 
165 new entries were among the papers. 
That officer, who had access to the logs dur
ing the Gu lf War, is now under criminal 
investigat ion for wrongfully taking and pos
sessing c lassified documents. 

A total of 223 entries were fou nd, but it 
is believed 58 of those duplicated informa
tion already ava il able. Still not found are 
approx imately 130-1 60 pages of logs that 
were required to have been kept and safe
guarded, which investigators believe were 
destroyed in or after October 1994, when 
the Centra l Command J3 NBC office was 
downsized and relocated. 

In the ir effort to find the mi ss ing logs, 
inves tigators used interviews, lie-detector 
tests, and forensic techniques to try and 
retrieve computer records . The ir report 
noted that "a lthough directives, regu lations 
and internal CENTCOM J- 1 memoranda 
required that Gulf War records be main
tained , safeguarded and archived as perma
nent records, the logs, in their entirety, 
were not safeguarded and archi ved by 
CENTCOM." 

The mi ss ing NBC-desk logs , wh ich 
were maintained by Arn1y Chemical Corps 
officers in the Joint Operations Center in 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, have been sought by 
veterans groups and Pentagon officials in 
hope they would contain informat ion which 
might lead to understanding of Gulf War 
Syndrome. 

NO Gls ON BORDER 

Congress has backed off plans to deploy 
a possible 10,000 U.S . serv ice members on 
the M ex ican border, and has remained 
adamant in its opposition to deploying U.S. 
troops to perfo rm envi.ronmental protection 
miss ions in the Amazon rain fo rest. 

These decisions, as re fl ected in the 
1998 Defense Authorization Bi ll , more 
closely define the ro le of the U.S . military, 
and are supported by the Pentagon. DoD 
offic ia ls never did v iew w ith favor the use 
of U.S. military troops in a law-enforce
ment func tion suc h as helping Border 
Patrol and Immigration officia ls along the 
southern border, maintaining a ll along that 
thi s was not a proper peace-time function 
of the military. Voices in other quarters 
also raised the ques tion of such deploy
ments poss ibl y being in violation of the 
Posse Comitatus act. 

Adm ini stration calls for using American 
troops to police environmental protection 
missions in such pl aces as the Amazon 
bas in , have now been muted to the possibil
ity of U.S. Forces helping to train fore ign 
militaries for environmental -preservation 
miss ions. '9Z' 
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BLACKTRACKING 
-THE VIDEO 
How lo follow anyone. anywhere. 
The first hands-on, hard and 
fasl guide to the black arts 
of physical survei llance 
and counler surveillance. 

Includes: Side-by
side comparisons of 6 of lhe 
world's besl eleclron ic au lomobile 
!racking syslems, includinglhe lalesl FBI unil. 
Cover! black bumper beepers lhal graphically 
display--exaclly, inslanlly- where lhe larget vehicle is, or 
where it has been, in the past few days, where ii slopped, how 
long ii was parked in any given localion anywhere in the United 
States. Low cosl. compulerized !racking unils !or cars. pack
ages, people. or your lavorile animal. Which, where. why, and 
how much. Amazing unseen optical syslems. infrared vs. lher
mal viewers .. 

Simple countermeasures lo keep your car or body tracker
lree. plus a conversation with MOSSAO-an agent shows ex
actly how lo lell ii you are under surveillance and how lo lose 
lhe walchers. ~ 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER, $49.95 

VIDEO II 
BAND E ATO % 
It's been exactly 1 O years since 
the best selling lock opening 
and entry tape ever was pro
duced. About time tor the 
follow-up, don1 you think? 

VIDEO 11-8 and E A to Z. 
Brand new, slale ol the art tools. !ricks. and 
lechniques for picking, bypassing, and opening 
buildings, locks. and aulomobiles. Technology so new 
you wi ll lhink il 's parl magic. 

Smart Opens-lanlastic tools that open most doors regard
less of the type of lock, on-site tests of three automatic garage 
door openers. comparisons ol 5 electronic picks, a new pick 
sel lhat lets you go where no man has gone before. latest lips 
to improve your picking hit rate. how to pick Ace (tubular) locks, 
nitty new aulomobile openers, alarm defealers, security bar 
opening !ricks, plus much more! 

Swal Openings- Speed vs. damage, from bombs lo pad
lock poppers- getting in with speed and a degree of finesse. 

What's New. What's Hot. Where to Get It and How to Use It. 
VIDEO II B AND E A TO Z. Graphics. culaway views, good 
stuff. 1 hr 10 min. $59.95 

GPS TRACKING IS HERE!!! 
Okay, suppose you want to follow any vehicle. anywhere in lhe 
world, in real time !ram lhe comfort ol your ollice/living room/ 
lavorile bar ... No kidding, utilizing a cover! cellular lransmit
ter and lhe governmenl's GPS satellile syslem you can lrack 
any vehicle wilhin 25 !eel, on any road in lhe world. Readout 
includes. direclion, speed, slops, all lhe good slutt. Righi out 
ol James Bond. huh? 

Intelligence Incorporated Pro Trak GPS 
Transmitter-1 .1"x5.2" x?.O", weight 20 oz. 9-13VDC power. 

oulput 600 mw. DTMF signaling, 6 second update rate. Trans
mitter powered by 8 alkal ine "C" batteries which give an aver
age ol several days use (depending on your inquiry rate). 

Tiger Trax CD ROM sollware with bu ill-in maps !or virlually 
every US location (IBM compatible. 8 megs RAM 100+ hard 
drive computer not furnished.) Needs windows 3.1 or DOS 5+. 

100 unit capability, street level maps with 10 scales. 500 
overlay icons. Options include motion sensor ($100, panic but
ton alarm. Mapix software [worldwide maps included ability to 
scan in any map you please. add $400, probably overkill]). 

Basic syslem, one transmitter, sollware (TigerTrax), war
ranly etc .. $4500, (second x-mitter $1800) system. Knock $500 
oll wilh lhis ad .. 
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COBRA PRO 
The one major improvement over manual lock picking that has 
surfaced in lhe last 20 years has been the invention of the "elec
tronic" lock pick. 

And the Cobra Pro is llal out the best ever ... 
The Cobra Pro has a number ol important lealures not 

found in lesser picks including an adjuslable throw, heavy duty 
molor. keyhole light, rubber grip, carrying case, elc., and ii 
operales from slandard 18 voll Black and Decker Batteriesi 

How good is lhe Cobra Pro? 
I have personally worked a lesl door wilh 20 dillerent lypes 

of locks mounted on it, including Schlage, with lhe Cobra and 
opened all al them. some in 2-5 seconds, some in 20+. but 
they opened under my moderalely inepl guidance. -Lee Lapin 

The U.S. Seals have jusl compleled a (uh, lhis is kind ol 
classified, please don'l lell any of your Russian friends) a Se
crel Sile in Soulhern California (sounds like a song, doesn'I 
it?) known as Seal City. 

Said city is designed to test seals in a variety ol both covert 
and SWAT type entry and building search/containmenl tech
niques. 

Every so otten the various Seal teams are pitted againsl each 
olher in a direcl compelilion to see who can gel in laslesl using 
everylhing from lock picks lo plaslic explosive. 

We furnished a Cobra Pro lo one ol lhe learns !or use in 
lhe lasl compelilion. Guess who won? 
Cobra Pro sells !or $699, never less. Big sale price- $599!!! 

MULE TOOL 
The Mule Tool is a decep
lively simple appearing idea 
lhat inherits years ol experi
mentation and design from 
a great locksmith and ex
engineer. 

The inventor asked him
self the age old queslion, 
"How can I gel any door open 
wilh no damage and no pick- '-'---'-'--'-L...L"-==.J""-" 

ing?" and then spenl years relining lhe original concepl. 
The Mule Tool consists of a number ol pieces. lhe heart 

being a 3+ fool long rolled sleel rod carefully shaped lo ma
nipulale a couple ol dillerenl "lools" to accomplish what has 
previously been slone cold impossible. 

As long as !here is a liny bil ol clearance underlhe door lo 
be opened the MT can slip underneath and inside. At lhis point 
a person wilh a lew minutes practice (our secretary opened the 
front door in about 15 minules ol inslruclion/practice) can 
defeat: •Normal key-in-knob locks • Dead bolt locks • Hotel 
sly le inside bar locks • In-floor "club" slyle anli-open. anti-bur
glar bars• Press style panic bars. 

In tact it's just as easy to re-lock interior deadbolts alter one 
exils the premises. 

This is the tirst major breakthrough I've seen in a tong time 
with regard to no-harm, no-foul, covert entry. Deluxe MT works 
on locks ol any height, $399, Sale price $29911 

PICK GUN ~ 
The snap gun has probably ,,-:: 
opened more locks in less time _?= 
than any other single picking ,==---' ; 
device. II you are a locksmith · 
or covert enlry specialisl and don't own 
one you should be ashamed .. 
Our price, $59.95. Our Sale price $39.95 while supplies lasl. 

How To Get Anything On 
Anybody-The Newsletter 

For the first time everlhe 
latesl techniques. !ricks. prod
ucts and opportunities laid out in 
a single newsletter! Written/ed
iled by Lee Lapin (author; The 
Whole Spy Catalog, How To Get 
Anything On Anybody; Books I 
and II , The Covert Catalog, 
Hands-On Surveillance, elc.) 
This is the only periodical to fea
ture Lee's unique, hard and last, chocked-full-al-information 
style. 

PEOPLE TRACKING, ASSET SEARCHING BREAK· 
THROUGHS-The one stop, no sign up lee. company thal 
searches 200 million records aulomatically- no hit. no pay1 
SURVEILLANCE, COUNTER SURVEILLANCE. Tesls/sources 
!or bloody amazing GPS trackers thal provide real time or ret
roactive streel-by-street mapped !racking. How lo improvise 
surveillance devices from available producls. A Ph.D. level 
course in counler surveillance laugh! by a real life MOSSAD 
agent. You can lake one just like ii in person !or a mere $2500! 

PRIVACY? TRUTH IN BANKING? Flat out, here are 
the latest abuses and corresponding safeguards. Why 
lhe new $100 bil ls (soon all other currency) can be more dan
gerous lo your health lhen any olher financial inslrument or 
lransaction. "Confidenlial" informalion lhe IRS is now handing 
oul aboul your finances. How to protect yoursell lrom unnec
es.sary investigations and audits. 

Stashing something in a safe "secret" Swiss account? Based 
in the Bahamas? Placed in Panama? Guess who's already rolled 
over lo U.S. pressure, not to mention who is getting ready to 
snilch you oil .. 

Too time sensitive !or a book. How To Get Anything On 
Anybody - The Newsletter will pay !or ilsell the first time 
you track down a "ghost." dig out "hidden· information, pro
tecl a bank account. sale deposil box. or just give golden ad
vice to a cl ie11I. 

SURVEILLANCE PERSONNEL, PRIVATE DETECTIVES, 
PRIVACY PEOPLE, CORPORATE SECURITY, INTELLI· 
GENCE AGENCIES, INVESTIGATORS, INFORMATION 
BROKERS, LAWYERS, AND INTERESTED PARTIES, THIS 
ONE'S FOR YOU!! 

8 pages per issue. mailed lirsl class 10 times a year. Satis
faclion guaranteed? Of course ii is. cancel at any time and In
telligence Incorporated will refund lhe remainder ol your 
subscription price. $89.00 per year. 

THE COVERT 
CATALOG 
Surreptitious Supplies? Sur
veillance, counler surveillance, 
audio survei llance. video surveil
lance, people lrackers, cover! 
entry equipment, night vision. 
cellular interception. covert video 
cameras, and scramblers. CC is 
THE MASTER lisl of information 
suppliers, specialized newslet
ters, OEM lock picks. reverse engineers. Spy Shops, alternate 
ID's, program crackers. and much more. The Covert Catalog 
provides hundreds ot addresses. sample pages, catalog prices 
and recommendations that wi ll save you money on everything 
from break-in books to undetectable bugs. $34.95. 

RULES OF THE GAME: 
Al/ sale orders must include this page or copy ol same. Prices 
are good until December 24 ONLY. No exceptions. Phone or
ders 415·513·5544, credil cards accepted up to a $300 limil. 
Checks will be held for clearance. Catalog FREE! 

INTELLIGENCE INCORPORATED 
3555 S EL CAMINO #309 
SAN MATEO, CA 94403 

All orders must include $6.00 shipping (excepl mule tool $15) 
CA residents add 8% tax. 
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1735 $21.95x 

~NE-R~~ND 
'·'• ·•; 

We give you the 
real story. Thrilling 
conquests and 
brutal defeats. 
Inspiring heroes 
and cunning 
enemies. Brilliant 
strategies and thwarted 
missions. All the drama and passion 
of combat unfolds with vivid details 
and lucid insights. Whether you're a 
veteran, student or military enthusiast, 
The Military Book Club® puts you 
in the field. Sign up today! 

6429 $12.95x 4291 $19.95x 0091 $24.95 0141 $19.95x 

1164+ $21.95 

3160+ $19.95 

$25.00 

4432 $27.50 

6 REASONS TO JOIN NOW: 1. Joining is easy. Choose just 4 books for 98¢. Your bill (including shipping and handling) will come when membership is confirmed. We'll 
also send you your FREE Sportsman's Knife & Carrying Case. 2. Your satisfaction is guaranteed. If you're not happy with your 4 books, return them within 10 days at our expense. 
Your membership will be canceled; you'll owe nothing. The Free Book and Sportsman's Knife & Carrying Case are yours to keep as our "thank you" for trying us. 3. Save up to 30% 
off publishers' hardcover edition prices. Just pick at least 4 more books at our regular low Club prices during your membership. Take up to 2 years! Then you may resign any 
time. 4. Extra bonus! Take a 5th book now for $4.99, plus shipping and handling, and reduce your membership agreement to only 3 books. 5. A FREE Club Magazine comes to 
you up to 17 times a year. Each reviews the Featured Book Selections plus dozens of alternate books. Some are exclusive Club editions you won't find anywhere else. Every book 
we offer is a high-quality, full-text edition, sometimes altered in size to fit special presses. Look for up to 2 special issues a year with super selections and more discounts. 
6. Ordering is risk-free. Featured Book Selections are sent to you automatically. To cancel-or order other books-simply mail in your Member Reply Form by the marked date. 
Shipping and handling (plus sales tax, where applicable) is added to each order. You'll always have 1 O days to decide. If your Member Reply Form is late and unwanted books arrive, 
please return them at our expense. 
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1420 $18.95x 1776 0463 $25.50 4515 $29.95 

0711 $24.95 4077+ $15.00 1693 $23.00 2667 $24.95x 
# Counts as 2 choices + Sottcover ++ Fiction 
x Special edition exclusively for Club members 

Prices shown are for publishers' hardcover editions. 
Club hardcover editions save you up to 30%. 

Prices shown were current at press time. 
A583 
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1768 $24.00 $22.95 0307 ++ $16.95x 

KNIFE 
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$31.95 4127 $11.95x 0620 $34.95 0950 $22.95x -------------------, MAIL TO: The Military Book Club Please write book 
6550 East 30th Street numbers here: 
P.O. Box 6357 
Indianapolis, IN 
46206-6357 

YES! Please enroll me in The Military Book Club according to the 
risk-free membership plan described in this ad. Send me the 4 BOOKS 
I've indicated plus my FREE Sportsman's Knife & Carrying Case. Bill me 
just 98¢, plus shipping and handling. 

SAVE EVEN MORE! Send me this book now and 
reduce my commitment to 3 books. Bill me an 
added $4.99, plus shipping and handling. 
(Books that count as 2 choices are not eligible.) 

Mr./Mrs. 

(write book number) 

I I I 
88363 26 

Miss/Ms. ________________ _ 
fpleaseimt) 

46 
If you selec a boo thal 

counts as 2 choices, write 
the first 4 digits of the book 
number ln one row of boxes 

and 9999 in the next. 

Address _______ ___ ________ Apt. ____ _ 

City ______________ state _ __ z1p _ ___ _ 

Telephone, please ( ___ ) _ _ ______________ _ 
Members accepted in U.S.A. only. Sales tax added where applicable. We reserve the right to reject any application. 

L---------------------------~~1~~ 
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Green Lights Jlnd Red Dots 
31 July 1997, 
the U.S. Army 

s igned a con
tract with Aimpoint, 
guaranteeing the pur
chase of 80,000 (with 
the option of purchasing 
an additiona l 20,000) 
Aim point Comp M elec
tronic reflex sights for 
the Ml6A2E4 rifle and 
M4 carbine series. 
These sights are now the 
primary aiming systems 
fo r these firearms. 

Aimpoint's e lectronic reflex sights are 
manufactured using a unique patented 
double front lens that eliminates the paral
lax error inherent in other red-dot sights. 
This permits the operator to get on target 
more quickly and shoot more accurately, 
because the dot does not need to be cen
tered inside the sight. Binocular vision is 
not required to use the Aimpoint sight. 

style base on the flat up upper receiver of 
an Ml6/AR-15. Any scope mounted 
directly to these rails will be too low. In 
addition, removal of the quick-detachable 
carrying handle removes the rifle's rear 
iron sight as well, leaving nothing for 
emergency purposes. G .G.&G. also man
ufactures an integrated rail system for the 
Ml6/AR-15 that meets the needs of 
armed professionals in both the military 
and law enforcement. 

There are two sizes. The standard 
length, which is the same length as upper 
receiver's integral rail, carries a suggested 
retail price of $145. An "Extended Delta 

The Comp M sight adopted by the 
U.S. Army is slightly shorter in overall 
length (5 inches with lens covers) than the 
well -known Aimpoint 5000 (5.75 inches). 
Both feature a 3 MOA (3 inches at lOO 
yards) dot. The optics used in the Comp 
M have band pass reflection coating for 
compatibility with night-vi sion equip
ment. These units can be powered by 
either si lver oxide or li thium batteries. 
Battery li fe averages 150 to 250 hours. 
Elevation and windage adjustments are 
l/2 MOA for each click. The Comp M has 
I 0 switch positions: off, six day light set
tings, an extra high intensity setting, and 

(top) Aimpoint Comp M with ITT 6010A night vision mounted to 
the rear, both on a G.G.&G. Extended Delta Length integrated rail 
system provides the operator with both a critical tactical edge 
over his opponent and the capability of surgical accuracy in the 
dark - the very environment in which most contact with the 
enemy occurs. (bottom) Aimpoint Comp M sandwiched between 
Litton M983 night vision at the rear and an Insight Technology 
AN/PA0-4C pulsating laser aiming module, all mounted on a 
G.G.&G. Extended Delta Length integrated rail system. 

Length " rail system, 
which extends 1.32 inch
es beyond the front of 
the receiver and permits 
the installation of long
eye-relief "Scout" -type 
scopes as well as placing 
the Aimpoint Comp M 
out where it belongs for 
fast target acquisition, is 
also available and sells 
for $150. The extended
length rail also permits 
use of the rail system's 
integral flip-up rear sight 
in conjunction with the 
red dot and, even more 
important permits you to 
mount a pocket-size 
night vision scope in 
back of the Aimpoint 
Comp M. These mounts 
will raise the line of sight 

two setti ngs in which a resistor is used to bring the red dot down to 
an intensity level that can only be seen by night vis ion equipment. 
The Aimpoint Comp ML has eight daylight settings and no provision 
fo r use with night vision equipment. At the present time, the 
Aimpoint Comp Mis the hot ticket for the Ml6/AR-15 fl at top series 
of rifles and carbines . Its suggested retail price is $379. For further 
infom1ation contact Aimpoint USA (Dept. SOF, 420 W. Main Street, 
Geneseo, IL 6 1254; phone: 309-944-1702, fax: 309-944-3676). 

In my opinion, the best way to attach an Aimpoint Comp to the 
Ml6/AR-15 is by means of a G.G.&G. (Dept. SOF, 3602 E. 42nd 
Stravenue, Tucson, AZ 85713; phone: 520-748-7167; fax : 520-748-

. 7583) Aimpoint ring. Manufactured from 606 1 T6 billet alumi num , 
this ring is attached to the base by using a squeeze ra il design incor
porating a single thumbnut. There is also a square locki ng cross bar 
for recoil control. The ring body has a built-in insulated spare bat
tery compartment with a spare Aimpoint battery cap. This is an 
important feature and it's located on the side of the ring fo r easy 
access. The suggested retail price is $ 155 . 

I would not attach an Aimpoint Comp M to the integral Weaver-

16 

by 0.530-inch above the 
upper receiver 's integral base. This is just enough to provide a perfect 
cheek weld with almost all types of optical sights. 

The G.G.&G. integrated rail system's integral flip-up peep aper
ture rear sight has two apertures: a large aperture which serves as a 
"ghost ring" fo r close-in work and a small aperture for longer dis
tances . The sight provides full windage adj ustment with a knob on 
the right side. Elevation can be adjusted to the 100/300-meter bat-· 
tie-s ight setting by means of the front sight post. The G.G.&G. 
emergency rear sight has a three-position, positive-lock detent sys
tem which will repeat zero each and every time it is rotated by hand 
up into the viewing position . The sight is extremely rugged and 
because of its unique locking mechanism is not easily damaged, as 
it just rotates rearward when struck by a hard blow. 

Manu factured from 606 l T6 billet aluminum, these rail systems are 
black hardcoat anodized as per Mil A 8625 Rev. F Class II Type III. An 
impo1tant feature is a rectangular recoil lug on the underside that 
insures consistent accuracy. Installation can be accomplished without 

Continued on page 64 
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NAVY SEALs - GREEN BERETS - GUARD - FORCE RECONS - MARINES 
AIR FORCE - PARARESCUE - RANGERS - COMBAT CONTROL - ARMY - NAVY 

,~ 
- ~ 

vs 
RUSSIAN KGB - BRITISH SAS - LEBANON - SYRIA - CANADA 
GERMANY - JAPAN - RUSSIAN ALPHA - IRAN - CUBA - MEXICO 

MAN TO MAN HAND TO HAND 

THE WORLD'S TOP COMMANDOS 
CHALLENGE THE US ELITE FORCES 

DE rn(m@O(m® tr[}{]rn ®[1@[RlV ®CS &[R!A]rn CA 
SAT. JAN. 31st 9PM ET I 6PM PT 

LIVE ON PAV-PER-VIEW 
TO ORDER CALL 

YOUR CABLE OR SATELLITE PROVIDER 
CLOSED CIRCUIT AT SELECT MILITARY BASES 

CONTACT YOUR MWR 
COMBAT BOXING developed exclusively for commandos by Hall of Fame boxing legend EDDIE FUTCH. 
Explosive new rules guarantee action, intensity and courage rarely seen in the ring, enforced by the 
honorable referee MILLS LANE 

www. u SAvsWO RLD .CDM 
A Presentation of UWFC Inc. Fighters Subject to Change. 



•1• he U.S. Cessna Caravan, based at 
Kampong Chhang Airport, Cam
bodia, was conducting a magnetic
density, o.il-exploration survey 

throughout the kingdom. 
Minutes after midnight, 30 April 1997, 

my security forces and I escorted the pilot, 
Jim Jackson, and survey engineer, Charles 
Christian, from their accommodations in 
town to the airport. The 12-kilometer jour
ney along National Road number 5 was site 
of frequent attacks by Khmer Rouge (KR) 
holdouts and out-back bandits. 

Normally, crews flew their missions at 
night because they presented less exposure 
for the KR, rogue army and other trigger
fond malcontents who hit and run at will 
throughout volatile Cambod ia. 

The plane was readied for an eight-hour 
mission, its return slated fo r not later than 
0900. Preparations, pre-flight checks, and 
take-off all were routine. Weather condi
tions included broken, scattered clouds and 
l -mile visibil ity; but ground conditions 
were improving. 

At 0115 , the Cessna climbed into the 
humid, eerie Cambodian sky. At 0600, upon 
completion of an airport-perimeter check 
with indigenous security personnel , I noted 
the plane had not returned. 

By 0900, I assumed the worst and imme
diately directed emergency actions in accor
dance with established operating procedures. 

Representatives of the survey company 
in Kampong Chhnang, Phnom Penh, and 
Houston, were alerted. After getting commo 
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with aU other airports in Cambodia, and 
determining the aircraft had not put down at 
a fri endly location , I phoned the U.S. 
Ambassador to Cambodia, gave him a quick 
SITREP, requested he liaise with the Royal 
Cambodian Armed Forces (RCAF) and 
urged the launch of a search-and-rescue op 
with their Russian-built Mi-8 choppers. 

I asked the U.S . Defense Attache to 
authori ze detachment of a U.S. Army 
Special Forces medic to link with me for the 
operation's duration. SF med ics are the 
most highly trained in the world and able to 
sustain li fe through the quagmire of mass 
trauma situations in hostile environments. 

The Ambassador and Defense Attache 
generous ly authori zed two SF-types: 
Sergeants First Class (medic) O.G. Kelley, 
and Bob Ario, an SF Engineer. 

At 1445, an RCAF Mi 8 helicopter 
whipped in to Kampong Chhnang to initiate 
the mission. On board were the two SF per
sonnel , my co-worker, Paul Greaves, a for
mer SBS (S mall Boat Service) British 
Marine, representatives from the Mini stry 
of National Defense, and a sizable indige
nous security force, armed for bear. 

I briefed the RCAF pilots and personnel 
and provided them coordi nates just off the 
computer from Singapore and Alaska Air 
Rescue Commands. Both commands were 
pick ing up the emergency transponder bea
con from the downed plane, indicating the 
crash occurred at 01 30, shortly after takeoff. 
The antiquated Mi-8 lacked state-of-the-art 
equipment that wou ld direct a fli ght to the 

crash site. Having plotted the points on the 
map, I directed the pilots to fly concentric 
circles around those locations. After two 
hours of searching, and an updated position 
from Singapore, we were at last on target. 

The Cessna, gliding along its survey 
fli ght altitude of 5,200 feet, had flown into 
a 5,800-foot mountain. 

The RCAF pilots were incapable of 
bringing their choppers to a hover above the 
site, or perform s.low tree-top-level passes to 
confirm survivors. The pilots overflew the 
area at 6,000 feet at airspeeds of 90-knots. 

They balked at making multiple passes 
over this region - a stronghold of the KR. 
Upon returning to Kampong Chhnang air
port, a Cambodian army colonel from the 
Ministry of National Defense gave a thumbs
down for the use of his helicopter to insert 
my team. The RCAF helicopter then returned 
to Phnom Penh for further deliberations. 

I rang a local army commander and got 
quick approval to begin prepping for a 
ground resc ue. Materiel was procured, 
scrounged or bought with money from my 
pocket. The army assembled 80 security 
troops, including personnel who had run 
into the KR in this AO before. But the 
damned KR were not our sole concern; 
there were tigers, lethal snakes, and thou
sands of anti-personnel mines. 

Departure was laid on for 0430. Trucks 
would smash along the jungle trails some 35 
miles to the base of the mountain. From 
there, the troops would scale the mountain
ous terrain the remaining 6-8 miles to the 
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Protection for 
a Lifetime Plus. 
FREE OF CHARGE - Every Rossi fi rearm you 
purchase new that ever needs repair 
wil l be fixed by Rossi for as long 
as you own itl And Lifetime 
Plus Protection continues 
from generation to 
generation, as you 
pass your Rossi family 
heirloom to your 
children and they 
to theirs. 

Model 877 
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26 ozs., Rubber grips, 2" barrel. 

$290.00 (suggested retail) 
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TO E-MAIL OR REQUEST A CATALOG - panther@rsabbs.com 

1010 CALLE NEGOCIO •SAN CLEMENTE, CALIFORNIA 92673 
Outside U.S. Call 1-714-498-7765 •FAX 1-714-492-7533 
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crash site. Estimated walk time: two days, 
provided no enemy contact. 

At 0400, l May l 997, I received notifi
cation from Phnom Penh that comma had 
been made with Tex-Air, Inc., a Houston
based helicopter company operating in 
Vietnam. Their reps volunteered to divert 
one of their aircraft to Cambodia to partici
pate in the rescue mission. 

Deciding that a two-pronged attempt 
would up the chances of success, as well as 
infuse an attractive measure of added securi
ty, I queried Greaves, the former Brit Marine. 

Less-experienced in arr ops than I, he, at 
once, signed on to head the ground element, 
while O.G. and Ario would team with me. If 
the crash site was inaccessible, they could pro
vide air support and cover fire and rappel into 
a makeshift LZ set up by the ground element. 

By 0730, the Tex-Air Aerostar helicopter 
from Saigon whirled in on station, piloted 
by Joe Grady, a retired U.S. Army CWS 
who had flown helicopters during, and 
since, the Vietnam War. 

Following my briefing, the chopper was 
hastily re-configured by tearing out the rear 
seats and securing a single 120-foot rope for 
insertion. Two "Murphys," however, tried to 
screw up things: the weather, and the geo
coordinates computed by the RCAF pilots. 
Because the inexperienced pilots were using 
poor equipment - and dead-reckoning -
their coordinates were off only by a mile
and-a-half. Plus, rain and thickening clouds 
were shrouding the mountain tops prevent
ing the Aerostar from reaching the crash site. 

Before dusk, the weather broke and the 
site was located. Grady, the Aerostar pilot, 
brought in his bird and hovered gracefully 
just over the trees. His prop wash bullied the 
JOO-footers apart allowing me a clear view 
of the crash location. 

The doomed plane was shredded into 
hundreds of pieces. The motionless body of 
the survey engineer was visible, but I saw 
absolutely no sign of the pilot. 

Our ground element, due to the steep 
mountains and dense jungle, was able to 
move only about a mile into the heavy bush. 
I advised them to abort the ground-rescue, 
fall back, and secure and establish an LZ 
and intermediate staging base. If the Mike 
Force was required, they could be inserted 
via air from the LZ. 

At 0600 the next morning, my air-rescue 
team overflew the crash site, but lousy 
weather and a heavy fuel load prevented the 
pilot from carrying more than two personnel 
per trip, one of whom had to act as spotter, 
relay commands to the pilot, and recover 
the rope after each insertion. 

I was the first guy down, rappelling the 
120 feet with my AK-47, basic load of 
ammo, medical supplies, and body bags. 
Sweating profusely, I prayed that no KR 
"reception committee" waited. 

Following a quick security check, I 
located the two Americans, their bodies torn 
to pieces by the impact. Totally disheart
ened, I radioed the helicopter to pick up my 

Continued on page 65 
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New, Eye-Opening, Documented 
FREE REPORT Proves ... 

Now, You Can Destroy Any Attacker Using 
Never-Before-Seen ''Killing'' Techniques 

Creator of Official U.S. Navy SEAL Combat System Releases Brutal New 
G.un. & Knife Sections Of His Instructor Qualification Fighting Series 

C an you disarm a man holding a knife to 
your throat? What if a car-jacker sticks a 
gun through your window - and your 

wife, girlfriend, or child is sitting beside you? 
In an often brutal yet professionally direct ap

proach, Jerry Peterson's new video series shows 
you how to destroy these attackers, while taking 
you to the .lill.i.ini!k level of fighting . 

The culmination of a 2-year transformation 
from actual SCARS military archive techniques, 
his Instructor Quallllcatlon Series offers you the 
opportunity to learn what until now was taught to 
military Special Operations forces (SEALS, Rang
ers, Green Berets, etc.) . 

It's been called "the most brutally effective 
fighting m1l:m ever seen." 

Before explaining more about this system, 
here's how Jerry Peterson, the creator of this sys
tem, became the first - and only - - civilian ever 
to standardize, license and teach a hand-to-weapon 
fighting system to the United States rr.ilitary. 

In 1989, Naval Special Warfare Command 
(NSWC), the group which controls all SEAL ac
tivity, was looking for ways to standardize hand
to-weapon combat techniques. After an exhaus
tive review, they had rejected every single mar
tial art form In the world. 

They found each completely unworkable in 
combat-oriented fighting situations where SEALS 
were in full gear, carrying 100# packs, and often 
knee-deep in water. 

Amazing SclentlOc System 
Then a SEAL NSWC officer (with black belts 

in 3 martial arts) saw Jerry Peterson's scientific 
fighting system. What he stumbled on wasn't mar
tial arts. In fact it was unlike anything he'd ever 
seen before. 

The SEAL officer watched in disbelief as a 
class of inexperienced students threw real punches 
for virtually 1 full hour, never repeating the same 
sequences. Io one session he witnessed more fight
ing than most martial arts students see in a year. 

Later, two top brass at NSWC saw the officer 
demonstrating moves he'd learned . But intrigue 
turned to doubt when they learned the originator 
was an ex-Army en listed man. 

Still they met with Jerry, as much out of admi
ration for his Vietnam record as anything (he spent 
15 months as lead point for Charlie Company, the 
l 73rd Airborne - one of the most decorated units 
of the war). As Vietnam vets, the SEAL officers 
figured Jerry at least would understand their needs. 

Easily Defeats Decorated SEAL 
But they were totally unprepared for what hap

pened. To prove his system, Jerry Peterson and a 
highly-decorated SEAL Officer (and at 240, 100 
pounds heavier than Jerry) went toe-to-toe - but 
at half speed. To the Officer's amazement he was 
Instantly disabled and dropped to his knees. 

Only then did he realize - had he not been 
talked out of going full speed by others who knew 
the awesome power of Jerry Peterson's system, 
his false confidence in his martial arts training and 
in his sheer size advantage would have left him 
with an arm broken as easily as a match stick! 

In 5 short minutes these SEAL officers - men 
who had seen everything in the way of brutal fight-
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ing, and who had virtually unlimited budgets to 
develop the SEALS into the world's best - were 
blown away by Jerry Peterson's Autokinematic"' 
fighting system. 

Offlclally Required SEAL Training 
Following a pilot program at Command head

quarters all SEALS began receiving this training. 
Still, hardheaded, cocky, non-believing SEALS, 
many with extensive martial arts backgrounds, con
stant! y tested Jerry: 
0 SEALS are the most proficient combat swim
mers in the world. Yet 40-year-old Jerry (who 
wasn 't a particularly good swimmer) "drowned" 
SEAL after SEAL in training. His scientific prin
ciples apply on any terrain. 
0 SEALS are trained to run 20 miles in soft sand. 
But Jerry (who really wasn't in great shape) had 
them gasping just 5 minutes into his first work
outs while he participated effortlessly. He used 
breathing techniques others had never seen (tech
niques he can teach you in minutes) . 
0 In Europe Jerry challenged a deployed SEAL pla
toon to pin him against a wall. AU thought it a joke. 
Yet he escaped - from the grasp of 14 of the most 
proficient fighting men in the world (then showed it 
was no trick-simply physics, and easily learned). 

Today SEALS use all these scientific techniques 
and many more. Since 1989, Navy SEALS go 
through a minimum of 40 and up to 600 rigorous 
hours of Jerry Peterson's training prior to deploy
ment (often in intense, 24-hour a day sessions). 

Top Government Officials Amaz,ed 
His system was demonstrated to Navy Admi

rals, a 4-Star General, and Congressional leaders 
- as well as the Secretary of the Navy and the 
U.S. Secretary of Defense! 

Jerry was even called in prior to Desert Storm 
to brief the military on using Neural Offensive 
Linguistics"' (a cornerstone of his system, it de
fines a mind set which eliminates all defensive 
thinking, allowing anyone, even you, to make in
stantaneously correct decisions in the midst of any 
hostile environment). 

Devastating Power Gives You 
An Unfair Advantage 

In his HCS video course Jerry Peterson intro
duced you to his revolutionary system. 

Now, with the publication of Jerry Peterson s 
SCAR-HCS Hand-To-Weapon fighting system, 
Jerry leads you into the never-before-seen world 
of brutal, no-holds-barred gun, knife and club fight
ing - material you've never seen (unless you were 
in elite Special Operation forces) . 

You'll learn the same hand-to-weapon tech
niques, the same mental approaches, the same 'kill' 
sets Jerry developed for over 200 SEAL SCARS 
instructors. (These SCARS instructors now teach 
this system to lill branches of the military Spec Op 
forces - Army, Navy and Air Force). 

You'll know how to defeat, seriously disable 
and, when necessary, kill anyone threatening your 
life or the life of a loved one or friend! 

Guaranteed To Work In Your Most 
Nightmarish Hostile Situation 

Everything in his system was proven in the most 
intense war lab of the past 30 years - Vietnam! 

But this isn't a 
course to impress 
friends at your Karate 
studio. The Instructor 
Qualification Series is 
Jerry Peterson's~ 
12.lfil profession al 
fighting system. 

And professional 
fighting has but one 
objective: to defeat an 
attacker incredibly 
fast. In 29 years 
Jerry's longest fight 
lasted but 5 seconds! 

\ 
\.t 
.Jt. 

Official SEAL SCARS-CFC 
Creator Jerry Peterson 

This system is only for those who need a pow
erful yet amazingly IDmlk system (simple because 
it ' s based on quickly-mastered scientific principles 
not a difficult art form) to protect them in life
threatening situations. 

No Navy SEAL has ~ lost in hand-to-hand 
combat when correctly applying Jerry's system! 
And they never will (nor will you) because .. . his 
system is undefeatable! 

This Totally Integrated System Enables 
You To Destroy Any Attacker -

With Absolutely No Fear Or Hesitation! 
Cheap imitators advertise fighter after fighter 

after fighter - a hodgepodge of unrelated, nonsci
entific moves. Now they even~ hoping to con you 
into believing SEALS would lose to these guys. But 
they know. No one beats a Peterson-trained SEAL. 

These 'wanna-bes' teach one move if an attacker 
swings a fist at you, another if he's got a knife. 

But Jerry Peterson's scientific system teaches 
you why you MUST use the exact same techniques 
- with a weapon or without! What everyone else 
teaches is wrong. Just ask the SEALS! 

The imitators claim they've trained Navy 
SEALS. But Jerry Peterson is the .s2k ~ of 
the Q!lkhl hand-to-hand and hand-to-weapon com
bat fighting system used by the SEALS today. 

He' s the only civilian with a Naval Special 
Warfare course number (SCARS-CFC# K-431-
0096) plus a new $2.5 million military facility 
predicated solely on his SCARS training. 

The Navy SEAL 'wanna-be' trainers? They've 
got nothing - no official status, no course number. 

Free Special Report Reveals 
GUN And KNIFE Fighting Secrets 

Jerry Peterson 's system is brutal. It has to be. 
Yet it's surprisingly easy to learn. It requires NO 
athletic ability, NO speed, NO conditioning. 

And because his videos offer an unprecedented 
3 camera angles (including a new overhead shot), 
you can learn this scientific system in just days; 
specific techniques often in just minutes. 

Jerry has created a Free special report reveal
ing the amazing details about his scientific weap
ons fighting system - the system which has made 
the Navy SEALS an undefeatable fighting force. 

It's easy to get your free copy. Just call 

1-800-600-1420 
24-hours for a Free recorded message to get your 
Free report. International, call 602-921 -8533. 

C C .. pyrighl 1;aG Cli"1ton & Co, Inc 
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SWATCOM 
Tactical Communications Manual for SWAT Operations 

by Tony L. Jones 
In today's high-tech world, technology often breeds overreliance on a single system, as is the case when SWAT teams depend too heavily on radio communications. In 
his latest book, Tony L. Jones, a tactical/security consultant with years of experience in SWAT team leadership and training, presents a wide variety of communication 
methods that SWAT teams can utilize during a tactical operation. Following an in-depth look at radio operating procedure and equipment, Jones offers detailed 
instruction in the effective use of hand and arm signals, telephones, pyrotechnics, light signals, messengers and more. In addition, he examines the advantages and 
drawbacks of each method, as well as how its strengths can be exploited and its inherent weaknesses avoided. By training in the methods outlined in this manual, 
SWAT organizations can ensure the kind of clear, secure, accurate communications that will enable them to operate effectively in teams and are critical to any mission's 
success. 5 1/2 x 81/2, softcover, photos, illus., 144 pp. $18.00 
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PORTABLE WEALnt 
The Complete Guide to 
Precious Metals Investment 
by Adam Stan;hild 
None of us wanls 10 walch our hard-earned 
money go up like paper in lhe wind. Open lhls 
book and discover how precious metals can add 
weight and substance lo your inveslment portfolio 
in a time when very liltte is considered solid or 
certain. II could be worth ils weighl in gold. 5 1/2 
x 81/2, softcover, BO pp. $12.00 

GUNSITE TACTICAL PISTOL 1 
Learn lhe use of lhe combal handgun as ii is 
taughl at the wortd-famous Gunslte Training 
Center. Gunslte's masler instructors present 
delalled instruction in the crilical skills of se~
defense wilh a handgun, including deployment, 
marl<smanship, immediate action dnlls and 
tactical target engagement. This video also 
Includes unique video dry-fire training exercises 
lo hone your shooting reflexes. Color, approx. 
50 min., VHS only. $29.95 

BUILDING THE ULTIMATE 
TACTICAL SHOTGUN 
A Complete Guide to Shotgun Accessories 
and Special-Purpose Ammunltlon 
with Doug lamb 
Sholgun expert Ocug Lamb takes a cri tical look 
at afterrnarket shotgun accessories and shows 
you how to use lhem to transform stock guns 
into high-speed tactical weapons. This video 
also includes graphic live-fire demonstrations 
of special-purpose shotgun ammo. Color, 
approx. 80 min., VHS only. $29.95 

RAGNAR'S ACTION ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE 
AND PROVEN TECHNIQUES 
by Ragnar Benson 
Learn how to build weapons, trap anything that 
moves, drop out of the rat race, protect your 
privacy, elude lhe bad guys, defend yourself, 
change Identities, land a Job and live well - as 
well as a little bit about everylhing else lhat 
might be important. 8 1/2 x 11, sottcover, 
photos, illus., 456 pp. $45.00 

GET EVEN 
The Complete Book of Dirty Tricks 
by George Haytluke 
A hilanous overview of lhe melhods people use 
to get even with big buslnes:;, government and 
enemies. These dirty tricks range from the 
simple to lhe elaborate, including more 
sophisticated schemes devised by CIA and 
Mafia members and political dirty tricksters. For 
enlertainmentpurposes only. 51/2 x 81/2, 
hardcover, 208 pp. $19.95 
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THE TRUTH ABOUT HANDGUNS 
Exploding the Myths, Hype, 
and Mislnfonnation 
by Duane Tllomas 
Every gun enthusiast will enjoy reading lhis lively 
look at lhe myths about the Colt .45; lhe hype 
surrounding handgun stopping power; the trulh 
about Alvin York's Incredible World War I firefight; 
lhe answers to the questions 'Are revolvers 
dead?' and 'How good is the .40 Smith & 
Wesson cartridge?'; and much more. 5 1/2 x 8 
1/2, sottcover, 136 pp. $14.00 

BUUETPROOF PRIVACY 
How to Live Hidden, Happy, and Freel 
by Boston T. Party 
Beat lhe busybodies and bureaucrats who make it 
their business to know yours. This modem 
' declaration of Independence" leaches you how to 
travel like a ghost without a paper trail, disappear 
and relocate at will, use lhe mails privately, buy 
and sell without a trace, make encrypted phone 
calls, and live hidden, happy and free! 5 1 /2 x 8 
1/2, sottcover, 160 pp. $15.95 

ADVANCED ULTIMATE SNIPER 
state-of· the-Art Tactics, Techniques, and 
Equipment for Military and Police Snipers 
with Maj. John L PlastBr, IJSAR (Ret) 
This long-awaited sequel to T1le llNmatB Sniper 
reveals lhe cutting edge In sniping tactics and 
technology, Including night sniping, suppressed 
sniper weapons, .SO-caliber riftes, winter sniper 
wartare and advanced sniper fieldcratt. Color, 
approx. 120 min., VHS on~. $59.95 

THE ULTIMATE SNIPER 
An Advanced Training Manual 
for Military and Poilce Snipers 
by Maj. John L Plaster, I/SAR (Ret) 
This highly readable and extremely valuable 
training book covers lhe practical, field-tested 
details of sniping's three great skill areas -
marksmanship, fleldcraft and tactics. Rifles, 
scopes, ballistics, target detection, stalking, 
hides, cammo, countersnlplng, special ops, 
poice vs. military and much more. 8 1/2 x 11 , 
sottcover, photos, illus. 464 pp. $39.95 

E·MONEY 
Ananclal Management 
In the Electronlc Age 
by Bl'Uft F. Woods 
How secure are electronic cash transfers, 
deposils and payments? Who Is responsible tt 
your money vanishes Into cyberspace? Is your 
credit card safe when ordering via lhe Internet? 
Brett Woods, a former U.S. Treasury employee, 
can answer lhese questions and help you enjoy 
lhe benefits of electronic banking. 51/2 x 81/2, 
sottcover, 80 pp. $12.00 
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Videotapes are nonreturnable. Defective tapes will be replaced. 

WANTED 

GO FOR BROKE! 
Wealth and Happiness after Bankruptcy 
by Zane Binder 
Are your debls breaking your back and your bank 
account? This step-by-step book walks you lhrough 
bankruptcy from start to finish and gives you 
everything you need to know to make a clean start 
and not lose your shirt - and maybe not your 
house, eilher. The author speaks from experience. 
51/2x81/2, soltcover, 104pp. $14.00 

REEFER WARRIOR 
How My Friends and I Found Adventure, 
Wealth, and Romance Smuggling 
Marijuana----Ontil We All Went to Jail 
by K. Hawkeye Gross 
The story of how lhe aulhor went from flying 
combat missions in Vietnam to smuggling dope 
by lhe plane load from Colombia. His amusing 
reflections of his adventures and misadventures 
otter a vivid portrayal of lhe drug-smuggling world 
of lhe late 1960s and '70s. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, hard
cover, 368 pp. $29.95 

JUST SAY NO TO DRUG TESTS 
How to Beat the Whiz Quiz 
by Ed Carson 
Urinalysis Is a blatant violation ot human 
freedom and dignity, and now you can fight 
back! Ed Garson. who handled drug testing for a 
large U.S. military base, reveals how lhe tests 
are done and how to beat them. He did It 
successfully for eight years using lhe exact 
methods outlined in this book. Find out how to 
preserve your life-style and keep your job. 5 112 
x 8 1 /2, sottcover, 48 pp. $12.00 

THE WHOLE SPY CATALOG 
by Lee Lapin 
11le Whole Spy catalog shows you exactiy how 
to hire an ex-KGB agent, order a photo ot 
anyplace on earth anytime dunng lhe last 20 
years, get an Instant background check on 
anyone, open a door from 100 feet away, sub
scribe to an in-house FBI newsletter, order and 
install Ille latest electronic surveillance gear and 
many more tricks to trace, track, surveil and 
Investigate anyone or anything. 8 1/2 x 11, sott
cover, photos, illus., 448 pp. $44.95 

ACQUIRING NEW ID 
How to Easily Use the Latest Computer 
Technology to Drop Out, Start over, 
and Get On with Your llfe 
by Ragnar Benson 
Forget about using the old 'dead-baby's birth· 
certificate" ruse to get new ID. Everyone's on to 
that trick. What you need is the know-how to 
make your own documents on a home computer. 
And by followng the simple Instructions in here, 
you can. 5 1/2 x 81/2, sottcover, photos, Illus., 
152 pp. $20.00 

ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS ON WEAPONRY, MILITARY SCIENCE, SELF-DEFENSE, PERSONAL FREEDOM AND RELATED SUBJECTS. SEND A COPY OF 
THE MANUSCRIPT TO: PALADIN PRESS, P.O. BOX 1307, BOULDER, COLORADO 80306 OR E-MAIL US AT editorial@paladin-press.com 

VISIT OUR WEB SITE at www.paladin-press.com 
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OTHER FASCINATING TITLES 
REVENGE & HUMOR 
Get Even 2: More Dirty Tricks from the Master of Revenge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $19.95 
Get Even: The Video of Dirty Tricks (video) . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . 14.95 
High-Tech Harassment: How to Get Even with Anybody, Anytime . . . • . . . . . • . . .19.95 
The Revenge Book . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00 
Revenge Book: The Chilling Sequel ... 10.00 
Up Yours! . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . 19.95 
The Layman's Guide to Suicide .. . .• . .. . . . .. • . ...... 10.00 
Gare & Feeding of Tenants . . . . .. .. 10.00 
Politics and Dirty Tricks: A Guide to Screwing Up the System . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 14.00 
Your Revenge Is in the Mail . . . . . 12.95 

PERSONAL & FINANCIAL FREEDOM 
The Professional Gambler's Handbook: Beating the System by Hook and by Crook . . . . . .15.00 
How to Save Money on Just About Everything: Revised and Expanded 2nd Edition .12.95 
Free Stuff: How Others Get Free Money, Booze, Gasoline, and Everything . . ... 14.00 
Insider's Secrets to Diamond Dealing: How Real Money is Made . . . . . ... 15.00 
Living Well on Practically Nothing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 19.95 
Pawnbroker's Handbook: How to Get Rich Buying and Selling Guns, Gold, and Other Good Stuff .. 18.00 
Keep What You Own: Protect Your Money, Property, and 

Family from Courts, Creditors, and the IRS . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ........... 15.00 
Scams from the Great Beyond: How to Make Easy Money Off of ESP, Astrology, UFOs, Crop Circles, 

Cattle Mutilations, Alien Abductions, Atlantis, Channeling and Other New Age Nonsense .... 20.00 
Swiss Money Secrets: How You Can Legally Hide Your Money in Switzerland . . . . 15.00 

ESPIONAGE & INVESTIGATIONS 
Running a Ring of Spies: Spycraft and Black Operations in the Real World of Espionage .. . .. $ 20.00 
The Home Workshop Spy: Spookware for the Serious Hobbyist ........................ 25.00 
Spook Book II: A Strange and Dangerous Look at Forbidden Technology ..... . .. . .. . ...... 34.95 
SOE Secret Operations Manual . . . . . . . .......... ..... ............ . . ........ 20.00 
Uncover the Truth: A Power Manual for Investigative Interviewing . . . . . . • . .. . . . .. ..... 38.95 
The Layman's Guide to Electronic Eavesdropping . . . . . . . . •.........•. . . ... 17.00 
How to Make $100,000 a Year as a Private Investigator . • ..•... . ..•...... 19.95 

WEAPONS 
Glock: The New Wave In Combat Handguns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . $ 25.00 
Home Workshop Prototype Firearms: How to Design, Build, and Sell Your Own Small Anms . . .. 25.00 
The Combat Shotgun and Submachine Gun: A Special Weapons Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00 
Home Workshop Weaponry (video) . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . 29.95 
The Complete AR-15/Ml 6 Sourcebook: What Every Shooter Needs to Know . . . ... 35.00 
TheAR-15/M16:A Practical Gulde . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...... .... 16.95 
AR-15/M16Super Systems . . . . ................. . .... . •..•. .•..•..• . .. . .. 19.95 
The Ruger .22 Automatic Pistol: Standard/Mark I/Mark II Series ....• . . . .... .. . . . • . ..... 12.00 
Full-Auto Conversion of the SKS Rme . . . .. . . ........ .. .. .... ... . .. •..•.. • ...... 12.00 
The Complete Book of Combat Handgunning ..... .............. ... .. .. . ...•. . ... . 16.95 
Home Workshop Guns for Defense and Resistance: Vol. II, The Handgun . . ........ . ....... 14.00 
Home Workshop Guns for Defense and Resistance: Vol. Il l, The .22 Machine Pistol . . . ....... 16.00 
Home Workshop Guns for Defense and Resistance: Vol. IV, The 9mm Machine Pistol . ......... 20.00 
The Gatling Gun: 19th Century Machine Gun to 21st Century Vulcan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29.95 
Streetsweepers: The Complete Book of Combat Shotguns . . . . . . • . .• .. . .. . ... 17.95 

ACTION CAREERS 
Bodyguarding: A Complete Manual . . •..•.... $19.95 
Keep 'em Alive ..... . .. . ... . . . .. . . . . ..•.. • . . . •...•.. • . . . ..•. . .. ..... 12.00 
Unrepentant Sinner . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . 19.95 
Drug Smuggling: The Forbidden Book ................ . ... .. .•.. •. . . ..... . ..... . 16.00 
Executive Protection: A Professional's Guide to Bodyguarding . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . .12.00 
Dead Clients Don't Pay . . . . . . . . . . . .•.. • . ..... • ... . . •.... . 12.00 

MILITARY SCIENCE 
Guerrilla Air Defense . . . . . . . . ..... .. . . ..... .... .. . ..... . .. . ....... . . $ 15.00 
U.S. Army Special Forces Medical Handbook ... . • ...•... . .. •. . •.. • . . . • . .•..... . .. 22.95 
Death Jn tile Jungle: Diary of a Navy SEAL .... . ..... . .... . . .... . .............. . . 29.95 
KGB Alpha Team Training Manual . ........ ... . . . .. . ...... . .... . . ... . . .. .. ... . . 20.00 
War Story . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . 29.95 
Killing Zone: A Professional's Gulde to Preparing or Preventing Ambushes ...•. . • .. • • .. . .. 25.00 
Shadow War: The CIA's Secret War in Laos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... •. .. ..•.. . .. 49.95 
Special Forces Operational Techniques . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . 25.00 
The Gestapo and SS Manual ...... ...... •...... • .. , .. .•. .• . . . • . .......•. .... 25.00 
U.S. Navy SEAL Combat Manual . ............. ..• .. , ...•... • .. • .. • .. • .. • .... . 22.95 
The German Assault Rifle: 1935-1945 ....... . . ... ... .... . . ..... . .............. 49.95 
MIA Rescue: LRRP Manhunt in the Jungle .. ....... . ...................... . .. . .. 29.95 
SEALs: UDT /SEAL Operations in Vietnam ..... ................. . . . . .. . .. ..•. . ... 26.95 
Special Forces Close-Quarter Combat Manual .... ............ . . . .. .. . ..... .... . .. 25.00 
Soldiers on Skis: A Pictorial Memoir of the 10th Mountain Division . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . 50.00 
SURVIVAL 
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Fugitive: How to Run, Hide, and Survive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . $12.00 
Ditch Medicine: Advanced Field Procedures for Emergencies . . . . . • . . ...... 25.00 
Counterambush Driving Skills and Evasion Techniques . . .14.95 
Survival: A Manual That Could Save Your Life . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . 18.00 
Survivalist's Medicine Chest . . . 10.00 
Wi lderness Waytinding: How to Survive in tile Wilderness as You Travel ... 15.00 
Live off the Land in the City and Country . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29.95 
The Survival Retreat: A Total Plan for Retreat Defense . 10.00 
Ragnar's Ten Best Traps: And a Few Others That Are Damn Good, Too . . . . •.. . • ..•.. . .... 10.00 
The Trapper's Bible: Traps, Snares, and Pathguards . . . • . . . . . . . . 8.00 
The Ultimate Outdoorsman (video) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. 29.95 
4-Wheel Freedom: The Art of Off-Road Driving . . . • . . . • . . . • . . .. 19.00 

SNIPING 
The One-Round War: USMC Scout-Snipers in Vietnam . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . .. $ 59.95 
U.S. Marine Corps Scout/Sniper: World War II and Korea . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . 39.95 
U.S. Marine Corps Sniping: FMFM1 -3B ...... . .. .. .. .... . .. ..... . ..... . ......... 14.95 
The Complete Book of U.S. Sniping . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39.95 
S.W.A.T. Sniper: Deployment and Control . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . • . . . • . . • . . .. 12.00 
Sniper Training: FM 23-1 O . . . . . . . . . . . • ... •.. .. .. .. .. •.. • . . ....• ..•.. • ... . 25.00 
The Long-Range War: Sniping in Vietnam . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. 39.95 
SEAL Sniper Training Program ..... •.. , . . . • . . . • . . . • . . 30.00 
Modern Sniper Rifles . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . ... 16.95 
The German Sniper: 1914-1945 . . . . .. . . .... . .. . .• .... 60.00 

KNIVES & KNIFE FIGHTING 
Renaissance Swordsmanship: The Illustrated Use of Rapiers and Cut-and-Thrust Swords .... $ 25.00 
Reverse-Grip Knife Fighting (video) . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 29.95 
The Complete Bladesmith: Forging Your Way to Perfection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00 
Death from the Shadows: Techniques of Sentry Stalking and Silent Elimination (video) . 34.95 
Practical Knife Fighting for Personal Protection: 

Volume 2, Advanced Concepts and Techniques (video) . : . . . . . . . • . . . . 35.00 
Modern Knife Combat: The Training of a Knife Fighter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29.95 
Knives, Kntte Fighting, and Related Hassles .......... ... .... •. . ..... . .•. . •. . . .... 12.00 

SELF-DEFENSE 
Assassin! The Deadly Art of the Cult of the Assassins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 16.00 
Destroy, Trap, Lock: Secrets of Limb Destruction, Trapping, and Joint Locking (video) .. ... .... 34.95 
Real Fighting: Adrenaline Stress Conditioning through Scenario-Based Training ........ • .... 19.95 
Dead of Alive: The Choice is Yours .. . .. .. .... ......... . ..... .. ..... . ..• . . . . ... 22.00 
Be Your Own Undertaker: How to Dispose of a Dead Body .......• . . • • .. • .. . ..• . .•.... 10.00 
101 Sucker Punches . .. . ... ... ................... . .. . .. .. . . .. . • ... ..• .... 10.00 

COMBAT SHOOTING 
Street Stoppers: The Latest Handgun Stopping Power Street Results ... ....... . .•. . .... $ 39.95 
The Defensive Shotgun: Techniques & Tactics ......... ... ....... . .....•. . •. ...... 12.95 
How to Become a Master Handgunner: The Mechanics of X-Count Shooting ....•. .. . . •. . .. 10.00 
The Tactical Pistol: Advanced Gunfighting Concepts and Techniques ... . ...... • .... .•.... 25.00 
Jim Cirillo: Modern-Day Gunfighter (video) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34.95 
Advanced Master Handgunning .. . . ... .. . ... • . . •. .. •. . •. ... .. ....... 10.00 

POLICE SCIENCE 
Sex Crime investigations: The Complete Investigator's Handbook ... . .... . .. . ... .. .... S 35.00 
Deadly Force Encounters: What Cops Need to Know to Mentally and Physically Prepare 

for and Survive a Gunfight . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . ..... 22.00 
Death investigator's Handbook: A Field Guide to Crime Scene 

Processing, Forensic Evaluations, and Investigative Techniques .. . .•.... . ........... 40.00 

ORDER 
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PALADIN PRESS-
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Try It: Lie If You're Caught 

"Oops," explained a Clinton aide. The president accidentally 
used his new line-item veto to wipe out several multi-million dollar 
defense projects. 

In October, when Clinton tried to axe 38 projects from a $287 
million military construction bill, he probably thought no one would 
notice. Republicans did, and quickly began drafting a bill to over
ride the vetoes. Sensing a victory by angered and betrayed 
Republicans, Clinton played his trump card: He lied. 

Clinton's budget director, Franklin Raines, flashed a memo to 
the Senate appropriations panel that said several of the 38 vetoes -
up to 28 - were made by mistake. 

Next time, Clinton should be more slick. One project he tried 
nixing was in Mississippi - home of Senate Majority Leader Trent 
Lott. Another was in South Dakota, home of Senate Minority 
Leader Tom Daschle. 

What next? 
"Gee's Hillary, I didn't mean to stop payment on Chelsea's 

tuition check." 

Not A Mistake 

A more serious veto, and one the Department of Defense appears 
to be going along with, will eliminate three programs essential to 
future U.S. capability to control outer space. 

In October, Clinton vetoed three programs including the 
Clementine II asteroid intercept experiment, the Army's Kinetic 
Kill Anti-Satellite Weapon and the Military Space Plane. Recent 
war games, says Defense News, have established these programs as 
"decisive to the future conduct of terrestrial operations." 

The Air Force, Defense News reports, has responded by rewrit
ing its doctrines, mission requirements and budget request to delete 
references to the need for such capabilities. 

Pol Made Mistakes, Too 

OK, so Clinton didn't mean to axe multi-million dollar military 
projects from an obscure spending bill. Accidents happen. 

And Pol Pot, the former Khmer Rouge leader and obvious Clinton 
fan, didn' t mean to kill a million or more Cambodians in the 1970s. 

Pol, publicly interviewed for the first time since 1979 by SOF 
contributing editor Nate Thayer, must have learned some conscious
clearing political moves from Slick. Granted, his sins go deeper 
than lurid affairs in patrol cars, broken promises about troop with
drawals, and sleazy fundraising. But Pol 's rhetoric sounds astound
ingly familiar. 

In an interview for Far Eastern Economic Review, Pol told 
Thayer he did not intend to ki ll anyone. 

"I came to carry out the struggle, not to kill people," he said. 
"Even now, and you can look at me: am I a savage person? My con
science is clear." 

Benchmade® 
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If this type of thing works, Clinton has no worries. Stop wast
ing time and legal fees with Paula Jones denials. Just say it, Bill: "I 
didn't mean to end up naked in a hotel room, carrying on an extra
marital affair. It was a mistake. I have a clear conscience." 

One Point Safe 

Russian workers from a weapons plant drove off with two 
nuclear warheads in 1993. In early 1997, a former Russian nation
al security adviser said more than 80 suitcase-sized atom bombs 
were missing from Moscow's arsenal. 

Just a few of the stories told in One Point Safe, a book writ
ten by Andrew and Leslie Cockburn, contributing editors for 
Vanity Fair. 

The book takes aim at the Clinton Administration for standing 
by while nuclear materiel is stolen from Moscow 's stockpile of 
23,000 nuclear warheads. It blames Clinton and his cabinet, 
among others, for failing to respond to the threat of missing 
Russian nukes for fear of jeopardizing their relationships with the 
Yeltsin government. 

On That Note 
Gordon Oehler, longtime director of the CIA's Nonproliferation 

Center "retired" at age 55, saying he 'd become the subject of too 
much criticism. 

But U.S. Rep. Curt Weldon, R-Penn., believes Oehler 's retire
ment was forced by the Clinton Administration and its allies in con
gress. 

For 25 years, Oehler has been charged with coordinating intelli
gence from various government agencies about the dangers of 
nuclear weapons and missile development throughout the world. 
Weldon, a member of the Committee on National Security, told the 
New York Times Oehler was punished for honestly briefing Congress 
about Russian and Chinese exports of dangerous nuclear technology 

and missiles to Iran, Pakistan and other unstable countries. 
"It's a pattern of this administration, when it gets information 

that runs counter to the policy, they try to destroy the person that 
brings the message," Weldon told the Times. 

Rural America Booms. Call The ATF 

For five years, the Clinton Administration has exploited racial 
fears and urban tensions with talk of more affirmative action, 
mandatory bilingual education, and the appointment of an attorney 
general who wants unwarranted inner-city weapons searches - a 
goal that inspired at least one black militia. 

To liberals, racial strife means economic glut for the bureaucra
cies they cherish. 

Efforts to regulate race relations, of course, have backfired -
forcing a wedge between whites and minorities not seen under 
Reagan 's more hand's-off approach to urban affairs. 

So-called "white flight" is back in new form, bigger than ever, 
with suburbanites flocking to jerkwater spots Clinton long ago for
got about. Demographers warn of a "Balkanization" of America. 
Whites, the U.S. Census Bureau reports, are leaving metropolitan 
areas for rural counties in Colorado, Utah, Missouri, Idaho, Kansas, 
Texas, Montana and Nevada. 

The Census Bureau reports reversal of a decade-long decline 
in rural population in the '80s, with rural counties seeing a net 
influx of more than 1.6 million people, mostly white, from 1990 
through 1995. 

"They [fleeing white people] won't be concerned about issues 
like affirmative action or bilingual education," said William Frey, a 
demographer at the University of Michigan, in the New York Times. 

The electorate, of course, can go just so far in escaping Clinton 's 
social engineers. After all , rural isolationism has proved deadly in 
the '90s (ask Branch Davidians, tax protesters and garden-variety 
weirdos.) 

Most likely, Clinton will outlaw "white flight. " Call the ATF. ~ 

Ace the. NA VY SEAL PFT! ALSO AVAILABLE 
Achieve a 100% success rate with the revolutionary 
12 Weeks to BUDIS Workout. Guaranteed! 

Whether you want to be a NA VY SEAL ~==::::!""-~,,_
or just be as tough as one ... you need 
this book and video. Covers strength, 
endurance, swimming, running, upper 

and lower body PT, abs, motiva
tion, workout schedules ... the 

works. You'll be one 
strong, hard, and 
ripped frogman in 

no time. This is the 
exact program that 
has helped many 
men attain opti
mal fitness and 
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make it 
to BUDIS. 

The Official Navy 
SEAL Workout. 
PT, nutrition, 
extensive detail of 
the famous SEAL 
obstacle course 
and more: 
$14.95 

The Official 
Marine Corps 
Workout. 
Rugged PT for 
the rugged soul. 
Maximize upper 
body strength. 
$14.95 

The Official 
Naval Academy 
Workout. 
Get in shape for 
the Navy PRT 
through a 
powerful 6-week 
workout plan. 
$14.95 
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UNITED STATES 
Chinese sanctions lilted: Clinton waives 8-year sanc
tions on nuclear exports to China. Ch inese President 
Jiang Zemin to forgo nuclear contracts with Iran. U.S. 
defense contractors look fo r more trade sanctions to 
lift, allowing additional future arms sales to Beijing. • 
30 ,000 defense jobs threatened: William Cohen, U.S. 
Defense Secretary, to eliminate 30,000 jobs from 
defense agencies by year 2000. Sweeping DOD reform 
outlined in report "Leading Change in a New Era" by 
Task Force on Defense Reform, charged with improv
ing Pentagon efficiency. Plan to eliminate Assistant 
Secretary of Defense Command, Control , 
Commu nications , Computers and Intelligence (C4 1) 
for new office focused only on intelligence. •Tiny war 
planes: Pentagon to build fleets of tiny remote un
manned fighter planes, about 6 inches long, for com
munications, reconnaissance, lethal missions. Planes 
to be used in cities, forests, mountain areas and other 
obstacle-filled terrain . • China skeptics: Anti-China 
legislation proposed in congress in wake of talks 
between Clinton and Zemin. GOP proposals call for 
sanctions, punitive actions against Beijing, countering 
White House position. One bill would restrict entry to 
United States by any Chinese leader involved in 1989 
Tianamen Square attack. 

rg~Jt.-,.. -----... 
NORWAY 

Center-ri ght coalition government: 
ENGIAND 

RUSSIA 
Suitcase-sized A-bombs? Gen. Lebed says several "suitcase" sized nuclear 
bombs missing from nuclear arsenal. Yeltsin adviser says such bombs 
were built. Russian leaders deny such bombs, but leave open possibility of 
larger bombs, size of "steamer trunk," made by KGB during '?Os. • Naval 
downfall: New statistics show suffering Russian navy in wake of Soviet col
lapse. Since 1987, Naval personnel has dropped from 480,000 to 270,000. 
Statistics show 50% of all warships inoperable, with remainder under
manned by 35%. Navy spokesman Alexander Veledeev says reforms and 
further personnel cuts ahead. • Arming Iran: U.S. House and Senate 
Russian aid bills restrict release of funds on condition of presidential certi
fication Moscow stops transfer of nuclear technology to Iran. White House 

, issues diplomatic protest notes to curb Russian support of Iranian missile 
program. White House appoints Ambassador Frank Wisner special envoy 
on Russian/Iran nuke issue. • Agreements formalized: Yeltsin-Clinton 
Helsinki agreements on ABM treaty formalized in eight documents signed 
after meeting of U.N. General Assembly. Documents add Belarus, 
Kazakhstan and Ukraine as parties to treaty. 

THAllAND 
Currency crisis: Thailand's defense budget 
likely to dip nearly 30% of planned $4 billion. 
Ailing defense budgets throughout Southeast 
Asia prompt military officials in Bangkok to 
consider pooling procurement funds for 
unprecedented sharing of assets during 
reg ional cu rrency crisis. • Iran's threat: Iran 
warns Thailand relations may suffer if Iranian 
Hossein Shahriarifar, convicted of plotting to 
blow up Israeli Embassy, is not released. 

Ch ristian Democrat Dag Jostein 
Fjaervoll appointed defense minister 
by new prime Minister Kje ll Magne 
Bondevik, rep lacing Jorgen Kosmo. 
No significant changes expected in 
defense policies before 1999 local 
elections. 

Arms trade soars: International arms 
trade reverses decade of steep 
decline, increasing 13% in 1995 and 
8% in '96, says study by International 
Institute for Strategic Studies. Study 
shows Middle East as biggest region
al arms market, followed by East Asia. 

BELGIUM 
Permanent Joint Council: NATO 
and Ru ssian officials skeptical of 
near-term results from Perma
nent Joint Council (PJC) , new 
bilate ral framework for coopera
tion. Progress stunted by Yeltsin's 
armed services overhaul and oppo
sition from other politicians to 
NATO enlargement. 

INDIA 
Bodo rebels: Sudden upsurge of vio
lence in northeastern part of India. Bodo 
Liberation Tiger rebels remain active in 
Assam, along with Leftist People's War 
Group in Andhra Pradesh, the Nagas 
along the Burmese border in Manipur, 
the Maoists in Bihar, the Sikhs in Punjab , 
and the All Truipura Tiger Force. 

General unrest: Brawl breaks out between Zapatista and 
government supporters in Chiapas. Mexico denies 
Amnesty International charge it's failing to protect 
human rights. U.S. offers $2 million reward for drug lord 
Felix Arellano. Mexico agrees to allow U.S. anti-drug 
missions, allowing U.S. surveillance ships and planes to 
refuel at Mexican bases. • U.S. pleas: U.S. Senators 
Coverdell and Feinstein call on Mexico to arrest and 
extradite drug barons and allow DEA to carry arms in 
Mexico as condition of future certification as U.S. ally. 

. . -. ·-



CHINA 
Weapons to Russia: U.S. analysts fear China's 
purchase of advanced fighters, submarines 
and nuclear missile guidance systems, from 
Russia, will tilt balance of military power in 
region to China, causing potential future chal
lenge of Moscow's regional supremacy. Cash
strapped, Russia suffers dwindling domestic 
defense market and loss of government subsi
dies. Analysts say Russian economy compro
mises Moscow's ability to control what 
weapons and technology get exported to 
potential adversaries. 

New missile system: Japan 
embarks on plan to build regional 
missile defense network with U.S. IR'l'W'lt,,.·:' 

technology, fearing threat of 
Korean and Chinese missiles. 
Defense officials will consider 
Standard-LEAP anti-missiles on 
aegis destroyers as mobile missile 
defense platforms and land-based 
system of THAADs. 

; -

NORTH CYPRUS 
Threat to peace: Turkish armed forces 
hold largest-ever military maneuvers in 
and around divided Cyprus, including a 
bombing raid on a mock S-300 anti-air
craft missile site. Turkish leaders 
promise pre-emptive strike if air defense 
system is delivered to Cyprus under 
$600 million deal with Russia. Turkish 
officials said exercises not to diminish 3 
Nov. pledge by Prime Minister Mesut 
Yilmaz and Greek Prime Minister Costas 
Simitis to forgo military solutions to 
longstanding territorial disputes. 

JORDAN 
Pressuring Russia: Jordanian leaders 
lobby Russian Foreign Minister Yevgeny 
Primakov to end new arms ties with Syria, 
citing concerns of terrorists and struggling 
Middle East peace process. Primakov visits 
Jordan to convince regional governments 
Moscow should have bigger role in broker
ing regional Middle East peace process. 

COLOMBIA 
One-vote elections: Rebels disrupt 26 Oct. 
elections. Shut down much of road network 
with bombs, destroy seven power pylons in 
three provinces. Mayors elected by a single 
vote in some rural towns. • U.S. heli
copters: U.S. officials say helicopters pro
vided to help in drug war could be used 
against rebels working with traffickers. 

SIERRA LEONE 
Army headquarters bombed: Nigerian plane 
bombs Sierra Leonean Army headquarters, 
killing six, wounding 38, destroying building. 
Junta troops attack Nigerian base. Regional 
leaders meet with Junta vice-chairman Sankoh 
to give conditions for resuming talks. 

SAUDI ARABIA 
More howitzers: Government requests 
availability on $2 billion package of 
Paladin MI09A6 self-propelled howitzers 
from United Defense L.P., of Arlington, 
VA. Defense experts say move reflects 
military's intent to reverse acute artillery 
shortage. South African Presi-dent 
Nelson Mandela signs arms deal with 
Saudi Arabia allowing for purchase of 
South African G6, to round out Saudi 
Arabia's need for more wheeled artillery. 

Kurdish infighting: Turkish security zone in 
northern Iraq stymied by infighting among 
rival Kurdish groups in Iraq. Infighting threat
ens to drag Turkish military further into fac
tious ethnic regional battles. 

• Quiet War: UN observers report new 
minefields, ransacked towns and 
thousands of refugees on the move 
as "quiet war" continues for control 
of key diamond-mining regions. 
Government and UNITA troops 
march into unguarded areas. UN 
pressures UNITA rebels to comply 
with peace accords, threatening , 
sanctions. • Mavinga: UNITA turns 
over town of Mavinga to government. 

World Sitrep is compiled in part from the biweekly 
newsletter For Your Eyes Only: An Open Intelligence 
Summary of Current Military Affairs. Published by 
Tiger Publications (P.O. Box 8759, Dept. SOF, 
Amarillo, Texas 79114-8759); subscriptions are $70 
per year (26 issues), $74.38 in Texas. Sample issue 
available for $3. Those interested in world intel are 
encouraged to subscribe. 



ODPSOPSl 

The rifle being fired by SOF's John Walker in the October issue 
of this column was incorrectly ID'd: It is a .223 Ultra-Match from 
Olympic Arms, sporting BushneU 's excellent new 4-16x Elite 
designed by Bushnell's tech wonk, Dr. Bill Cross. 

GET SEEN/RESCUED! 
The axiomatic rule for rescue is, rescuers have to find you if you 

are to be rescued. And ultimately they must see you. The usual 
devices for making yourself known include radio beacons, flashing 
lights, flares, smoke and mirrors. Odds are overwhelming that when 
you are located, it will be from the air. 

Radio beacons and flashing lights are subject to the shelf life of 
their power source. Flares and smoke canisters are one-shot affairs, 
and you have to be awake and alert to incoming ai rcraft to deploy 
them in a timely fashion. They are also subject to the limitations of 
their shelf life. 

Obviously, there is need for a rescue signaling device that has 
an indefinite shelf life and that once ·deployed stays deployed 
until you are rescued. As a bonus, it should be inexpensive, light
weight and compact, suitable for deployment on land, water or 

,• 

' 
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snow - and simple enough a little kid could do it. 
Now comes a device that is going to save some lives: the 

See/Rescue® SAR"'. This is a compact, floating, high-strength flu
orescent orange polyethylene streamer that comes in three handy 
sizes, deploys in seconds and will keep on sending your distress 
message until you are located. Unless you are heading to the 
boonies to hide from your mother in law, this device should be in 
your plane, vehicle or hip pocket. Survivors who are merely an 
invisible dot become a dot at the end of a 40-foot orange streamer. 

Contact See/Rescue, Dept. SOF, 219 Koko Isle Circle, Suite 
602, Honolulu, HI 96825; phone 808-395-1688; fax : 808-395-4470; 
E-mail: SeeRescue@aol.com 

SHARP AND HANDY COLT 

Colt's has recently introduced their new CSAR (Colt Search And 
Rescue) gravity knife, custom made for them by Eickhom of 
Solingen. Neither Colt nor Eickhom need an introduction, and the 
basic design of the gravity knife has been around since WWII. The 
CSAR, however, is worth some comment. Quite often when you 
need a knife, you need it quickly, and often as not you already have 
one hand tied up, especially in a search-and-rescue or EMT situa
tion. Of the avai lable one-hand knives, it's hard to beat the classic 
WWII German-paratrooper design. 

The CSAR takes this classic design to the next plateau by refin
ing the design, and the use of the best available materials. The blade 
is stainless steel, the awl/probe is non-magnetic steel, and the scales 
are fiber-glass reinforced synthetic. The half-serrated blade also has 
a wire-stripping notch, and there is a bottle opener that also serves 
as a hilt. It comes with a polyester thong. 

The CSAR is readily and completely disassembled for cleaning 
or maintenance, and comes will an illustrated instruction sheet. 

Functional design, quality materials, good workmanship - just 
as you would expect from Colt. 

At Colt and knife dealers everywhere. ~ 
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Attention Collectors I Sportsmen ... 

Get the Full Auto Advantage! 

The Classic Stiletto. Lightning quick, side opening 440 stainless 
blade. Mirror-clear. gleaming heavy gauge steel. Razor sharp. 
Traditional black pearlite handle w/ slide lock. 8.75" overall. 

Model# FP-500 COBRA $79.95 

Model# 104/W THE GODFATHER II $39.95 
Exactly as above. Classic lines with the added elegance of white handles. 
Same rugged craftsmanship and durability. 

Lever action side opener. 3.4 inches of satin brushed high carbon stainless steel. 
Instantly snaps to attention and locks into place. Buffed and polished solid brass hardware 
and liners. Handcrafted in Italy. Shown w/ black pearlescent grips. Or choose deep swirl 
Blue, Green, Red, or Ivory. Specify your color. 8" overall. 

Genuine, Rugged, 
Completely Finished 

Sold in Kit Form* 

Model# 244/B SOLINGEN SLINGER $49.95 
Black checkered side opener features high impact ABS resin grips, 
finely honed and polished 440C Solingen, German steel blade. Holds a 
seriously sharp edge. 7.25" overall. 

CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-324-4371 

PERFORMANCE CO. 
1202 Lexington Ave. 
RM 192 Dept. S-2 
New York NY 1 0028 

FREE CATALOG with your order! 
THE NEW 1997 PERFORMANCE KNIVES CATALOG 

32 PAGES OF KNIVES & ACCESSORIES 
IN FULL VIVID COLOR. 

aEl 1-800-324-4371 
Pulice IRd Mllllarv: Send PllOl8 capr of ID & racetve 10"1. dlsceunt 

Model# 202/SB BLACI< STEALTH NATO $69.95 
Deluxe front opener features lightweight, rugged cast aluminum handle. 440 
stainless steel blade is mirror-polished and smooth as silk. Instantly 
retractable. Midnight black. 8.5" overall. 
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PERFORMANcE COMPANY 1202 Lexington Ave. RM 192, Dept. S-2 
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Snies. Lies and Computer Tap s 
Did Jlrmr Scientists Sell Out Ta Beijing? 

H 
owdy was the rule that balmy sununer 
night in Hong Kong 's Red Pepper 
restaurant. New Zealand's national 
rugby team, chowing down on the 
renowned Szechuan cuisine, set a ram

bunctious tone as they engaged in loud horse
play between tables. Rugby fans, eager to join 
in the team's celebration, were being turned 
away at the door of the crowded night spot. 

Seated at a round table near the bar in 
the main dining area downstairs, five casu
ally dressed civilian employees of the U.S. 
Army Research Laboratory (ARL) in 
Maryland fo und the boisterous atmosphere 
infectious, ordering round after rou nd of 
Chi nese beer after finishing their meal. The 
five men were on an official trip "to inves
tigate the state of computing and informa-

bv James l. Pate 

tion system development in the Pacific 
Rim ," according to an ARL press release. 

Almost three years later, the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and the Defense 
Intelligence Agency have launched counter
intelligence probes into allegations of espi
onage at ARL, includi ng the possi bility that 
balli stic missile technology was leaked or 
sold to such countries as Iraq and China. 
One of the primary focuses of their inquiries 
is what occurred on that trip, and particular
ly what was allegedly said at dinner in Hong 
Kong that night, 27 March 1995. 

ARL's team dined at the Red Pepper at 
the midpoint of a three-week tour to meet 
with scientists, engineers and academics in 
Japan , Hong Kon g, Singapore and 
Australia. The trip, ARL reported, "wi ll 

Sophisticated base-bleed and other advanced artillery technologies developed by Bull, 
such as for this 155mm prototype apparently based on a NORICUM gun, proved to be 
of wide interest: After having worked with U.S. Army, Bull was convicted of exporting 
technology to then-embargoed South Africa. 
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have repercussions in the years to come." 
That statement proved ironically 

prophetic. 
That trip 's team leader is now one of at 

least two senior ARL scientists under scruti
ny by the FBI and DIA for the alleged unau
thorized transfer of sensitive weapons data 
from the ARL's classified supercomputers 
at Aberdeen Proving Ground. 

Hobnobbinp And 
Free-Lancmg? 

A third scientist, who sat next to the 
team leader at dinner that night in Hong 
Kong, was fired this past September for a 
security breach last summer in which he 
allegedly allowed fo reign agents into a clas
sified supercomputer area at ARL's head
quarters in Adelphi , Maryland. That civilian 
scientist, who confirmed hi s fir ing to 
Soldier Of Fortune, had been part of the 
technology transfer office in ARL's 
International Programs Branch. He had a 
Top Secret security clearance, according to 
official Army documents obtained by SOF. 

The fired ARL employee all egedly 
allowed Israelis to roam unsupervised in a 
highly restricted area, said one Justice 
Department source familiar with the inves
tigation. The supercomputers accessible in 
that area, the source said, are repositories 
fo r, among other valuable things, classified 
data on balli stic missile fuzing and various 
types of sophisticated weapons and naviga
tional radars. The Israelis were seeking data 
on sensitive ultra-wideband radars and GPS 
ballistic missile fuzing, the source said. 

That scientist "gave away the keys to the 
store," he said . No crimi.nal charges have 
been fi led as of this writing, however - but 
the alleged security breach is also under 
investigation by Army counterintelligence 
agents, and by its Criminal Investigation 
Division. 

Randi Vachon, an ARL public affairs 
official , denied in an Associated Press 
report that the scientist's firing and the FBI 
counter intelligence investigation arising 
from the Pacific Rim trip are related. 
Several calls to Vachon by SOF have not 
been returned. 

But sources in the Pentagon, the DoJ and 
on Capitol Hill , who spoke only on the con-
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Third model Supergun by prodigal Canadian ordnance genius Gerald W. Bull illustrates highly ingenious, cost-effective method for 
launching ballistic projectiles into space - or into neighboring countries. Bull 's technology, and apparently his contacts at Army 
Research Lab, would later find their way into foreign hands. 

dition of anonymity, say the firing of the 
ARL civi lian, who was e li gible for retire
ment, and the FBI's counterintel li gence 
probe, are related. Although initially coinci
dental in nature, the two separate cases 
quickly overlapped, the sources said. 

A Common Thread 
The common thread to these counterin

telli gence in vestigation s is the all eged 
transfer of sensiti ve and, in some cases, 
class ified U.S. weapons technology to the 
People's Republi c of China, Iraq and Israel, 
much of it supposedly related to balli stic 
mi s iles. The buying and selling of state-of
the-art weapons technology is a murky and 
sometimes treacherous world in which 
national interests, or traditional political 
alliances and enmities, do not always apply. 

Israel, for instance, the closest U.S. ally in 
the Middle East, is suspected of selling U.S. 
military technology to China, the Pentagon's 
most powerful potential military adversary 
since the collapse of the Soviet Union. 

China, in turn , has sold ballistic mi ssile 
technology to one of Israel's most bitter 
enemies, Iran. China sold Iran its Silkworm 
missi le in the 1980s, and more recently, its 
C802 missile. (The Clinton Administration 
recently signed a deal with China in which 
the U.S. will allow U.S. contractors to build 
nuclear reactors for ostensibly peaceful pur
poses in China in return for Cl-Una's pledge 
not to sell any more C802 mi ssiles to Iran. ) 

The nex us of the FBI and DIA probes is 
ARL's supercomputers at Aberdeen Proving 
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Ground and at nearby Adelphi. Although 
under an Army command , ARL's supercom
puters also have been used by the Navy and 
Air Force, Copley News Service reported, 
and "are considered to be the most sophisti
cated military computers fo r calculations 
in volving mi ssi le guidance systems. 
Anyone wi th access could obtain highly 
classified information about the admini stra
tion 's most advanced weapons systems." 

The Copley story quoted an unnamed 
DIA agent as say ing that the Pentagon 
believes technology used in China's sophi s
ticated C802 mi ss ile may contain a guid
ance system and other electronics which 
were designed using class ified data pilfered 
from the Army supercomputers at Aberdeen 
and Adelphi . The C802 is of particular inter
es t to the U.S . inte lligence community 
because its latest version is a hip-to-ship 
crui se mi ssile that flies about 40 feet off the 
water and is reportedly capable of penetrat
ing the U.S. Navy's state-of-the-art Aegis 
missi le defense system. 

U.S. intelligence agencies have been try
ing to obta in one of the miss iles to disas
semble and analyze for its technological ori
gins. The C802 presents an "extremely seri
ous danger" to U.S. Navy ships, Copley's 
DIA source was quoted as saying. 

The U.S. counterintelligence probe into 
the origins of China 's C802 technology was 
separate from the inquiries that grew out of 
the fa teful dinner in Hong Kong 's Red 
Pepper restaurant. But they coincidentally 
overlapped with the suspic ion by DIA 

investigators that ARL's supercomputers 
may have a ro le in the C802 case. 

Rational Fears 
The Pacific Rim trip, one of several by 

ARL teams led by the same man, became a 
matter of concern to the FBI and the Army 
after one of the scienti sts who dined at the 
Red Pepper that night, Kurt D . Fickie, 
reported hi s suspicions of wrongdoing to 
federal Jaw enforcement agencies and the 
Department of Army Inspector General. 
Fickie was a former Army major who 
became the civilian employee heading 
ARL's manu fac turing simulation branch in 
the command's Hi gh Performance 
Computing Directorate. 

"I fear the nuclear bomb code called 
'CTH ' has already been smuggled to 
China," Fickie wrote to Lieutenant General 
Jared Bates, then the Army 's Inspector 
Genera l (DAIG), in a letter dated 18 
December 1995. 

Fickie's reference was not to codes for 
launclling a nuclear weapon, or even design
ing one, but instead is a perfonnance code 
that describes the effects of various types of 
nuclear warheads of certain yields and under 
ce1tain conditions. They are of value in that 
any nation which cou ld obtain such codes 
would be spared years of expeiimentation 
and nlillions of doll ars in development costs. 

Fickie, a supercomputer prodigy who 
was routinely used by ARL to demonstrate 
its Cray supercomputers to vis iting digni
taries, told Bates he was writing "to ascer-
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tain whether your office has notified the 
FBI about allegations of criminal activity 
among high-ranking officials" at ARL. 

"I would like to assume some form of 
investigation has been initiated and that the 
transfer of U.S. militru·y technology has 
been thwarted," Fickie wrote. "The evi
dence seems to indicate otherwise. For 
example, I notice that the two agents from 
Communist China [which Fickie named] 
are still operating without interference at 
ARL facilities. These operatives work 
directly for" [the Pacific Rim team leader 
now under investigation]. 

Among other allegations communicated 
by Fickie up the chain of command and to 
federal agencies such as the FBI and U.S. 
Customs is that computations critical to 
improving the accuracy and extending the 
range of Iraq's SCUD missiles were per
formed by the same team leader and anoth
er senior ARL scientist on the lab 's top
secret Cray 2 supercomputer in 1988-90 
(see "The Mother of All Cover-ups," SOF, 
December '97). 

For its part, the Army reacted with a 
shoot-the-messenger attitude. Fickie and 
three colleagues who backed up his allega
tions - Timothy Rohaly and two brothers, 
Michael and Mitchell Ortwein - were 
fired. 

Justice Delayed ... Or Denied? 
Although two subsequent investigations 

by the Army Materiel Command, to which 
ARL belongs, determined that their bosses 
falsified charges and otherwise abused their 
authority to wrongly fire the four scientists, 
the whistle-blowers have yet to be re-instat
ed or otherwise compensated. Fickie has a 
claim pending before the Merit Systems 
Protection Board, an administrative law 
court designed to protect the legal interests 
of ci vi 1 servants. 

Excluding the espionage allegations , 
every accusation made by Fickie and the 
others has been acknowledged in subse
quent investigations by commands above 
ARL, including Fickie's charge that the 
Pacific Rim team leader, using his govern
ment passport and while on official travel 
orders, smuggled thousands of dollars 
worth of jewelry, precious gems and camera 
equipment back from Pacific Rim trips. 

The man has since acknowledged smug
gling on at least three occasions while trav
eling on Army business to the Pacific Rim, 
but he and others accused by Fickie of 
wrongdoing remain on the job. As Fickie 
pointed out in his letter to the DAIG, since 
the allegations were raised the same man's 
"access to highly classified material s has 
been enhanced." 

Same Piper, Different Tunes 
The smuggling has been confirmed by 

U.S. Customs sources and is acknowledged 
in various government documents . The 
Pentagon has refused to release a report on 
the latest probe by the DAIG, or to discuss 
the case, except to confirm that the espi
onage allegations were referred to the FBI. 
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In 1962, Bull (right) worked with 
Canada's McGill University, opening 
high-altitude research station at their 
Barbados research institute to pioneer 
Bull 's ideas of firing atmospheric vehi
cles from ground-mounted "super
guns." Here Bull and Dean D. L. Mordell 
of engineering department examine pro
totype. 

" ·~ sitive military technology did not occur as 
c15 alleged. The FBI has declined to pursue 
~ criminal sanctions ... " 
J:: 

c.. Despite Walls' assertion to Sen. McCain 
~ in that first letter of 19 November 1996, an 
~ FBI spokesman later said that, at that time, 
8 its agents had barely" begun their investiga

tion, and had not cleared anyone accused 
by Fickie. 

In July 1996, the Army made another 
attempt to dismiss out of hand Fickie's espi
onage accusations. Unnamed senior Army 
officials were cited in an Associated Press 
story that reported that "the FBI has sent the 
Army a letter saying its preliminary investi
gation has fo und no substance to the 
charges" of espionage made by Fickie and 
his three former colleagues. 

The Army's claim was immediately 
denied by an FBI spokesman, and two 
months later, the FBI shifted the investiga
tion from its criminal to counterintelligence 
division. The Pentagon, meanwhile, denied 
a request by Soldier Of Fortune and ABC 
News, to produce a copy of the purported 

.----:c=:-::::::--:;;-:;--------,---," FBI letter. 
·~ 

Bull discusses one of his superguns with 
former Quebec Premier Jean Lesage. By 
1965 Bull had built "superguns" for high
altitude research at McGill University's 
space research center in Highwater, 
Quebec, would subsequently have 
research facility spanning U.S.-Canadian 
border, do pioneering research for 
Pentagon, ARL and others before his fall 
from grace on criminal charges of aiding 
an embargoed South Africa. 

Colonel Osborne K. Walls Jr., chief of 
the DAIG's investigative division, told U.S. 
Sen. John McCain in a letter last October 
that the Army is taking Fickie's allegations 
seriously and that yet another formal inves
tigation is underway. "That investigation 
was given a high priority and is ongoing," 
Walls wrote. 

Eleven months earlier, in response to a 
request for information by McCain on 
Fickie's behalf, Walls told the Arizona sen
ator a different story: Fickie's allegation 
that ARL scientists "improperly transferred 
weapons technology to foreign agents was 
investigated by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. The investigation established 
that the offense of wrongfu l transfer of sen-

c15 Officials at ARL, meanwhile, have 
~ refused to say anything on the record to 
5: SOF or ABC, which aired a segment about 

Fickie's case on its 20120 broadcast of 20 
November. While she has commented on 
the record to the AP, ARL press flack Randi 
Vachon, whose job it is to speak on the 
record about news concerning ARL, has 
refused to do so. 

Privately, she and other ARL officials 
stand steadfastly behind the men accused by 
Fickie of wrongdoing. They point out that, 
while Fickie completed his doctoral work at 
the California Institute of Technology, he 
was not awarded a doctoral degree, and 
implied that he was fired, in part, for falsi
fying his credentials. 

Fickie said he did complete his doctoral 
work and defended his doctoral thesis, but 
was called up for Army reserve duty before 
all the official paperwork was complete, 
resulting in a bureaucratic snafu that short
circuited the award of his Ph.D. 

(A Cal Tech spokesman confirmed that 
Fickie completed his doctoral work and 
defended his thesis, but declined further 
comment.) 

Strategy: Discredit 
Your 1lccuser 

The official ARL position is that Fickie 
is a "disgruntled former employee" who fal
sified charges against his bosses in retalia
tion for being fired. But every accusation 
made by Fickie that has been addressed in 
publicly available reports, including that of 
smuggling, has been verified. His espionage 
allegations have not been addressed in any 
of these documents, however. 

And in contrast to Army officials at ARL 
and the Pentagon, practically every state
ment made by Fickie, and the other three 
former ARL employees who backed him up, 
has been made in officially sworn govern
ment documents, signed under penalty of 
perjury. To knowingly make a false state-
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ment on such a document is a 
fe lony. No one in the Army has 
made any move to take action 
against Fickie or the others for mak
ing fa lse statements. 

Fickie's dispute with the Army is 
complicated by the fact that the offi
cial sworn statements requesting 
Inspector General act ion were made 
after his bosses initi ated di sciplinary 
action against him. They suspended 
his security c learance and locked 
him and the three colleagues who 
supported them out of their offices, 
confiscating the contents and per
sonal belongings of each. 

c 

~ back even further, to the 1988-90 
"O 

·2'. time frame. He sa id he noticed 
<i: 
:r: "somethjng odd" at the lab when he 
£i' and others tried unsuccessfully to 
~ log on to the Cray supercomputers. 
~ They were repeatedly pre-empted by 

the same man who led the Pacific 
Rim trip. It was odd, he sa id, 
because senior staffers seldom made 
computer run s themselves, but 
ass igned subord inates to conduct 
such tasks . Yet the sen ior scientist, 
Fickje claims, was logging thou
sands of hours of supercomputer 
time. 

The types of calculations bei ng 
run were a lso unusual, Fickie noted: But Fickie made yet another 

sworn statement, asking that ARL's 
higher command, the Army Materiel 
Command (AMC), invest igate his 
claim that his bosses fa lsified docu
ments and made fa lse statements to 
justi fy their di scip linary actions. 

"The ... ev idence substantiating 

Rumors of Bull's long-range artillery work for Iraq, bol
stered by confiscation of various components and mod
ules in England and Greece, were confirmed when this 
unfinished 300mm "supergun" was discovered at Jabal 
Hamrayn, Iraq in 1991. Having pioneered such weapons 
under Canadian and U.S. auspices, Bull 's expertise was 
much sought by powers such as China, Iraq, Iran. 

"They were stability calculations of 
liquid-filled mi ss iles that would 
have liquid pay loads," F ickje said . 
Such calculations would be neces
sary if someone were building ballis
tic tables to target a new miss ile, he 
said. 

the allegations against selected ARL 
officials was preponderant and com
pelling," the report 's find ings state. But the 
600-page report also said it was not in the 
Army's interests to investigate further. 

"An additi onal investigation at this time 
... would be disadvantageous," it said. "Mr. 
Rohaly and Dr. Fickie have claimed ARL 
deliberate ly impeded their due process 
through dragging out their investigations. 
Requiri ng a fo llow-on inves ti gation would 
poss ibly re inforce thei r cla im of govern
ment slothfulness." 

Customs' Investigation 
Although Fickie had not reported hi s 

suspicions up the Army's chain of command 

unti l after ARL initi ated di sciplinary action 
against him , he had reported suspected 
wrongdoing to U.S. Customs after return ing 
from the tTip that included the dinner at 
Hong Kong's Red Pepper restau rant. 

Th is was on 18 Apri l 1995, fo ur months 
before hi s security c learance was suspended 
and he was Jocked out of his office. Fickie 
contac ted the U.S. Customs office in 
Balti more and made known his suspicions 
that his team leader from the Pacific Rim 
trip was smuggling and had poss ibly pro
vided sensitive military technol ogy to for
eign governments. 

Fickie's suspicions of wrongdoing went 

Bull was also the International Man To See to develop long-range missiles. Credited in 
British press as having helped develop Chinese Silkworm, Bull also let contract 
through his "Space Research Corporation" to sell Chinese U.S. Army-developed 
Modified Point Mass trajectory computer programs - which he apparently got from 
entrepreneurial scientists at ARL. Evidence also suggests computer work was done at 
ARL on behalf of Iraq to extend range of their Scud B missiles, such as this one shot 
down over Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, by Patriot missile. 
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Fickie said he later came to a 
startling realizati on that the "calcu

lations performed on the supercomputers ... 
at Aberdeen were being used to increase d1e 
accuracy of Iraqi SCUD missiles, and their 
heavy artillery," Fickie wrote in hi letter to 
Lt.Gen . Bates, now retired . 

Liquid-filled warheads are most often 
associated with chemical or biological war
fare agents. The U.S. Army was phas ing out 
such weapons at that time. Nor did the U.S. 
arsenal contain any liqu id-fueled missiles . 
All U.S . balli stic missi les use a solid pro
pellant. But Iraq does use liquid-fueled mis
siles: the SCUD-B. And Saddam Hussein 's 
wi llingness to use chemical and bi ological 
warfare agents was graph ically demonstrat
ed when he used them against his own citi
zens, the Kurds, during Iraq 's war with Iran. 

Although he acknow ledges that he was
n' t as certa in what the calcul ations were for 
at the time in 1988-90, he was suspicious 
enough to download the user logs and store 
backup tapes in hi s desk - documents later 
confiscated. 

The A1my denies that such calculations 
were run. Except for a brief three-month 
period , the Army also said the user logs for 
that time-period have been destroyed. But 
the 600-page AM C-IG report contai ns refer
ences from witnesses that appear to bolster 
Fickie's c laim that he had down loaded the 
logs and assembled other ev idence of sus
pected wrongdoing. 

It Never Happened ... Because 
We've C-ot The Evidence 

The search of Fickie 's office, ordered by 
one of the same men accused by Fickie of 
espionage, "was designed to look for back
up computer tapes and find information ... 
F ickie might have removed from the com
puter fi les," one witness who conducted the 
search told Army investigators. Another 
sa id they were told to look for " fi les being 
kept on individuals." 

B ut it wasn ' t un ti l the dinner in Hong 
Ko ng th at Fick ie said his vari ous suspi-
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cions "crystallized." 
Fickie, who weighs 140 pounds and was 

the smallest of the five men at dinner at the 
Red Pepper, had two beers, one before and 
one during dinner. But as they watched in 
amusement at the raucous antics of New 
Zealand's rugby players, the ARL team lin
gered long after eating as the other four, all 
tall, burly men, consumed round after round 
of Chinese brew. 

The conversation, as Fickie recalls it, 
drifted from University of Maryland sports 
to the upcoming transfer of power in Hong 
Kong to the communist government of 
mainland China. Then it turned to technolo
gy transfer. 

"My anxiety grew after a chance com
ment from [the team leader] after he had too 
much to drink," Fickie later reported in his 
sworn statement to the LG. "I do not 
remember the exact remark, but the gist was 
that he saw a private business opportunity 
with Singapore much like the arrangement 
he had with a company called Advanced 
Technology Institute." 

The China Connection 
The ARL group was headed to Singapore 

the next day. Suddenly it dawned on Fickie: 
Their China connection was Dr. Gerald V. 
Bull , the Canadian rocket science and 
arti llery genius, a one-time Army contractor 
who later became a rogue arms dealer. 

Fickie was fam iliar with Bull through 
Bull 's many professional contacts and per
sonal friendships among senior ARL scien
tists. Fickie had attended a lecture given by 
Bull at ARL. And Fickie knew that 
Advanced Technology Institute, or ATI, was 
a shell company that Bull had founded in 
Athens, Greece. 

Both scientists accused by Fickie had 
connections to Bull, whose connections to 
the U.S. Army date back to the late 1950s. 
Among other projects, he perfonned con
tract work on nuclear missiles for the U.S. 
government, and worked on the Minuteman 
missile project for the U.S. Army. He is best 
known, though, for his High Altitude 
Research Program, or HARP, a joint effort 
between Canada and the Pentagon to use 
Bull-designed "supercannon" to shoot pro
jectiles into the upper atmosphere. HARP's 
ultimate goal, to use such a gun to shoot 
satellites into earth orbit at a fraction of the 
cost of using a rocket, was never achieved. 

A lthough Bull never got the contrac
tual largess from the Pentagon that he 
long sought, he was rewarded fo r his 
work for the U.S. military with a special 
bi ll in congress that awarded the 
Canadian U.S. citizenship. 

Bull 's relationship with the Pentagon 
soured, however, after he was sentenced to 
federal prison for designing long-range 
artillery for South Africa's apartheid regime, 
then under an arms and trade embargo. Bull 
claimed his work for South Africa was 
undertaken at the behest of the Central 
Intelligence Agency, to aid South Africa 's 
support of Jonas Savimbi 's losing battle 
against superior enemy artillery in Angola. 

3 4 

Paris-based Libyan arms dealer Sarkis 
Soghanalian, then operating from Miami, 
received much of Iraq's $30 billion arms 
business during the 1980s - and ran 
afoul of U.S. government (his record was 
later expunged). Interviewed in Paris, 
where he is "more or less retired," he cor
roborated for SOFthe identity of ARL sci
entists - accused by Fickie and Curtis -
as having been together in Geneva and 
Baghdad. 

Evidence later emerged that the work for 
South Africa by Bull 's company, Space 
Research Corporation (another shell compa
ny, this one incorporated in the Channel 
Islands), had the tacit approval at the highest 
levels of U.S. government. Former head of 
the CIA's Angola task force, John Stockwell , 
said the South Africa deal was endorsed by 
the spy agency's Africa division, but was 
scotched by diplomats. But testimony was 
heard by the federal grand jury investigating 
Bull and his company that the deal included 

Former Army computer whiz Kurt D. 
Fickie noted thousands of unus ual com
pute r hours logged on $25 million Cray 2 
s upe rcomputer at the Army Research Lab 
- calculations compatible with ballistic 
studies for liquid-fuel rockets carrying 
liquid payloads. Fickie was sacked after 
he blew the whistle on suspected irregu
larities involving Army's Cray supercom
puter, and improper liaison between for
eign agents, ARL scientists. 

* participation on some level by a U.S. Marine 
a.. 
_j Corps officer assigned to work for the CIA 
~ in Angola and a retired U.S. Air Force offi
~ cer living in Brussels, Belgium, who was a 

CIA-approved arms dealer with a secret 
clearance. 

Evidently Orbiting 
In High Circles 

A trial potentially embarrassing to the 
federal government was avoided when a 
plea bargain brokered directly by the Justice 
Department, above the head of the U.S. 
attorney in Vermont, was accepted by Bull 
and a single co-defendant. 

Larry Curtis, the U.S. Customs agent 
who assembled the case against Bull , told 
SOF in July that he was told the deal was 
cut on orders "from the White House" and 
effectively derailed plans to seek charges 
against 14 others, including an ARL scien
tist that Curtis said had a peripheral role in 
the South Africa case. That man is one of 
two ARL employees who would later be 
accused by Fickie of espionage. 

When Bull got out of federal prison in 
early 1981, he bitterly renounced his rela
tions with Canada and the U.S., moving to 
Brussels, where he re-established his Space 
Research Corporation. Among his fi rst two 
clients were Iraq and the People's Republic 
of China. Bull was subsequently found 
assass inated in his Brussels apartment build
ing i.n March 1990, at the hand of persons 
unknown - two .32 slugs in his neck and 
16,000 British pounds sterling in his pocket. 

Curtis said he was unaware at the time of 
Bull 's work for Iraq, but that he opened an 
investigation into Bull 's dealings wi th 
China. That investigation was ordered shut 

_j down, Curtis said, and when he continued to 
pursue leads, U.S. Customs tried unsuccess
fully to get Curtis fired . But a classified CIA 
document obtained by SOF suggests the fed
eral government was well aware of Bull 's 
activities in China and wanted to keep that 
knowledge secret. British press sources 
credited Bull with having helped develop the 
Chinese Si lkworm missile. Curtis later 
retired in disillusionment, he said. He died 
of lung cancer at his Vermont home several 
weeks after he was interviewed by SOP. 

Bull became close friends in China with 
Tsien Hsue-Shen, also known as Qian 
Xuesen. Tsien, a professor at the East China 
Institute of Technology in Nanjing, was the 
designer of China's Silkworm missile and 
was closely associated with China's late 
premier, Deng Xiao Peng. 

China's interest in obtaining U.S. mili
tary technology was evident, even then, and 
is mentioned in an official ARL history. For 
example, the book, published by the Army, 
mentions work by ARL on a computer pro
gram called the Modified Point Mass 
model, or MPM model. 

Modified Point Mass model is described 
in the book as "the workhorse for trajectory 
calculations ... the primary method of tra
jectory simulation used in the preparation of 
firing tables ... a method of modeling the 
aerodynamic drag of base-bum projectiles 
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with as much similarity as possible .... " 
The MPM code is used to compute the 

design of a base-bleed propellant charge 
used to get the hyper-extended arti llery 
ranges for which Bull 's research was 
famous. Bull made artillery projectiles more 
aerodynamic and designed and perfected 
the base-bleed concept. 

Base-bleed artillery rounds are 
redesigned at their base, which is modified 
to screw off. One compartment is for war
head and fuse, and the other, which is in the 
shell 's base, is for the base bleed propellant, 
which is usually doughnut-shaped. The 
doughnut-shaped propellant burns gradual
ly as the round flies toward its target, 
"bleeding" gas into the vacuum created by 
the shell 's forward motion, thus reducing 
drag and increasing range. 

MPM TechnoloJJY 
As A Commodity 

Although much research was done by 
ARL on the base-bleed concept, which was 
perfected by Bull, it has not seen wide use 
in U.S. artillery systems. It is a key compo
nent, however, of the superior artillery sys
tems Bull designed for South Africa, Iraq 
and China. And, according to a copy of 
Bull 's contract with China's People's 
Liberation A1my, the MPM model men
tioned in the ARL history was one of the 
specific computer programs required in 
Bull 's contract with China in 1983. 

"The MPM model ... has quite an inter
national appeal" the ARL history notes. 
"The MPM model was the one thing the 
Chjnese most wanted to discuss" with a vis
iting ARL scientist in 1988. 

So when Bull's shell corporation, ATI, 
was mentioned at dinner in Hong Kong, 
"the hrur stood up on the back of my neck," 
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Fickie said. "My jaw must have dropped ... 
Suddenly, I knew what the real purpose of 
the trip was." 

Fickie said his suspicion only increased 
in the next two days, when the ARL team 
visited Singapore, where they vis ited the 
National University of Singapore. Fickie 
said the Chjnese scientists there were less 
eager to talk about computer networking 
than about blast codes, something the ARL 
group had been told in a counterintelligence 
briefing not to discuss. 

The U.S. mibtary attache, a Colonel 
Welker, seemed anxious about the exact 
nature of the ARL delegation 's visit. He 
"refused to speak in our hotel rooms," 
Fickie wrote in one report to the IG, and 
"preferred di scussing business inside the 
embassy or surrounded by open areas like 
parks." 

Other odd things occurred whi le in 
Singapore, Fickie said. He left his driver 's 
license and military ID in his suitcase in his 
room. When he searched the luggage for it, 
it was missing. 

Investigations Continue, 
Memories Fade 

But Fickie's version of the Hong Kong 
dinner conversation may be hard to prove. 
Of the three men seated with him and the 
team leader, one said he could not recall any 
of what was discussed that night. He could 
not remember being on the trip until told 
that SOF had obtained copies of travel doc
uments confirming his presence. He is the 
same man under investigation for allegedly 
allowing Israelis into one of ARL's super
computer labs. 

Of the remaining two men at the table 
that night, one declined to comment, refer
ring questions to ARL's public affa irs 
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Contract between Gerald Bull's shell company SRC Ltd. and NORINCO specifies Bull 
will deliver to them the MPM computer codes developed at ARL. 
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Naomi Bull with her husband's casket after 
Montreal funeral following his assassina
tion in Brussels, March 1990. A man whose 
talents were much sought and much used, 
Bull could have been killed by either a 
master or a client. Contemporary specula
tion included British MIG or the CIA (then 
on contract to Iraq, Bull could have blown 
cover on a nuke-smuggling sting against 
Iraq), or Iraq (suspicious of his new deal
ings with Iran), the Israeli Mossad (intent 
on keeping Saddam from acquiring 
nukes), or any of many shady arms deal
ers who thought Bull was involved in a 
double-cross or sting. 

office. The other man, who retired from 
government service about two weeks after 
the trip, could not be reached for comment. 

Fickie said he tried to deal with his sus
picions "in a way least harmful to the 
Army." He decided that if the boss he sus
pected of wrongdoing were arrested for 
smuggling, he would be effectively neutral
ized. Fickje declined to go on the next 
Pacific Rim trip, which occurred in August 
1995. It was the same itinerary, visiting the 
same locations. Based on instructions he 
received from U.S. Customs four months 
earlier, he informed the agents of the date 
and time of the team's return to the United 
States in Honolulu. 

Four days before their return, though, 
Fickie decided he should let the ARL com
mand know that one of its scientists was 
about to be detained by Customs. Apparently 
tipped off, the man flew home earber, by a 
different route. Later confronted by Customs 
agents from Baltimore, he admitted to three 
separate instances of smuggling wrule on 
government travel. He was fined and his 
merchandise was returned. 

Fickie, on the other hand, and everyone 
who stood by rum, have been fired - stuck in 
legal limbo while government investigators 
continue to so1t out the China connections and 
"repercussions for years to come." ~ 
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F or 21 years Hanoi has sat secretly on 
a batch of plutonium, the deadly 
byproduct of atomic fission that's 
used in the trigger mechanisms of 
atom bombs, "Secretly" may be a 

strong word consi,dering that the United 
States left it there/ for Hanoi to pick up. It 
isn't much- reportedly around 80 grams
but until early 19,97, nobody knew about it. 

Vietnam's 9uclear past began in 1959 
when the United States signed an agreement 
with South Vietnam under the "Atoms for 
Peace Program," a scheme dreamed up by 
the United States to tout the future of cheap 
atomic energy to the rest of the world. South 
Vietnam, at the time a relatively peaceful 
country under the rule of President Ngo 
Dinh Diem, seemed the perfect place to 
build a reactor. That same year, Kaiser 
Engineers of Oakland, Calif. , began build
ing a General Atomics Mark 11 research 
reactor in the little town of Dalat. Work was 
completed in 1962 at a cost of $750,000. 

Nukes In A Peaceful 
Mountain Town 

vacationing politicians, Dalat also became a 
favored academic setting. By the l 95Qs 
!(alat was home to the South Vietnamese 
Military Academy, Dalat University, an<jl the 
Pasteur Institute, a modern scientific com
plex dedicated to developing vaccines. 

When war came to South Vietna n, Dalat 
remaineci aloof. In the early (960s the 
emerging' Viet Cong insurgency stayed 
away, and (;luring the Americ n buildup of 
1965 and 1966 the fighting bypassed the 
peaceful town. aF fi:Dall)". became a reality 
in 1968. During the lunar new year celebra
tions kno n as Tet, Viet Gong forces 
emerged Flom the shadows of w~at was for
merly a g4errilla war, launching' aitacks on 
every major town across the country. Dalat 
was not spared. 

Reactor Survives let 

unscathed, ut the implications of the Viet 
Cong attack on Dalat were clear. In the 
United States, n lear scientists concerned 
about future attac urged Washington to 
remove the nuclear material. One of these 
scientists was Arnold 'Krarnish, the Atomic 
Energy Commission's (~EC) chief analyst 
for nuclear proliferation ftDm 1947 to 1951. 
"I urged Washington to sli t down the reac
tor," recalls Krarnish. 

Military officials in Saigon and 
Washington needed little coapdng, though it 
was political rather than radi '. active fallout 
they feared. The consensvs was that 
"radioactive hazard from the reactor would 
be negligible," but "the public relations 
consequences of such damage could be 
major ... " On 21 August 1968, U.S. and 
South Vietnamese officials agreed upon 
deactivation of the Dalat reactor and estab-

Early op t e mgr.rung o l February, lished a working group to oversee the 
under a barr'me of mortar fire, a company "deactivation, transportation and safe stor-
from th 86 Viet Cong Battal"on crashed age of the nuclear fuel." It was removed 
into to,wn, quickly taking the southwestern sometime in late 1968 or early '69. 
sectOJ and then the town center, khown as According to Kramish, they turned right 
Hoa Binh Square. Since American troops around and put it all back. "The Atomic 

Dalat was, and is, a pleasant resort city were busy elsewhere during the ,Tet Energy Commission did not like what we 
about 170 miles northeast of Saigon. Sitting / 0ffensive, the Dalat counterattack ~s had done," he says. "They thought that 
on a plateau almost a mile high, criss- mostly a South Vietnamese affair. The rea , removal of the fuel sent the wrong signal -
crossed with mountain streams and pine J tor itself and nearby Dalat University, botH' it said that we didn 't trust the South 
forests, Dalat has attracted the rich and' more than a mile northeast of the main \_Vietnamese." 
famous of Vietnamese society for centuries. fighting, were never taken by the Viet Cong. \ So the nuclear material sat in Dalat. It 

Aside from attracting rich tourists ,6nd The Dalat reactor survived virtually remained through the continuing North 
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Vietnamese offensives of '68, through the 
beginnings of the U.S. troop drawdown in 
'69, the incursions into Cambodia and Laos 
in '70 and '71, even through the massive 
North Vietnamese "Easter Offensive" of 
'72. As the Americans bargained their way 
out of Vietnam at the Paris Peace Talks it 
was never brought up. When the last U.S. 
troops left South Vietnam in March of '73 
no one mentioned it, and for the last two 
years of South Vietnam's existence it 
seemed that Washington had completely 
forgotten the plutonium. 

The End Of South Vietnam 
The beginning of South Vietnam's end 

came in early 1975 when Hanoi launched its 
final offensive. North Vietnamese troops 
stormed down from the DMZ, slashing 
through the highlands in early March. Still 
gun shy from the '68 Tet offensive, 90% of 
Dalat's population - including all South 
Vietnamese government officials -
town, leaving it virtually empty by 22'March. 

In Saigon, Wolfgang Le man, the 
embassy's deputy chief of · sion, remem
bered the reactor. As the ar spun out of 
control in early March, h voiced his con
cerns about the nucle el, especially the 
plutonium. Since n one at the reactor, 
Vietnamese or Am<i ··can, was qualified to 
remove the fuel ro/ls from their lead-lined 
containers, each ~uried in four-story deep 
wells of distille water, help had to come 
from the United States. Memos flashed 
between Saigon and Washington with a 
warning of "the; political repercussions that 
could arise sh9uld the fuel fall into North 
Vietnam hands( 

Two scientists from the Energy Research 
and Development Administration (the pre
decessor of the Energy Department) office 

, in Idaho Falls volunteered to go. Wally 
Hendrickson and John Horan, both nuclear 
technicians, had no idea what to expect. 

Hendrickson and Horan flew to Dalat on 
Easter Sunday, 30 March. They worked for 
two days, packing up fuel. As the North 
Vietnamese finally overran Dalat, their 
plane barely made it out. 

False Sense Of Security 
At the embassy everyone breathed a sigh 

of relief. One problem out of the way. "We , 
were told that they went in and got the j 
material," recalled Indochina expert
Douglas Pike, at that time an embassy offi
cial. "As far as we knew it was all done by 
the book." 

The plane carrying the nuclear material 
flew to Clark Air Force Base in the 
Philippines - escorted by Hendrickson -
and then on to Johnston Atoll. In February 
1976, technicians moved it to the Hanford 
Engineering Development Laboratory at 
Richland, Wash. 

There it sat. Not until 4 May 1979, during 
a routine nuclear materials inventory, did the 
United States discover a serious mistake. 
Instruments detected decomposition of the 
radioactive material inside the 55-gallon 
drum - highly unusual considering plutoni-
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um remains stable for thousands of years. 
Technicians opened the drum and found a 
stainless steel canister marked "Po-2 IO," the 
symbol for polonium, a radioactive element 
u ed for starting the nuclear reaction process. 
Tile symbol for plutonium is Pu-240. 

«Our conclusion is that the [plutonium] 
was n ver shipped from Vietnam," wrote 
Thomas Blankenship, the director of safe
guards and security at the nergy 
Department's office in Las Vegas, in a July 
1979 memo. The foul-up, said 
Blankenship, occurred because "the techni
cians [Hendrickso and Horan] verified the 
outer containe escription bu did not con
duct a neutron dose rate measllfement of 
the container to confirm the ident>ity-of the 
actual material." 

That same day, the Energy Department 
requested that the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA), the worldwide 
watchdog charged with monitoring nuclear 
materials, mo,difyits records "to delete ship
ment of plutonium source from Vietnam .. . " 
On 21 August, this was done, bu someone 
filled out the wrong paperwork, and the 
IAEA never got the word. Then all docu
ment pertaining to the screw-up were clas
sifi - "to protect the fact that the plutoni

was unaccounted for," says the Energy 

(left) Horan removes an enriched fuel ele
ment from the botton of a 20-foot "swim
ming pool" of slightly green, radioactive 
distilled water. He's aided by Ton-That
Con, of the Republic of Vietnam Atomic 
Energy Office , and Prof. Paul Long (white 
hat), director of the Dalat Nuclear 
Research Center. (above) Horan fishes 
for one of 57 fuel rods he and 
Hendrickson removed from the Dalat 
nuclear research reactor. The men wore 
no protective gear, saying it does nothing 
to keep out penetrating radiation. Their 
only means of reducing radioactive expo
sure was to work fal?t. 

Department. And all was forgotten. 

Bureaucratic Hot Potato 
Vietnam's plutonium is less than one

tenth the amount needed to make a bomb, 
but the Energy Department views any loose 
plutonium as a significant risk. 

This was no governmenl cover-up. 
Actually, Washington simply forgot about 
the incident. The memo came to:light as part 
of a large Energy Department document 
declassification program, one of the "open
ness" initiatives announced by Energy 
Secretary Hazel O'Leary before she left 
office. "I don ' t want this hyped," she said at 
the press conference announcing the discov
ery in January 1997. "We are talking about 

(left) After retrieving the radioactive fuel 
rods, each was placed into a ~ton cask 
insulated with concrete and lead. Here, 
Horan lowers a fuel rod with a removal tool. 
(above) Prof. Long and Max Prosser, of the 
United States Agency for International 
Development, inspect and empty cask. The 
center of each cask, known as the "glory 
hole," can hold up to seven fuel rods. 
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The casks, which weigh 2,000 pounds each when empty, were offloaded at the reactor 
from trucks Horan and Henderson rented. from the Vietnamese military with a personal 
credit card. The truck rental never apl?-eared on Horan's credit card. (above, middle) 
Nguyen Van Lanh lowers a cask, filled .with radioactive fuels, from the reactor top to the 
ground floor with the help of a five ton crane. (above, right) Hendrickson (left in photo) 

··and Horan developed fast and ess
1
ential rapport with several Vietnamese who helped 

them remove and transport fuel and equipment from the reactor, amid the sounds of 
encroaching enemy gunfire. (right) Pallets of casks, containing radioactive fuel rods, 
wait at Cam Ly, the Dalat Airpoft, for a U.S. Air Force C-130. The overloaded plane deliv
ered the fuel, Horan1. Hendrickson and dozens of refugees safely to Saigon after nearly 
hitting a house just after take'o~. 
. ( \ 

a very small amou~." L __ ._____ Foreign Ministry spokesman Tran 
In Hanoi , offiCi ls remained mum. Qwiiijf 'Hoan admitted his government had 

within four years of coming to power, 
Hanoi made clear its nuclear aspirations. 
Although the new government generally 
accepted the international obligations of the 
defeated South Vietnamese, Hanoi did not 
specifically agree to the Non-Proliferation 
Treaty, of which Saigon was a signatory. 
Then in 1978, Vietnamese officials contact
ed the Soviet Union and India for help in 
reviving the U.S. reactor. India agreed to 
provide Vietnam with technical assistance 

During October 1996, a earn of U.S. scien- the plutonium, and he subtly needled 
tists traveling with a State Department dele- Washington for its carelessness in leaving 
gation toured the balat research reactor, but the nuclear material behind. "The Dalat 
was not told ab0ut the plutonium. As long as Nuclear Research Institute is currently pre-
the U.S. government kept the snafu quiet, serving the amount of plutonium left behind 
Hanoi was more than willing to go along by the Americans as required by technical 
with th . charade. When the Energy necessity," Hoan said. 
Departme t finally discovered and revealed No one can say exactly when the 
the secret, the We ame_s~ readjly,pmfessed. Vietnamese reali zed their windfall, but 
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John Horan and Wally Hendrickson were mild
mannered family men, working as scientists in peace
ful Idaho Falls, Idaho, in 1975. Horan fought in World 
War II and thought he'd never again hear the sound of 
enemy fire closing in. Hendrickson was pure civilian 
- a professor with an impressive academic rap sheet, 
who'd never been shot at. 

America's involvement in Southeast 
Asia was essentially over. The last thing 
either man expected was to land at a heav
ily mined Vietnam airport, buying sur
vival gear in the black market of Saigon, 
dodging sniper fire and handling nuclear 
reactor fuel with their bare hands. 

The men were middle-aged and work
ing for the federal government's Energy 
Research and Development Admin
istration (USRDA), minding their busi
ness and leading the good life. 

Poisonous Office Memo 
Then came a memo from 

Washington, on 21March1975. 
Someone was needed in Vietnam 

STAT, the memo explained, to dis
mantle a U.S.-built nuclear reactor 
in Dalat and keep its fuel away 
from the communists. In Vietnam, 
no one friendly with the United States was qualified to 
remove the fuel rods from the reactor core, each 
buried in deep wells of distilled water. 

Horan and Hendrickson volunteered - a move 
that landed them within earshot of enemy insurgents 
on three sides of Dalat, with almost no support from 

the U.S. Embassy or the few American troops left in the country. 
Prior to the memo, Hendrickson was among a handful of 

Americans who even knew about the Dalat reactor, built by General 
Atomics in 1962. It wasn't a place that evoked wru111 feelings, as it had 
indirectly led to the death of his good Vietnamese friend Le Von Thi. 

Thi had been studying under Hendrickson, as a doctoral candi
date at Washington State University. He was called to Dalat in 

1964 by the South Vietnamese government to 
work on the reactor. He was captured and 
killed by communists while visiting his pru·ents 
in Hue City during the Tet Offensive of 1968. 

For some strange reason, this little-known 
reactor was again playing a role in 
Hendrickson's life - this time threatening to 
end it. 

And today, 22 years later, the plant still comes 
knocking. It became the subject of hype and 
media hysteria in Januru·y 1997, when outgoing 
Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary released informa
tion that the Horan/Hendrickson mission failed to 
retrieve plutonium, which may have fallen into the 
hands of communists or terrorists. 

Three days after the memo asking for help 
arrived, Horan and Hendrickson were on a commer
cial flight to Hong Kong, where they made a con
necting flight to Saigon. There, they met up with Jay 
Blowers, first secretary of the United States Embassy. 

Tea Time In Hell 
"I figured we had about a 50-50 chance of getting home alive," 

said Hendrickson, 63, from his home in Richland, Wash. "The first 
secretary (Blowers) kept reminding us we had volunteered. He 
didn ' t want us to presume this was safe." 

The men had tea with fo lks from the Republic of Vietnam 
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in buiJding a new 100-
kilowatt reactor on the 
site of the defunct U.S . 
one. Small even by 
research standards, Viet
nam 's reactor would be 
used , according to 
Hanoi's offic ial words, 
" to establish nuclear 
medi cine departments in 
hospitals, improve agri
culture and conduct 
studies on the environ
ment and industrial 
development. " Nuclear 
fu el fo r thi s came from 
the Soviet Union . 

~ Office of Security 
::? Affairs. "The only way to 
E 
~ resolve thi s is to get the 
Ci IAEA over there to take a 

look at it. " 

In 1984, the Dalat 
reactor was up and run
ning agai n. Except for a 
U.S.-made handling tank 
for spent fuel rods, little is 
left of the original reactor. 

Throughout most of the Vietnam War, Dalat remained a peaceful upscale 
mountain resort city for Southeast Asia's rich and famous. 

As a member of the 
IAEA, Vietnam is sup
posed to regularl y fil e 
repo rts on radioactive 
materials in its posses
sion. According to the 
Energy Department 's 
official statement, " the 
United States govern
ment has recently asked 
the IAEA whether it has a 
record of a plutonium 
source in Vietnam. The 
IAEA answered affimrn
tively and has agreed to 
check whether th is 
source is identical to that 

"We inherited some of the instruments in use 
today, but most of the Mark 11 reactor 's 
equipment had to be replaced," Tran Ha Anh, 
director of the Dal at nuclear institute, told the 
Associated Press. 

wi ll be very compl icated once the discus
sion to take back the substance is raised." 

which was thought to 
have been transferred to the United States." 

This raises an interesting question: if 
Hanoi regularly reported plutonium in its 
inventory, didn 't the Energy Department 
wonder where it came from ? Even if the 
Soviets gave it to diem back in the 1980s that 
fact wou ld show up in the lAEA reports. And 
since Washington knew since 1979 diat 80 
grams of U.S. plutonium remained in 
Vietnam, but Vietnam reported only seven, 

Now that Vietnam 's possess ion of 
American plutonium is well-known, discus
sions about its return are ongoing. But 
Hanoi 's cooperation does not run deep. 
Nguyen Tien Nguyen, director of Vietnam 's 
Atomic Energy Commission , hinted at 
problems ahead when he told reporters "it 

In fact, Washington and Hanoi cannot 
even agree on how much plutonium is 
ac tually at the reactor. Energy Department 
records clearly show 80 grams were in the 
reactor when Saigon fell, but Vietnam 
insists there is on ly a fraction of that 
amount. 

"The Vietnamese admit to seven grams 
of plutonium, not 80," says Roger Heusser, 
an official with the Energy Department 's Continued on page 71 

Atomic Energy Office, including two men who had \Vorked at the 
Dalal plant. 

Horan and Hendrickson obtained an operating manua.I for the 
facility, and discussed it 's highly enriched uranium fuel elements . 
After tea, they met with support staff at the embassy. 

"Embassy staff were very pessimistic that the mission could be 
performed." Horan wrote in his log of the trip. 

On Thursday, 27 March, three days after the men left the United 
States, Horan and Hendrickson boarded an Air America twin engine 
Turbo Prop Beechcraft Volpar to fly from Saigon to Dalat. 

"We were specificaHy forbidden from carrying any weapons 
with us," Horan , 74, said from his home in Idaho Falls. "That was 
an order of the U.S . Embassy, because they were allowed to have 
only a very small number of troops in Vietnam at that time." 

To reduce the ri sk of communist capture, Horan and 
Hendrickson were told not to stay in Dalat overnight after assessing 
the plant. Instead , a plane from Saigon would land for a short time 
and pick them up. 

Zigzagging To Dalal 
Both roads from Saigon to Delat had been bombed, and the 

embassy had no idea where the Su1face-to-Air battalions were 
between the two cities. To avoid the enemy, the plane tlew south
east to Yung Tau on the Dalal Coast, then northeast over the South 
China Sea to Phan Rang, before turning northeast up Highway 1 I 
for 50 miles into Dalat. 

"Both sides of the runway (in Dalat) were heavily mined," 
Horan recalls. "The week before, an Air Ametica DC-4 had gone off 
the runway on take-off. It set off several mjnes, and the plane was 
sittfog there abandoned where it had stopped." 

Blowers, of the embassy, escorted Horan and Hendrickson about 
five miles to the reactor, about three miles from the center of Dalat. 

At the reactor, which Horan says hadn't been visited by an 
American in five years, the men were supposed to meet l 5 local 
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guards on the U.S. payroll. 
"We were told by the embassy these guards had been there for 

years to prevent looting," Horan said. "When we arrived, there were 
no guards. The gate was wide open and the place had been stripped. 
All the tools were gone and the battery was missing from the fork
lift. There was general disarray in the labs, offices and throughout 
the reactor building." 

If there had ever been plutonium in die reactor core, Horan said, 
it wasn't there when they arrived . Horan says he's not sure the plant 
had ever been equi pped with Plutonium as starter fuel , because 
Polonium Beryllium was a workable substitute. The men left with 
the Polonium Beryllium, but no plutonium. 

"If there had ever been a Plutonium starter source it would have 
been quite simple for anyone to take it, if they knew what they were 
looking for," Horan said. "The place had been looted." 

The Fuel Mix-Up 
Hendrickson says he thought die Polonium Beryllium was 

Plutonium. The mix up was discovered in 1979 , and recorded. It 
became public in January, 1997, when the Energy Department con
ducted a major inventory of all known radioactive fuel sources. 

"I made a mistake," Hendrickson said. "I was told to get the plu
tonium out. I got what I thought was a plutonium starter source." 

Hendrickson knew some plutonium was being left behind , even 
though he thought he'd recovered a plutonium starter source. 

"There was a small amount of plutonium outside the reactor core 
that was set up in a neutron howitzer to give off a stream of neutrons 
for experiments," Hendrickson said. "I know it was there. I saw it. I 
did not take it, because I did not think that was the plutonium l had 
been instructed to get." 

The few grams intentionally left behind, Hendrickson said, is 
hundreds of times less than needed for a bomb. Still, he suspects 

Continued on page 72 
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Lt. Col. Luseni A-Hassan, former universi
ty major in environmental health science, 
now battalion commander of Konta 's 
Komajors, about to start long patrol to 
Tongo Field. Various amulets, cowrie 
shell ornaments and mystical/magical 

J 
ust outside of Medina, now a ghost
town, I find the first mangled corpse 
sprawled beside the road. Bones poke 
through the soldier's shredded 
Aimed Forces Revolutionary Council 

(AFRC) uniform. 
I pass two more skeletons, their skulls 

peering into the jungle as if still searching 
for escape. These corpses betray the effi
cient handiwork of the Komajors , a secret 
society of Mende tribal warriors fighting to 
restore democracy to Sierra Leone. I walk 
by 25 more carcasses. Most of the dead 
appear hacked apart by machetes: Others 
were obviously shotgunned, and their shat
tered bones litter the path through no-man 's 
land. I am 200 km northeast of Freetown, 
and the Komajor war is very hot. 

Until this spring, Sierra Leon ian army 
attacks on the Komajors would have been 
unthinkable. The Komajors fought along
side the am1y to rid Sierra Leone, an impov
erished West African nation of 4.2 million 
souls , of the Revolutionary United Front 
(RUF). Largely replacing the mercenaries 
from Executive Outcomes - who lost their 
contract to wage war against the RUF guer
rillas in 1996 - the Komajors pushed the 
RUF to the brink of extinction. 

To paraphrase Mao, a guerrilla moves 
among the people like a fish through water. 
But the RUF did not swim like fish - they 
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Sierra Leone's 
Mystical Militias 

Battle On 

Text & Photos by Carl Prine 

attacked like sharks . The RUF commander, 
Foday Sankoh, concocted a macabre strate
gy of rape, plunder, and wanton destruction 
hoping to coerce fea1fu l villages into sur
rendering to his forces. Always desperate 
for recruits, Sankoh transformed orphaned 
boys, many as young as seven, into the 
shock troops of his "Small Boy Units." 

The Mende tribe bore the brunt of RUF 
atrocities. The RUF kidnapped Mende girls 
and used them as sex slaves. They chopped 
off the hands of farmers to dissuade them 
from electing Tejan Kabbah as president of 

components protect these fighters from 
enemy fire ... most of the time. (inset) 
Although usually carrying a spear into 
battle, used as a baton to command his 
troops, here Hassan shows 12-ga. pistol 
made by sleeving a flare gun. 

Sierra Leone. Rather than submit to this 
RUF reign of terror, however, village chiefs 
began to urge their Komasors, traditional 
jungle hunters, to switch from shooting 
chimpanzees to guerri ll as. The Komasors 
soon became the Komajors, and RUF rebels 
began to die in great numbers. 

The Komajors' success on the battlefield 
increased their power and prestige through
out Sierra Leone, to the point that regular 
army officers began complaining of govern
ment favoritism toward these "primitive" 
Mende warriors. 

But any favoritism was well-earned -
the Komajors killed RUF insurgents. The 
army, poorly paid and badly trained, did not. 
The rebel war dragged on for six years. By 
1996, more than 20,000 had died. More than 
a million refugees had fled the country. And 
Kabbah, elected in 1996, spurred the army 
and the Komajors to finish off the RUF. 

About Face: The Army 
Who Joined Its Foes 

Allied with other tribal warriors - the 
Temne "Kopras" and the Nimba 
"Tamaboros" - the Komajors fel t they 
were on the verge of winning the rebel war. 
The army disagreed. Weary of battle and 
disgruntled by the rising status of the 
Komajors, the army simply quit fi ghting. 
Beginning in the winter of 1996, local army 
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troops mutinied. Many units adopted the 
RUF practice of looting Mende vil lages. 
Sworn to defend their homeland against an 
attacker, Komajors soon found themselves 
fighting two enemies at once. 

On 25 May 1997, an AFRC coup toppled 
Kabbah from power. Within two days, a 
shocked nation stared in disbelief as Major 
John Paul Karoma united his ai111y with the 
RUF. Nigerian troops spearheaded an ECO
MOG drive to recapture Freetown for 
Kabbah. The Peoples' Army - as the RUF 
now calls itself- met the Nigerian battalion 
just south of the city. Pinned down and run
ning short of ammunition, the Nigerians sur
rendered. Undeterred, Nigerian gunners on 
the northern banks of the Sierra Leone River 
continue today to shell the port, blocking all 
ships from entering the capital. Nigerian 
mortarmen overshot the ir targets in 
September and killed more tJian 50 civil ians. 
ECOMOG Alfa jets fire-bomb quayside tar
gets almost daily. In October, six people died 
and 60 more were injured as jet-launched 
mis ·iles slammed into the quayside neigh
borhood of C linetown. Scuttlebutt in 
Freetown says that when the rainy season 
ends, a Nigerian tank column wi ll drive 
from Lungi to conquer Freetown, home to 
about 50,000 AFRC troops. 

The Komajors, however, receive no 
assistance from the Nigerians. In support of 
Kabbah, Komajors severed the Kono high-

way, the road to the diamond fie lds. They 
seized the diamond mines of Tongo Field. 
They took Zimi near the Liberian border, 
and many ru tile and gold operations. It 
appeared likely that the Komajors wou ld 
soon do to the AFRC what they did to the 
RUF. But then, like the Nigerians, the 
Komajors ran out of ammunition. 

The AFRC recaptured Zimi in early 
October. After a three-day bombardment 
AFRC soldiers captured the Tongo Field 
mines, a lthough surrounding villages 
remain fo111 ly in Komajor control. 

Waging A War Of Attrition 
Failing repeatedly to force open the 

Kono Highway, AFRC troops near Koiclu 
tried a different approach. In late summer, 
AFRC battalions began attacking unarmed 
Mende villages. The army realized that the 
Komajors would abandon the highway to 
protect Mende civilians. 

Now, I am walking to meet the Komajors 
of Pundaro. And after I get there, I wi ll hike 
to Tongo Field, where fi ghting has been 
fierce. I really have no other choice, as die 
AFRC junta is try ing to kill me. 

Any combat correspondent wi ll tell you 
that the greatest clanger always involves 
walking over to the other side's lines. If they 
do not know you are coming, this becomes 
suicidal. And the army, which denies even 
operating in this area, knows that I know 

Pundaro Komajor group poses with painstakingly craft
ed amulets, and (right) catch-as-catch-can ordnance. 
Ornamented sticks in front of group are believed to turn 
rocket rounds around so they will then strike from 
whence they came. Does Aberdeen Proving Ground 
know about these? 

too much. A western reporter on the loose 
with photographs and quotes of AFRC 
atrocities has a brief shelf-life. He may start 
spouting off about war crimes and ethnic 
c leansing. A big headache. 

So it came as no surprise to me when 
L ieutenant Quoy, commander of the last 
AFRC checkpoint into Komajor territory, 
insisted that I return at 2100 that night, to a 
secluded spot 200 meters from his perime
ter, alone. He was going to shoot me and say 
the Komajors did it. Imagine the headlines: 
"Komajors Execute American Journalist." 
The AFRC gets good press and they get rid 
of a nosy reporter. 

Of course, how do I know the Komajors 
won 't ki ll me either? I make my last security 
stop at a creek 800m from Komajor lines. As 
I pick my way du·ough the wait-a-minutes 
and quietly ease myself chest-deep into the 
water, I listen carefully for AFRC soldiers. 

I stash my pack and camera bag in a 
thicket of bamboo. I stare at the jungle path. 
Have they tra iled me? After 10 minutes, 
nothing. 

Then, I hear crashing in the brush behind 
me. I jerk my K-Bar out of the water, point
ing it at the swamp behind me. Bush mon
keys? I scan the top of die jungle canopy. 
Nothing. The creek bubbles around me. 
Think. This stream forks off the Sewa River, 
home to S ierra Leone's crocodile . No peo
ple have hunted this neck of the woods for at 

(left) En route to Tongo Field, Hassan heard a noise, had his contingent set up a hasty 
ambush - to which no one came. To his credit, Hassan leads from the front, spear in 
hand. (above) On road to Tongo, Komajors displayed surprisingly sophisticated mili
tary tactics - if not muzzle discipline. (above, right) Abdul, left, confers with one of 
Hassan's lieutenants as they set out on patrol. Varying amulets evidently protect men 
from varying mission-specific hazards. 
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least three months. Come to think of it, those 
AFRC corpses were picked pretty clean. 
l\1any had been dragged far back into the 
mangrove swamps. I feel like I am at the 
bottom of the food chain. I decide to take my 
chances with the Komajors, not the croco
diles. Holding my camera bag over my head 
in my left hand, my K-Bar gripped tightly in 
my right - like that would gut a croc! - I 
wade down the stream and heave myself 
back onto the road. 

Eben Barlow, I Presume? 
Soaked, I trudge up the hill. I see the 

shine of a zinc roof. This must be Pundare. 
I blink: a boy is running straight at me 150m 
down the trail. He raises an RPG to his 
shoulder and points in directly at me. 

He screams, "South African." Convinced 
that I am spearheading an Executive 
Outcomes invasion, 20 warriors tear out of 
the jungle. Some raise spears in the air, ready 
to throw. Others level shotguns. Boys with 
machetes swarm behind the RPG gunner. 
Riflemen point their AK-47s at tl1e jungle 
behind me, for the rest of my mercenaries. 

"Press" I yell. "Journalist! " I lift my 
press pass high in the air. "American!" 

"Stop!" the boy with the RPG bellows. 
"Now advance." I take three steps. "Stop! " 
he shouts. "Now advance." We play this 
game for two minutes as I slowly creep 
toward the Komajor platoon. 

I stop 25m away from them and slowly 
place my press pass and passport on the 
ground. [ wait. The warriors carefully form a 
horseshoe around me. A man waving a machete 
reaches behind me and unsnaps my pack. 
Another picks up my press pass. I smile. I am 
polite. I keep babbling, "journalist ... American. 
l have come to meet the Kornajors." 

They are as stunned as I am. They do not 
know what to do with a journalist. They ask 
where I put my TV camera. Where is my 
crew from CNN? I laugh. 

The Komajors wear burlap uniforms 
spangled with cowrie shells. l\1agic amulets 
hang from their necks. I am amazed by their 
Spartan disc ipline. l\1ost AFRC soldiers 
seem to spend their days drunk. Of course, 
the sight of uniformed I 0-year-old boys 
toking joints while pointing AK-47s at you 
is unnerving enough. 

These Komajors, on the other hand, 
mean business. NCOs bark out orders. 

Komajors systematically search my pack
twice. I am segregated from the platoon and 
fri sked. They ask for more identification. 
Four-man patrols march out to recon all the 
jungle trails between here and AFRC lines. 

ln spite of the wi ld costumes, the spears, 
the magic charms, no one should call tl1e 
Komajors "primitive." For example, A.J.S. 
"Daddy" Bock, 27, an electrical engineer 
trained at Kenema 's Technical Institute, 
commands thi s platoon. His boss, 
Lieutenant Colonel Luseni A-Hassan, 24, 
studied environmental health science in 
Freetown before ri sing to Battalion 
Commander. l\1any Fula, Temne, and Susu 
students recently flooded the Komajor 
ranks, fighti ng to bring democracy back to 
Sierra Leone. Almost all the warriors here 
speak Engli sh, Mende, and one or two other 
tribal languages. And they all share the 
same fervid belief in the "magic, mystical 
power" of their secret brotherhood. 

Razed By The Army 
Once they confi1111 that I came alone, 

they rush me back to Pundaro village, half a 
click south of their checkpoint. The vill age 
chief, his council of elders, and another 
squad of Komajors scramble out of their 

Abdul, striking pose with spear as part of a 
hasty ambush, accompanied author all way 
from Pundaro - until he was killed in a 
night assault. Abdul wanted to go to school 
in the United States to be airline pilot. 

In spite of wild costumes, spears, magic charms, no one should call Komajors "primi
tive." A.J.S. "Daddy" Bock, to right of man in striped shirt, is electrical engineer trained 
at Kenema's Technical Institute, commanding this platoon. Life is cheap and death is 
common in strife-torn Sierra Leone(right). This skeleton guarded the road to Pundaro. 
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huts to greet me. I gaze around. Pundaro has 
been shot to hell. Cassava sprigs grow 
where bedrooms once stood. Bullet holes 
pock ch ~med houses. Near the road, I catch 
sight of .50 caliber machine gun shells. Zinc 
roofs lie crumpled, li ke paper wads, in the 
dust and rubble. 

Everyone in Pundaro tells the same 
story: On 16 August, 200 AFRC soldiers and 
two trucks mounting anti-aircraft machine 
guns attacked Pundaro. The AFRC inten
tionally sprayed villagers with .50 caliber 
fire. They gunned down chi ldren, pregnant 
women, old people - those people unable 
to flee quickly into the jungle. They raped a 
pregnant woman. They plundered huts. They 
torched houses. They burned granaries . 
Then they "brushed" or plowed up the rice 
paddies. Because the l\1ende depend on rice 
as their staple crop, Pundaro 's fanners must 
now dig jungle yams to survive. 

On 19 September, the villagers say, the 
AFRC returned, this time without anti-air
craft guns. Eight Komajors met them just 
outside Pundaro. Although the AFRC cap
tured one Komajor - and executed him -
the Komajors chased the soldiers all the way 
back to Medina. The next day Hassan 
brought Komajor reinforcements to Pundaro. 

The AFRC attacked on 23 September. 
They deployed three anti-aircraft vehicles 
on the outskirts of Pundaro. They were sur
prised by Hassan 's 60 Komajors. Within an 
hour, the Komajors ki lled 25 AFRC soldiers 
and pursued them to Sewafe, capturing 
l\1ed ina. Wounded, Hassan decided not to 
reform his lines at l\1edina. I tell the vil 
lagers I want to meet Hassan. He is recover
ing in Kanta, 30 Klicks soutl1 of Pundaro. 

The next morning, two Komajors and I 
step off for Konta. On the way, I see the 
AFRC had carried their August campaign to 
other villages: burned out houses, demol 
ished cars, torn up fields. 

l\1y companions travel light. Tail-end 
Charlie carries a pistol. The point man 
robin-hoods a long-barrelled shotgun across 
his back. And when Komajors hump, they 
run! We average better than 4mph over 
jagged hills, flooded paddies, rain-gorged 
creeks. Just past noon, while fording a 
stream, I count seven shots fired from an 
AK. The shooter sounds close, maybe IOOm 
out in the jungle 10 o'clock from our pos i
tion . The point man unshoulders his shot
gun but doesn' t slow down. He knows that 
AKs are rare in Komajor territory. l\1ost 
Komajors consider them to be merely tro
phies - booty pulled from the clutches of 
dead AFRC soldiers - and 7.62 rounds are 
in short supply, anyway. The point man says 
nothing as we jog down the path. Later on, 
he confides that the AFRC probably execut
ed somebody back there. 

Hanging Out With Hassan 
We stop only once, to paddle a dug-out 

canoe over the Sewa River. Silver monsoon 
clouds heave and swirl above us as we dri ft 
downstream. Then the sky splits open. The 
canoe fill s with rain and hailstones, and we 
beach it. Lightning bolts tear in to the 
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•uuu1111s above us as we climb the winding 
path to Konta. The point man picks up the 
pace. I am the only one shouldering a pack, 
and I can tel/ these warriors are testing me 
to see if I wi/j drop. Running uphilJ, I pass 
the point man, yelling back that I was a 
Marine grunt and he was going to have to 
try damn harder than that to break me. They 
both laugh. I toss back my two canteens 
filled with rain-water. Only when they fin
ish do I take my first sip of the day. 

Shortly before sunset, my shoes gushing 
mud, we reach Hassan at Battalion 
Headquarters in Kanta. He gives us water 
and a bow/ of bush yams. I tell him I came 
to talk about the AFRc atrocities committed in Pundaro. 

because his magical charms and prayers pro
tect him. Around us, six more Komajors 
shu ffle into the room. Hassan shows me 
which trinkets deflect bullets and which hats 
make Jets crash from the sky. Hassan hands 
me a "Bomb Controller" stick which makes 
RPG missiles u-turn in midair, ki//ing their 
launchers. He refuses to recite any special 
chants out loud, but he assures me that some 
prayers can fuze gun barrels and make 
"motor" [machine] guns exp/ode. This is 
why they run headlong into withering 
machine-gun fue. Or sing during artillery 

petrol, Just enough to drive us south 
Gendema, a Sewa River town. From th, 
dug-outs carry all JO of us across the ri~ 
Gendema looks like Pundaro. The reside1 
tell us that the People 's Army came up fro 
Tonga Field last month and plundered tf 
town. They blew up the ferry and now n 
vehicles can cross to the other side. 

"This is why we started to fight the army," whispers 

bombardments. They believe in the bylaws 
of their mystical brotherhood, and they know 
they can survive anything the AFRc 
throws at them. 

Hannah , 18, tells me that the RUF kid 
napped her when she was 16 and held he1 
for a year, passing her around as a sex
slave. She has heard about disease spread
ing throughout the Sewa River Valley. She 
mentions Lassa Fever. And Ebola. 
She complains 

age youthful majors rush to engehind. When Field firefight, Koo s bunched up sending boys 
In tM• Met Ton,~~op• with RU: Jf,;~emen ope.n ,::•;,m, ""'Pin~' 
People'• A~";;,'. within 200~;:. h1, unwound~~ ~Yong•lde, •n~~~::~ •tta7ko~• ,ccove•. "'"'~ ';::•Jo.s ch"•.•· I :i:e elephont """ 

ebbles and . and I can feel p nd round s into the air back. A sec? hum. 
"'"'"· Dirt ;~~T~ •Piiiing do~~.~{. The Kom~~~!1,. The dirt inside mcamera into my of prayers, pierces drives my . e a sing-song 

bolting o ·gnaling the ob slamming mto harpoon, s1 . sile whizzes y, film. A PG mis 

Hassan's vo1c e~ flinched. 
Komajors nev 

Hassan, blood soaking 
into the gauze bandage ringing his arm. "We 
got sick watching the army loot villages. 
They became as bad as the RUF. When we 
heard them coming, the Komajors Went to 
meet them. So we fought with them. We killed a lot of them. 

"We killed some trying to get back into 
the vehicles. I stood 50m away from one anti
aircraft vehicle. I was shot in my elbow. No 
Komajors died. It is not easy for a Komajor to 

During his initiation into the Komajors, 
a Mende recruit must stand still as a priest 
fires a rifle at his chest. If it Strikes him, he 
will die. If the bullet misses, however, he 
has proven his faith in the magical fraterni
ty. From now on, if he follows all the secret 
rituals, the Komajor knows he will survive. 
And win battles. To prove this to me, 
Hassan promises he wi// show me his 
Komajors in action. 

of hunger and says that 
these villagers desperately need food and medicine. 

I rent another bush taxi to take us close 
to Tonga Field. The dri ver came origina//y 
from Guinea and considers himself apoliti
cal in this war. He Just wants to sell food 
again to the Mende. He te//s me that AFRc 
checkpoints, however, refuse to let food or 

die by gun fire! I am the commander. I 
yelled for everyone to advance. I must keep 
i1y arm up While we advance. Once it is up, 
am not allowed to Jet it drop. As soon as I 
rapped my hand I was wounded. I broke a 
1w. That is why I was wounded." 

It is not easy to die, Hassan continues, 

Dawn Patrol Jo Genderna 
At dawn, our patrol heads east into the 

rising sun. Hassan, feverish and swaddled in 
a black field Jacket, his arm tightly bound, 

Joins me in the middle of the pack. Two 
miles out, we climb into our bush taxi. 
Gasoline must be smuggled into this area, 
so I am forced to pay $30 for two gallons of 

medicine into Komajor-held territory. He 
used to be able to bribe AFRc soldiers to 
enter Mende lands, but now they will con
fiscate everything in his truck. The AFRC 
began this policy, he contends, after the 
Komajors won their battle at Pundaro. The 
AFRc, he says, knows that they cannot 
defeat the Komajors militarily, so they will 
starve their Mende supporters. The food 
blockade, he insists, is the AFRC's final 
solution to the Komajor prob/em. 

Continued on Page 68 
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eff Cooper owns the "Scout Rifle" 
oncept, lock, stock and barrel. In 1983, 
defined the "general purpose rifle" as 

a conveniently portable, indi viduall y 
operated firearm, capable of striking a si ngle 
decisive blow, on a live target up to 200 kilos 
in weight, at any distance at which the oper
ator can shoot with the precision necessary to 

place a shot in a vital area of the target. " To 
Cooper a "scout" was one man moving from 
cover to cover, operating alone, and highly 
trained in all the fieldcraft arts. 

The envelope was prescribed by Cooper 
with a maximum length of one meter (39 .37 
inches) and a total weight, empty, no greater 
than three kilograms (approximately 6.6 

A Gun ~or All ~eason s 
Text & Photos by 

Peter G. Kokalis 
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pounds). The rifle resulting fro m these para
meters was to be convenient, powerful 
(whatever that means), accurate, rugged, 
versatile and aesthetically pleasing. 

Scout History 
An early commercial precursor to the 

modern scout rifle was the Mannlicher 
Schoenauer Model 1903 Carbine chambered 
for the 6.5x54mm cartridge. There have also 
been numerous short, lightweight military 
bolt-action rifles chambered for full-size 
cartridges. The British No. 5 Mkl "Jungle 
Carbine" is an example. There were an 
almost infinite number of carbines based 
upon the ' 98 Mauser action and even earlier 
Mauser designs . Examples include the 
Spanish and Argentine M9 l Carbine, 
Belgian M89 Lightened Carbine, Spanish 
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M95 Carbine, Swedish M94/14 Carbine, 
Argentine Model 1909 Cavalry Carbine, FN 
Dutch Police Carbine, Iranian Models 98/29 
and 49 Short Rifles, German Model 33/40 
and so on. Most of them exhibited an unac
ceptable flash signature and increased recoil. 

Furthermore, the turn-bolt, except in the 
hands of a dedicated and highly trained 
sniper, is an anachronism on today's battle
fie ld. Today's military scout would be far 
better equipped to meet with, and destroy, 
the enemy in "shoot and scoot" scenarios 
armed with an M4, Steyr AUG or 
Kalashnikov than a short-barreled bolt
action. The scout rifle is a superb instrument 
for the game fie ld, but not combat. I have 
personally hunted in Africa using a Scout 
Rifle with great success on impala at ranges 
out to 300 yards. 

Prominent gun writer, Gary Paul 
Johnston, fires Steyr Scout Rifle 
equipped with optional 10-round maga
zine and protective shroud. In this con
figuration the Steyr Scout Rifle may have 
some law enforcement applications. 

Unti l now all scout rifles have been cus
tom-made from a variety of turn-bolt short 
actions, such as the Remington Model 600, 
Czech Brno ZKK and the superb Sako L-
579 medium-length action. Most have been 
chambered for the .308 Winchester car
tridge. Some "pseudo" scouts have been 
chambered for the .30-06 round usi ng stan
dard-length actions like the pre-64 
Winchester Model 70. Other cartridges pre
sumably compatible with the scout rifle 
concept include the 7mm-08, .350 
Remington Magnum, .35 Whelen and 
6.5mm Remington Magnum. 

Over seven years in development and 
designed using specifications provided by 
none other than Jeff Cooper himself, Steyr
Mannlicher AG (Dept. SOF, Postfach 1000, 
Steyr, Austria) has just introduced a produc
tion series scout rifle with several dramatic 
innovations. Distributed by GSI, Inc. (Dept. 
SOF, P.O. Box 129, Trussville, AL 35173-
0129; phone: 205-655-8299, fax: 205-655-
7078), the new Steyr Scout Rifle falls clear
ly within the envelope configuration origi
nally mandated by Cooper. 

With two buttstock spacers, the overall 
length of the Steyr Scout Rifle is 39.57 
inches. The weight, empty, with two five
round magazines and the scope with its 
mounts is 6.93 pounds. Initially chambered 
for the .308 Winchester (7 .62x5 l mm 
NATO) cartridge, other rounds such as the 
7mm-08 Remington and .243 Winchester 
are possible sometime in the future. Barrel 
length is only 19 inches with four grooves 
of rifling and a right-hand twist of one tum 
in 12 inches. Although thin-walled, the 
hammer-forged barrel has been fluted to cut 
weight and add rigidity. 

The barrel's method of attachment to the 
receiver is unique. First, there is an integral 
cone machined into the chamber-end of the 
barrel. In front of this is an aluminum ring 
(longitudinally slotted for tightening) with 
an opposing interior cone on each end. 
Another counteracting ring with a cone goes 
in front of the aluminum ring. This is fol 
lowed by a locking nut. Using a special 
wrench, the locking nut must be torqued to 
Steyr specifications by a trained armorer 
only. A rectangular steel locking wedge on 
an aluminum block attached to the under
side of the receiver further secures the bar
rel. The barrel is completely free-floating 
and the barreled-action is held to, and bed
ded in the stock by means of two aluminum 
pillars in the stock. 

A steel lock bushing (or barrel exten
sion) at the chamber end of the barrel per
mits the use of an aluminum receiver, an 
important factor in keeping the complete 
package under 7 pounds. Made from a 
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(398 mm). Installed in a recess at the rear 
end of the receiver is a spring-loaded flip
up, ghost-ring-type polymer rear sight 
which is adj ustable for elevation zero only. 
The spring-loaded, front-s ight post, with a 
vertical white bar, has been installed in a 
polymer receiver front cap and can be 
adjusted for windage zero. Just slide a ser
rated polymer bar forward slightly and the 
front sight post will pop up. The integral 
scope rail on top of the receiver has twelve 
mounting points and is configured to MIL
STD-1913. In other words, it is a so-called 
"Picatinny Rail." 

Jeff Cooper fires the Steyr Scout Rifle, which was built to his specifications, from the 
classic standing position. Note optional 5-round sidesaddle-type spare cartridge carri
er on the right side of the buttstock. 

The new Steyr Scout Rifle uses the SBS 
(Safe Bolt System) action introduced in 
I 996. With four front locking lugs (the 
Steyr SSG featured rear locking lugs), an 
important feature of the SBS is a safety ring 
that is an integral part of the lock bushing. 
This safety ring rotates with the bolt and 
shields the extractor, so that escaping gases 
can only go down the barrel, instead of 
pushing outward against the extractor. 
There are also two standard gas ports on the 
bolt body to accommodate the safe escape 
of gas from a pierced primer. A cut-out on 
the bolt body at the ejection port (when the 
bolt is closed) and six grooves around the 
body were designed to reduce weight. 

6061 T6 aluminum alloy extrusion, the 
receiver has been black hard-anodized. 
With the bolt locked in battery into the lock 
bushing at the end of the barrel, the receiv
er, in essence, serves only as a framework 
for the barrel and bolt in a manner reminis
cent of the World War II German MG42 

General Purpose Machine Gun. 

Scopes, Sights, and the SBS 
To accommodate mounting of the long

eye-relief Leupold Scout Scope and the 
emergency "iron" sights , the receiver 
extrusion is unusually long: 15.67 inches 
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During World War II Germany fielded some K98k rifles with 
the long-eye-relief ZF4 I I .5X scope, which mounted on a 

side rail machined into the rear sight base of specially prepared 
rifles. It was not popular with the troops and many were sim
ply discarded on the battlefield. 

Nonetheless, an important and unusual attribute of the 

Leupold Scoot Scopes 

Burris Scout Scope. The concept was correct, but the execu
tion was seriously flawed. In my circle - where the scout rifle 
prevails - the Burris scope was noted principally for its poor 
quality and tendency to fail at the most inappropriate time. 
Leupold & Stevens, Inc. (Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 688, Beaverton, 
OR 97075; phone: 503-646-9171, fax: 503-526-1475) has 
introduced a 2.5x28mm (actual magnification: 2.3X) Scout 
Scope that quite frankly blows Burris out of the water. 

Leupold's fixed-power scopes have been the purest form of 
their incomparable craftsmanship since they began manufac
turing scopes just after World War II. Leupold's Scout Scope 
provides 9.3 inches of eye relief. The Steyr Scout Rifle scope 

is equipped with a heavy 
duplex reticle pattern as per Jeff 
Cooper's specifications. 

Scout Rifle is a forward-mount
ed scope with an eye relief of 
about 10 inches. Cooper has 
argued the case for a low-power, 
long-eye-relief scope with great 
conviction . He was convinced 
that it permitted the shooter to 
see both the entire area in front 
of him, as well as the cross hairs 
printed on the target - as long 
as the scope's magnification 
remained under three power to 
prevent a great disparity 
between the view perceived by 
each of the two eyes . And, 
although the technique is rarely 
used in the field , a long-eye

Leupold's 2.5x28mm Scout Scope provides 9.3 inches of 
eye relief and unparalleled optical quality. 

Using a I-inch tube, the 
overall length of the Leupold 
Scout scope is 10. l inches. The 
weight is only 7 .5 ounces. Both 
the ocular and objective diame
ters are 1.36 inches. At 100 
yards, the elevation and 
windage adjustment range is 
110 inches. One click of adjust
ment equals 1 minute of angle. 
Both the windage and elevation 
knob caps are marked "Steyr 
Scout Rifle." The field of view 
at 100 yards is 22 feet. 

relief scope is particularly suited for rapid snap shooting. 
He also argued that it permitted low mounting. This is 

important since a peep-aperture "ghost ring" rear emergency 
sight is another key ingredient in the scout rifle package. 
Keeping the scope's line of sight as close as possible to that of 
the iron sights is important because it permits the buttstock's 
comb to provide a proper cheek-weld with either sight. 

Until recently, the only low-magnification, long-eye-relief 
scope avai lable for this purpose was the 2.75X fixed power 

Excellent image quality is a characteristic of all Leupold 
scopes. This is possible only because Leupold uses material 
and techniques that minimize chromatic aberration, distortion 
and curvature of the field to an extent not achieved by any 
other scope manufacturer in the United States. More top 
benchrest shooters, professional hunting guides, custom rifle 
makers and elite military and Jaw enforcement special opera
tion units use Leupold scopes than any other make. 

- P.G.K. 
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Designed by Jeff Cooper, the Steyr Scout Rifle is the first 
production series version of his "general purpose rifle. " 
(right) The Steyr Scout Rifle is equipped with an integral 
bipod that is considerably more robust than the types 
found on some custom-made scouts. 

However, a groove around the ejection port 
area of the body is present for anti-debris 
and anti- icing purposes. The bolt body has 
been nickel-plated because this finish is 
tough and corrosion-resistant and it also 
reduces the coefficient of friction. The two 
rear locki ng lugs are smaller than the front 
lugs. To enhance the bolt lift motion, there 
are dual opposed cocking cams within the 
bo lt body. The classic Man nJicber
Schoenauer butterknife bolt handJe 's lift is 
70 degrees. An add itional 20 degrees is uti 
lized for the downward locking motion 
desc1ibed below. An indicator pin protrudes 
from the rear of the bolt shroud when the 
firing pin is cocked. 

The SBS bolt assembly is much easier to 
disassemble than that of the Steyr SSG. Just 
depress the disassembly button on the left 
side of the shroud and then rotate the shroud 
approximately 114-inch clockwise. The 
shroud, fir ing pin assembly and cocking 
cam ring can then be withdrawn from the 
rear of the bolt body. Reassemble in the 
reverse order. 

The ambidextrous roller-type tang safety 
on the trigger mechanism bas three posi
tions: Fire, Loading and Safe. When the 
ro ller is rotated all the way forward a red 
dot becomes visible and the ri fle is ready to 
fi re. The adj ustable (by trained armorers 
onJy) u·igger has been set at the factory to 
provide a trigger pull weight of 3.5 to 4.0 
pounds. AJ l SBS rifles use the same trig
gers. As a consequence, the nickel-plated 
trigger on the Steyr Scout Rifle is smooth 
on the front edge and setTated at the rear so 
it can be more easi ly pressed fo rward when 
it is installed in a single-set mechanism 
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(left) Steyr Scout Rifle trigger assembly. Note the ambidextrous roller-type tang safety. 
(right) Steyr Scout Rifle bolt group is much easier to disassemble than that of the Steyr 
SSG sniper rifle. 

(left) Both 10-round magazines and an adaptor kit with a shroud to protect them are 
available options. (right) To deploy the integral bipod, simply depress the polymer lock
ing lever and then pivot the legs to their locked and completely extended position. 

available only in Europe. The trigger mech
anism itself is , in principle, similar to that of 
the Steyr SSG. However, the method by 
which the bolt is removed from the receiver 
requi red changes to the mechani sm. 

When the roller-type tang safety is rotat
ed rearward to the midd le position , a white 

dot is exposed and the trigger is blocked. 
However, the bolt can be manipulated and 
thus the rifle loaded or unJoaded with the 
trigger and sear blocked. In conjunction 
with this, it should also be noted that if the 
magazine is lowered approximately a 1/4-
inch to a drop- lock position, the bolt can be 
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cycled and a single round inserted and 
chambered by hand . 

safety all the way rearward and the bolt can 
be withdrawn. Du1i ng re- install ation, the 
trigger and firing pin remain blocked unti l 
the roller-type tang safety is rotated forward. 

When the safety is rotated all the way 
rearward, a white dot becomes vis ible and 
spring-loaded gray safety catch pops upward. 
In thi s position, the trigger remains blocked 
and the bolt cannot be rotated. Furthermore, 
the bolt handle can now be rotated down
ward another 20 degrees to remain locked in 
tJiat position and block the firing pin. The 
gray safety catch must be depressed down
ward to rotate the tang safety forward. 

Function Dictates Form 
The gray synthetic Zytel (an ABS glass 

reinforced polymer) stock, with a non-skid 
texture, has an integral Li ghtweight fo lding 
bi pod and a rai l on the underside of the fore
arm to attach accessories. The rifle comes 
equipped with two spacers which provide a 
length-of-pull of 13.58 inches. Removal, or 
installation of additional spacers, offers a 
length-of-pull ranging from 12.68 to 16 

To remove the bolt from the receiver, 
unlock it whi le it is in the loading position 
with the trigger blocked. Then rotate the 

Steyr Scout Bifte 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Caliber: 7.62x51mm NATO (.308 Winchester). 
Operation: Bolt-action. Four front locking lugs. Unique safety ring in the barrel's lock 

bushing shields extractor from excessive pressures. 70-degree bolt lift with an 
additional 20 degrees for locking of the firing pin. Roller-type tang safety with 
three positions: Fire, Loading and Safe. 

Weight: empty, with two five-round magazines and the scope with its mounts: 6.93 
pounds. 

Barrel: four groove with a right-hand twist of one turn in 12 inches. Hammer-forged 
and fluted to cut weight and add rigidity. 

Barrel length: 19 inches. 
Feed mechanism: Detachable, double-detent, staggered-column, 5- or 10-round box-type maga

zines, injection-molded from a tough, black synthetic called "Grivory:• 
Optical sights: Leupold 2.5x28mm Scout Scope with heavy duplex reticle pattern. 

Emergency sights: Spring-loaded flip-up, ghost-ring-type polymer rear sight adjustable for eleva
tion zero only. Spring-loaded, front-sight post, with a vertical white bar, 
installed in the polymer receiver front cap, can be adjusted for windage zero. 

Furniture: Gray synthetic Zytel (an ABS glass reinforced polymer) stock, with a non-skid 
texture and an integral lightweight folding bipod. Rail on the underside of the 
forearm to attach accessories. Equipped with two spacers which provide a 
length-of-pull of 13.58 inches. 

Suggested retail price: $2,595, complete with Leupold Scout Scope, two five-round magazines, leather 
three-point scout sling and a carrying case. 
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Manufacturer: Steyr-Mannlicher AG, Dept. SOF, Postfach 1000, Steyr, Austria. 
Importer: GS!, Inc., Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 129, Trussville, AL 35173-0129; phone: 205-655-

8299, fax: 205-655-7078. 
Scope manufacturer: Leupold & Stevens, Inc., Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 688, Beaverton, OR 97075; phone: 

503-646-9171, fax: 503-526-1475. 
T&E summary: First production series example of Jeff Cooper's scout rifle concept. Superb 

medium-game rifle. Excellent accuracy. Long-eye-relief scope provides both 
fast target acquisition and visual command of the tactical frontal area. 
Lightweight and compact. Highly recommended. 

Steyr Scout rifle completely disassembled and shown with three buttstock 
spacers and the armorer 's wrench used to remove the barrel from the receiver. 

inches. Extra 0.45-i nch spacers are available 
as an optional accessory. The heel of the 
buttstock is rounded to prevent snagging. 
The stock has been molded with filler mate
rial in back of the trigger guard to prevent 
slamrn.ing against the fi nger during recoil. 

The underside of the stock's butt end is 
noticeably undercut and in thi s area is a 
compartment fo r storage of the spare maga
zi ne. In front of this is a storage area fo r a 
clean ing kit. Both IO-round magazines and 
an adaptor kit with a shroud to protect them 
are avai lable options. The double-detent, 
detachable, staggered-column, box-type 
magazines , whether of 5- or 10-round 
capacity, are injection-molded from a tough, 
black synthetic called "Grivory." The mag
azine catch-release system is similar to that 
found on the Steyr SSG. There are black 
removable panels on each side of the butt 
end of the stock and on the bipod legs. They 
can be replaced with inserts of other mater
ial fo r cosmetic reasons, or the one on the 
right side of the buttstock can be substituted 
for a sidesaddle- type spare cartridge carrier. 

To deploy the integral bipod, depress 
the polymer lever to the rear of the acces
sory ra il on the underside of the stock's 
forearm area and then pivot the legs to 
their locked and completely extended posi
tion. The command height (the distance 
from the ground to the center line of the 

The underside of the stock's butt end is 
noticeably undercut and in this area is a 
compartment for storage of the spare 
magazine. In front of this is a storage area 
for a cleaning kit. 

barrel' s axis) is approxi mately 11 inches. 
With the bipod deployed, the rifle can be 
rotated 15 degrees in either direction . 
Bipods on hunting rifles are useful to a) 
check zero in the fie ld, b) shoot game from 
an ambush position, and c) a convenient 
rest fo r the rifle during break periods. 

A so-ca lled "CW" or three-poi nt sl ing 
is another important ingredient in Jeff 
Cooper 's Scout Rifle concept and three
point, fl ush-mou nted sli ng sockets on the 
stock are provided for thi s pu rpose. The 
CW slin g is named after Cooper's 
Guatema lan fr iend , Carlos Widm ann . 
Widmann showed Cooper an old mi litary 
rifle with a sli ng loop attached to the front 
of the trigger guard. This permits a sling to 
be secured forward of the base of support 
without resort ing to the more complex 
U.S. m.i li tary-type target sl ing. The rifle 
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was most probably a Lee Metford or 
SMLE as the British have employed this 
sling position since 1895. Eventually the 
concept was improved by Cooper and his 
associates by adding an additional sling 
segment between the looped firing posi
tion and the rear sling swivel. In this latter 
configuration, a leather sling manufac
tured by Turner Saddlery (Dept. SOF, P.O. 
Box 120, Clay, AL 35048-0120; phone; 
205-680-9377, fax: 205-680-4250) is sup
plied with the Steyr Scout Rifle. 

Jeff Cooper has quite justifiably criti
cized "the benchrest mentality" with its 
obsession for accuracy, stating emphatically 
that it has set practical field shooting back
wards. He bas gone so far to state that group 
size can be a fa llacious measurement. And 
yet, the Steyr engineers have provided us 
with a Scout Rifle that clearly has the poten
tial for sub-MOA accuracy with match
grade ammunition. My personal results with 
the Steyr Scout Rifle in a benchrest envi
ronment produced 3/4-MOA groups. 

Many believe that barrel lengths under 
20 inches will significantly reduce the muz
zle velocity. Although the propellant used is 
an important factor in this equation, short 
barrels do not necessarily mean lower 
velocities. Chronograph results obtained 
during a recent Steyr Scout Rifle writers ' 
seminar held at the NRA Whittington 
Center in Raton, New Mexico were as fol
lows: Federal 168-grain BTHP 308M, 2,600 
fps; Hornady 165-grain Lite Mag, 2,785 
fps; Hornady 150-grain Lite Mag, 2,834 
fps; and American Eagle 150-grain FMJ, 
2,855. While fired at an elevation of 
approximately 6,500 feet as!, nevertheless, 
these muzzle velocities are very close, and 

While longer than the caliber 5.56x45mm Steyr AUG bullpup, the Steyr Scout 
Rifle is chambered for the considerably more effective 7.62x51 mm NATO (.308 
Winchester) cartridge. 

in some instances slightly hi gher than 
results expected of longer barrels, albeit in 
denser air at lower elevations. 

Others are even more convinced that 
thin-walled barrels wi ll invariably overheat 
during long firing sequences with a conse
quent change of impact downrange, or at 
lea.st noticeable "vertical stringing" of shot 
groups. Our tests at Whittington Center 
indicate that this is not the case. 

Jeff Cooper has stated that an essential 
element of the scout rifle is handiness. And, 
Steyr's new Scout Rifle is certainly that and 
much more. Cooper believes that the scout 
rifle is not just a short range ri fie, but can 
also be deployed in three different hunting 

scenarios: very quick target acquisition, i.e. 
snap shooting; reasonably quick target 
acquisition in the normal game hunting 
environment; and slow, or firing from 
ambush as at water holes or tree stands. 
Macie to his standards, the Steyr Scout Rifle 
meets all of Jeff Cooper' specifications. I 
personally have only one criticism of the 
pre-production series samples I have faed. 
The action is a bit too stiff for my tastes. 

The Steyr Scout Rifles carries a suggest
ed retail price of $2,595, complete with 
Leupold Scout Scope, two five-round mag
azines, leather three-point scout sling and a 
carrying case. Production series specimens 
should be available by March, 1998. ~ 

The Whittington Center belongs to all of us. That is, all of the 
almost three million of us who a.re members of the National 

Rifle Association. Founded in 1973, the Whittington Center is, 
without doubt the largest and most complete shooting and hunt
ing complex in the world. Located on 33,300 acres (52 square 

shooting events. The variety of ranges is astounding and includes 
benchrest, highpower rifle. sma.llbore and highpower rifle and long 
range pistol metallic silhouette, PPC, practical pistol, black powder, 
hunter sight-in, smallbore rifle, u·a.p, skeet and sporting clays. All of 
the ranges have been designed for concurrent use. Jeff Cooper con
ducts both bis rifle and pistol courses at Whittington Center. 

NU Whittington Center 
miles) at the eastern slope of the Sangre de Cristo mountains 
(the southernmost extension of the Rocky Mountains), eleva
tions at Whi ttington Center range 
from 6,300 to 8,100 feet as!. Just 10 
miles southwest of Raton, New 
Mexico, there is an airport only 1 
mi le from the entrance. 

The housing facility consists of three buildings which will 
accommodate 90 people. In adili tion, there a.re eleven log cabins 
and one housekeeping cabin. More than 70,000 people a year 
visit Whittington Center. The Whittington Adventure Camp, 
designed for young men and women between the ages of 13 to 
17, consists of two two-week sessions in June and July. At the 

Whittington Adventure Camp, young 
people are taught firearms safety and 
the recreational use of, and basic 
marksmanship fundamentals in, rifle. 
shotgun, p i to! and black powder 
firearms. In my opinion, this is the 
Whittington Center's most important 
activity, as the fonire of shooting sports 
rests solely upon our youth. 

The upper portion of the prope1ty is 
covered with lush stands of pine, fir 
and spruce. Wildlife is carefully man
aged to provide excellent hunting for 
elk, mule deer, black bear, mountain 
lion and wild turkey. New Mexico 
hunting licenses are available locally 
and can be purchased upon arrival. 
Consistently high success rates are 
attained for all species. 

Whittington Center plays host for 
many of the world's top competitive 

The 33,000-acre NRA Whittington Center is locat
ed on the eastern slope of the Sangre de Cristo 
mountains just 10 miles southwest of Raton, 
New Mexico. 

For further information contact the 
NRA Whitti ngton Center directly at P.O. 
Box 700, Raton, New Mexico 87740-
0700 (phone: 505-445-3615). Once 
thought by some to be a boondoggle, the 
Whittington Center has become one of 
the NRA's most impo1tant projects. 

- P.G.K. 
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During the '70s and '80s, South Africa was involved in a 
medium-intensity insurgency war in the north of Namibia 
(then called South West Africa) and southern Angola. The 

war officially started in 1966 when a small group of trained 
South West African Peoples Organization (SWAPO) guerrillas 
infiltrated Ovamboland from neighboring Angola and Zambia, 
with the purpose of ove1throwing the government. They were 
quickly rounded up by South African Security Forces after they 
established a base camp in the Ougulumbashe area. 

After that, the conflict remained at a low key until 1975, 
when Angola became independent from Portugal. Although 
involved in a civil war of its own, the governing party of Angola, 
MTLA, gave their support to SWAPO in their struggle for inde-

were cleared by engineers, except in emergencies. This meant that 
several thousand kilometers had to be covered by engineers on 
foot each week and offensive mine hunting became a very impor
tant part of the South African Defense Force activities in the 
Operational Area. Dr. Joynt once again became involved, this time 
in the research of mine detection, and applied all known informa
tion to develop detection systems to assist the military. 

New Methods For New Technology 
Although the traditional methods of detection proved to be 

effective enough at the time, it was recognized that mines with a 
minimal metal content could be missed by metal detectors and it 
was impractical to try and probe the entire length and width of 

Clearing The Cold-War's 

I ' I 
by Frank Van Der Waal PHOTOS COURTESY MECH 

pendence from South Africa. The war immediately st· 
to escalate with thousands of volunteers leaving the co 
try for military training in Zambia, Tanzania, Angola 
East Germany and the Soviet Union . These countries 
also supported the guerrillas with weapons and 
equipment and by 1978 the war had intensified to 
an extent that the South Africans found them
selves involved in a full-scale guerrilla war 
along the entire length of the northern border, 
including East and West Capri vi. 

It was in Apri l 1971 , that South African 
troops first came face to face with Russian 
tank mines, when a TM-46 exploded nnder 
the rear wheel of an S.A. Police Ford F-250 
near Singalamwe in Eastern Caprivi. 
During the next year several other inci
dents took place and because their soft
skinned vehicles offered no protection, 
heavy casualties were suffered by the S.A. 
Police. It became the task of a gifted scien
tist, Dr. Vernon P. Joynt, to design a protec
tion system against these tank mines. 

Several prototype vehicles were designed 
over the next 20 years, culminating in very 
successful mine protection as found in vehi
cles like Casspir, Buffel and Mamba, all 
designed by Dr. Joynt and his teams. They saved 
hundreds of lives during the next decade. Yea.rs 
later, Dr. Joynt became the first General Manager of 
Mechem Consultants. 

At the same time, a capability had to be developed to 
detect and destroy these mines that had become a serious 
threat to the military as well the civilian population. Civilians 
were using the same roads as the military (99% of the time these 
roads were gravel and sand tracks) and soon the number of civil
ian mine casualties were far higher than that of the military. 
Military vehicles were not allowed to travel on roads before they 

Czech PT-Ml-BA3 AT mine, which has a bakelite body with little metal to be 
ed, planted with PMA2 antipersonnel mines to make detonation more pro 
and removal more difficult. This indiscriminate combination can be set oft B 
even a man on a bicycle. 

If 





all the roads with prodders. The use of snif
fer dogs was suggested as it was well 
known that police forces around the world 
were alseady using the smelling ability of 
dogs to detect drugs, stolen property, bod
ies, etc. It was known that most mines are 
filled with explosives that have a nitrate 
base and handlers started to teach dogs to 
recognize the distinctive smell of TNT, 
RDX, Trotyl etc. The training phase proved 
promising and it was only when actual 
detection searches started under operational 
conditions, that dog handlers and scientists 
started to realize how many new problems 
they were facing. 

Dogs that were trained in the mild cli
mate of Pretoria suffered in the heat of the 
operational area, where temperatures were 
usually in the high thirties. 

After about half an hour of diligent 
searching, dogs would start heading for 
shady spots under the trees and lose interest 
in the work because of the heat and fatigue. 
Several dogs died from heat exhaustion and 
dehydration in spite of precautions taken. In 
spite of the fact that provision was made for 
acclimatization and to get used to the partic
ular "background smells" of the area, opera-

tional results were unsatisfactory. This was 
mainly due to the fact that the dogs could 
only be utilized in the early hours of the day 
when it was cooler, resulting in poor produc
tivity. To expand the number of dogs in order 
to increase their work capability was only a 
limited solution, because of the logistical and 
transport problems that it created. 

Thus it happened that free-running snif
fer dogs were never used to their full poten
tial during the years of conflict. Dr. Joynt 
maintains to this day that free-running dogs 
used in isolation (without making use of 
combinations of other techniques) can only 
guarantee an efficient clearance rate of 
about 60%. 

The New Rescue Dogs 
During these years scientific tests were 

conducted by Dr. Joynt and his team of sci
entists and operators and it was established 
that the smell of the explosives inside a 
buried mine contaminated the soil above 
and around it, no matter what material was 
used to encase the explosive. Experiments 
with vapor pressures were conducted and it 
soon became obvious that if they could find 
a way to coll.ect the vapors near the road 

Specia~ f orca To TacMe A Special Problem 
The U.N. Mine Clearance and Policy Unit estimates that there are more than 110 mil

lion active mines littering some 68 countries - with a like number stockpiled waiting to 
be planted. Every month more than 2,000 people are killed or maimed by mine explo
sions, and most of the casualties are civilians who fall victim long after hostilities have 
ceased. For every mine cleared, 20 are laid: in 1994, approximately 100,000 were cleared, 
while an additional 2 million were planted. It is estimated that it would cost $33 billion 
to remove existing mines. Many experts believe that - if no further mines are planted -
it would take 1,100 years to clear the entire world of mines under current conditions. 

Land mine usage has dramatically increased over the past two decades, with an 
emphasis on its potential as a weapon to deny civilians access or the 
use of farmlands, irrigation channels, roads, waterways and pub
lic utilities. In other words, their utility in military denial 
operations aside, as a practical matter land mines primarily 
kill and injure peaceful civilians and their chi ldren. 

A typical case in point is Angola, where there are an 
estimated 10-15 million mines deployed. There are at 
least 500 different mine designs, and more than 80 
types have been located in Angola, with new types still 
being found. The general rule holds true in Angola, 
where guerrilla forces lay anti-tank mines, and govern
ment forces lay anti-personnel mines because guerrillas 
usually move on foot. 

Deminers require years of experience, and Mechem 
relies heavily on former special forces and former police 
SWAT personnel, with local support from highly experienced 
support personnel. 

Mechem spent more than five years in Mozambique: In 1991 , five 
people cleared more than 12,000 AP mines in three months in a project to clear the power 
Jines between South Africa and the capitol city of Maputo. There were 200-300 mines 
cleared from around every pylon, and the men were ambushed seven times while con
ducting these ops. They then set about clearing roads, and in one segment of the contract 
cleared 2,000km in four and a half months, subcontracting to Royal Ordnance. Other 
contracts in Mozambique included clearing the Cahora Bassa power line. 

From January 1996 Mechem has been in Angola, with a crew consisting of 30 South 
Africans, 13 Ghurkas, 16 Zimbabweans, six Mozambiqueans, two Americans and one 
Canadian, plus 10 Angolan sapadores (sappers). Quality assurance is by the German 
firm Gerbera, with eight former East Germans. 

-Peter G. Kokalis 
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surface, they could let the dogs analyze sub
stantial distances without having to walk 
more than a few dozen meters in conditions 
that were ideal, compared to the harsh con
ditions on the road itself. 

A fabric was chosen and treated chemi
cally to· improve its ability to collect and 
retain the smell of explosives and a hollow 
tube-like sample collector was manufac
tured. A suction device was developed and 
after many experiments it was calculated 
that sucking air at a rate of about 80 liters 
per minute was sufficient to cover 4 to 5 
meters of road width when moving in a 
mine-protected vehicle at a speed of about 
lOkm per hour. It was discovered that the 
system is very sensitive and that the smell 
of propellants used in firearm cartridges 
could be picked up and identified by the 
dogs, as well. 

It was also found that, due to its sensi
tivity, the system could easily be contami
nated and that "false positives" could occur 
if care is not taken to decontaminate hands 
and equipment with soap and water or a 
special chemical. It was al so established 
that the system worked very reliably in hot 
conditions as the smell of explosives 
seemed to be released more freely than 
when it was subjected to low temperatures. 
In fact, it was discovered that a prevailing 
wind could blow the smell of propellants as 
far as 40 meters and still be collected and 
identified by the system. 

Today the MEDDS system is a proven 
and tested technique to verify large distances 
of road and several contracts have been suc
cessfu!Jy undertaken in Africa. Even in the 
countries where fighting had been fierce 
(e.g. Angola), it is a known fact that mines 
occur with substantial distances between 
them, resulting in a Jot of wasted time if the 
traditional detection methods are used 

searching clean areas. One of the 
biggest advantages of the MEDDS 

system is that it eliminates the 
negative areas and thus the 

time that would have been 
wasted searching for mines 
in such areas. 

Efficiency Counts: 
Time's A Wasting 

In comparison, using 
metal detectors a full team 

of engineers could be limit
ed to Jess than a kilometer of 

road clearance per day. The 
MEDDS system used on the same 

road, could sample more than 40 km per 
day. The samples can be analyzed on the 
same day and the clearance can be conclud
ed the following day, depending on the size 
of the team and the extent of contamination. 

In this way, Mechem, while sub-con
tracting to Royal Ordnance, cleared 2,000 
km of roads in Mozambique for the U.N. in 
1994 - in just four and a half months. The 
contract that they are currently working in 
Angola requires that they clear a total dis
tance of 7,000 km in six months. Several 
other smaller road clearance contracts have 
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been successfully undertaken fo r NGOs, 
and road contractors. 

The Mechem technique, although it 
revolve around MEDDS, is based on the 
"Toolbox" principle. This means that to 
attain the required clearance rate of 99.6% 
as laid down by the U.N. , a combination of 
detection methods is used, predicated on 
terrain, weather, types of mines and so on. 
Thi s also means that the company is striving 
to have as many techn ical options as possi
ble in the fi e ld, because it maintains that no 
single detection method could guarantee a 
99.6% clearance rate. New equipment is 
constantly being developed and old eq uip
ment improved, in order to keep ahead of 
problems and conditions in the field. 

Today, a typical day of road clearance in 
Angola would look Like this: At 0600 the 
vapor-sampling teams move out in mine
res istant Casspir APCs and are dropped off 
at intervals of LO km. Each team has two 
manual-pump generators that are carried 
like backpacks. They set off on foot , walk-

Russian T-54 tank destroyed by mine during an offensive is inspected by Ronco dog 
looking for AP mines and booby traps. 

Soviet TM-57 AT mine boosted with 200-gram block of TNT. Multinational crew has 
Austrian AN19/2 Schiebel metal detector. 

ing in the Casspir's tracks, covering each 
side of the road, sucking ai r through the 
sample tubes from close to the surface of 
the road. At about 300 meters they stop to 
change the samples. This is the most impor
tant phase of sampling as contamination can 
easil y spoil the samples. The samples are 
pre-marked and their numbers are logged on 
a special route sheet, corresponding with 
the OPS reading of that spot. The road is 
also marked with lime or paint to mark the 
exact change-over point in case the clear
ance team has to go back to that pos ition 
(c ivi li an OPS systems are not always 
absolu tely accurate) . 

All the time, care must be taken not to 
touch the samp le tubes wi th the bare hands 
and they are carefully stored in tight plas tic 
containers resembling film can isters. The 
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operators' hands and sample holders are 
decontaminated with a chemical before new 
sample tubes are inserted and the sampling 
can continue. 

Every 300 meters samples are changed 
in this way until the team reaches the start
ing poi nt of the team ahead of them. In this 
way both sides of the road can be sampled 
covering more than 40 km per day. The air 
samples are transported back to the base 
camp in plastic boxes and flown by heli
copter to the nearest dog analys is center fo r 
testing. The results of the analys is are com
municated back to the team by radio. As all 
samples are collected in duplicate, half the 
samples are flown to the Mechem Dog 
School in Pretoria for contro l checking by 
the clogs there, to compare results wi th 
those of the operational dogs. 

Protecting Valuable Assets 
The operational analys is center is usual

ly located in an area that is considered ideal 
for dogs' health (i.e. , as high as possible 
above sea level where it is cooler and free 
from tropical diseases) . The dogs work in a 
shady area and are accustomed to all the 
smell s of the area (referred to as "back
ground smells"), therefore reacting more 
confidently to fore ign smells. 

When the mobile base in the fie ld 
receives the results (usually the fo llowing 
day), the clearance teams (different from the 
vapor sampling teams) move out in Casspir 
vehicles to the road sampled the prev ious day 
and locate the stretches of road as indicated 
to positively contain explosives or explosive 
devices. "Negative" areas (i.e., areas that 
have not been indicated by the dogs during 
analysis) can safely be ignored and regarded 
as clear, as the system is so sensitive that it 
indicates the smell of spent cartridge cases 
that have been lying on the roads for years. 

Free-running dogs (different from the 
MEDDS dogs) are sent down the road on 
both sides to search the whole surface. This 
is important to locate rninimal-metal-con
tent mines that could be missed by metal 
detectors. After the dogs, the metal detec
tors are used in the trad itional way and if 
nothing is found , the surface of the road is 
ripped with hydraulic rippers attached to the 
backs of the Casspirs , to a depth of approx
imately 150mm. The procedure is repeated 
or adapted to achieve the required clearance 
rate until all the stretches of road are c lear, 
usually totaling between 15 and 30 km per 
day. Taking into consideration that, on the 
same day, the sampling team goes out again 
to carry on with vapor sampling where they 
left off the prev ious day, it is easy to under
stand that, once there is continuity, the 
teams can clear more than 150 km per week. 

There are, of course, fac tors that may 

Continued on page 66 
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Cantra11ersy Surrounds Jluctian 
far UIPD Memorial fund 

by Wayne Laugesen 

l 
os A. ngeles police will benefit again 
from the guns they borrowed from 
B&B Sales during a deadly North 
Hollywood shootout with bank rob

bers last February. 
Six of the seven guns were sold by auc

tion in October at the 18th annual Soldier 
Of Fortune Expo Trade Show in Las Vegas. 
The guns - three Bushmasters, one pre-ban 
Eagle and two Remington I l -87s -
brought in $I 0,200. 

Of that, $7 ,200 was donated to the Los 
Angeles Police Department Memorial Fund 
for deceased officers. The remainder will 
cover the wholesale cost of the guns, said 
Bob Kahn, chief executive officer of B&B 
Sales, the Los Angeles gun store that loaned 
the guns to pol ice and sold them at cost. 

"When they needed these weapons, we 
were there," Kahn said of the shootout, in 
which two suspects were killed. "We helped 
them when they needed help, no questions 
asked. All the rank and file people of the 
police department know we helped them, 
and they are thankful." 

One officer in the shootout, Kahn said, 
bought the gun he used directly from the 
gun store a short time after the event. The 
shootout was with suspects in the Bank of 
America robbery who were armed with full
auto weapons and wearing bullet-proof 
armor. 

"He twisted my arm a bi t, and I agreed to 
let him buy it," Kahn said. "The rest went at 
the auction." Kahn said nearly all the guns 
were bought by cast members of the TV 
show Soldier Of Fortune, Inc. 

Media Malfeasance 
The auction was for days maligned by 

the Las Vegas Sun and several Los Angeles 
TV newscasts, despite the fact proceeds 
went to a worthy cause. 

A Sun article implied the auction was a 
fraud , with a 2 October headline that said 
"Charity to benefit from LV show sales 
doesn 't exist " The story fa lsely stated the 
LA Police Department had launched a 
"criminal investigation" of a classified ad, 
placed by Soldier Of Fortune to promote 
the auction. 

"I wrote the word 'criminal' and that's 
the only mistake J made," said Cathy Scott, 
the Sun reporter who wrote the story. "I 
shouldn 't have done that, and it has caused 
a lot of grief for me." 

Lt. Col. Robert K. Brown (Ret.) said the 
article "directly and indirectly libeled" the 
magazine. No one at Soldier Of Fortune 
was ever contacted by Scott for the story. 

Scott said she tried to call Soldier Of 
Fortune and B&B Sales, but reached 
answering machines. She did not leave a 
message at either business, saying she had a 
short deadline. 

"I probably should have left a message, 
but I had no idea the ordeal this was going 
to turn into," Scott said. "It was one of those 
things where my editor saw an ad in the 
morning and said write something for today. 
I had to start and finish my work that morn
ing. I probably did not try hard enough to 
contact Soldier Of Fortune." 

Helen Lloyd, a public information offi-

(top) Los Angeles Police Officer Brett Papworth (left), and actress Melinda Clarke, 
co-star of the TV series Soldier Of Fortune, Inc. , grasp a Remington 11-87 that was 
used by police. The suspects were wearing bullet-proof armor, so police borrowed 
weapons from B&B Sales in North Hollywood, up the street from the shootout. (cen
ter) Harry J. Humphries, a former U.S. Navy SEAL and technical adviser for the 
series, examines the shotgun. Most of the shootout weapons were bought by cast 
members of Soldier Of Fortune, Inc. (bottom) The weapons auction raised more than 
$7,000 for the memorial fund. A newspaper story in the Las Vegas Sun maligned the 
event. Publisher Robert K. Brown (in background), called the story "gross, incom
petent journalism" that directly and indirectly libeled the magazine. The newspaper 
printed a retraction. 
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cer with the LAPD, said much more was 
wrong with the Sun's coverage than the 
falsely reported "criminal investigation." 

"They printed a partial retraction, but 
they didn 't retract much of what we asked 
them to," Lloyd said. "In one story they said 
we might refuse to accept proceeds from the 
sale of the guns. We never said that. At one 
point we said we were unaware of what was 
being done with the proceeds, but we never 
said we were agai nst accepting them." 

Dav id Kalish, LAPD commander in the 
Community Affai rs Group, wrote a letter to 
Mike Kelley, managing editor of the Sun, 
saying the story served only to "create con
troversy where no controversy exists." 

"Despite hav ing received accurate infor
mation from my staff, your reporter chose to 
continue to misrepresent the Los Angeles 
Police Department's position," the letter 
continued. 

Guns And The Police 
In the 2 Oct. article, Scott quoted 

LAPD officer Mike Partain , a public rel a
ti ons specialist, saying it would be "coun
terproductive" for police to benefit from 
the sale of guns. 

Four days later, the Sun published anoth
er article by Scott saying the "LAPD may 
not accept the money" from the auction. It 
paraphrased Lloyd saying a formal request 
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was never made with the department's 
memorial fund. 

"'It's just not true," Lloyd said . "We did 
not say that. We said we were unaware of 
any formal request. " 

Easy to understand, Lloyd said, because 
the memorial fund isn't technicall y part of 
the LAPD. Rather, it's a separate corpora
tion that w9rks closely with the department. 
The LAPD provides an employee who 
works as a liai son between the fund and the 
police department. 

The whole controversy may reflect a 
perception in the mainstream media that all 
police stand firm ly against the gun rights 
guaranteed in the Second Amendment of the 
U.S. Consti tution. 

Take, for example, Scott 's explanation 
of how the bad press episode began. 

"We read an ad in our paper about thi s 
auction and it rai sed an issue with us," Scott 
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said. ·'It was definitely an eyebrow raiser. 
We didn't think it was true that police would 
benefit from the sale of guns. I called them 
and they confirmed my suspicion." 

Scott called Partain and faxed him an ad 
that said the auction proceeds would benefit 
an "LAPD survivors fund. " 

"We never had a problem with accepting 
money from this auction," Partain said. "I 
merely stated that I would look into the ad 
that said ' survivors fund ,' because I wasn't 
aware of one. As it turns out, that was an ad 
for the auction that would benefit our 
memorial foundation. I knew the auction of 
B&B guns was legitimate, and I just wanted 
to make sure someone wasn't holding a 
copycat auction and making false claims 
about the guns. From that confusion the 
whole thing was distorted to discredit a 
legitimate fund raiser." 

Oh, That Gun Auction 
Within hours of Scott 's first call, Partain 

had looked into the matter and was no 
longer confused. He called Scott and asked 
that the Sun hold off on publishing the story 
until the facts could be cleared up. 

"He did call and ask us to hold the 
story," Scott said. "I ta lked to my editors 
about it, and we decided not to do that." 

Scott said the confusion about the gun 
sale was really caused by the LAPD' desire 
to put "positive spin" on the story. 

"It was obv iously an embarras ment to 
them that guns were going to be sold to ben
efit police," Scott said. "They wanted to dis
tance themselves. When that got them in 
trouble, there was a lot of Monday morning 
quarterbacking going on and it caused a lot 
of trouble for me." 

LA TV stations did almost no repo1ting, 
Kahn said, and reported Scott's stories as 
fact. Still , Kahn said, ranking officials in the 
LAPD are partiall y responsi ble. 

"You have some damn good people in 
the LAPD , and you have some who 
shouldn ' t be on the force ," Kahn said. "It's 
the higher-ups, not the rank and file offi 
cers, who say things like ' we wouldn't 
want to put weapons on the street. ' I tell 
you what, the guys who used those 
weapons in the shootout were damn glad 
we were there, and that those weapons 
were avail able." ~ 

Los Angeles Police came up against heavily armed and armored suspects in the Bank of 
America robbery. To defeat them, police borrowed guns, capable of piercing armor, from 
B & B Sales. Two suspects were killed. The guns were auctioned at the Soldier Of Fortune 
Expo to raise funds for the LAPD Memorial Fund. (inset) LAPD officers involved in 
shootout gather in front of Bank of America, with then police chief Willie Williams, after a 
successful shootout with heavily armed robbers in bullet-proof armor. 
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Text & Photos by Robin Postell 
NORTHE RN QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA - Adventure competitions this decade 

have gained a reputation as the ultimate test of physical and mental fortitude. Who better 
to compete than military personnel, all well-versed in the agonies and ecstasies of push
ing to the limit and beyond? 

These are individuals who know the meaning of pain, defeat and clanger. 
But military teams haven't done so well , fueling debate about who's toughest and 

fastest- mi litary-trained soldiers or extreme civilian athletes who taunt fate as a hobby. 
As civi lians continue winniJ1g adventure sports, the debate examines military equip-

Don't try this at home! The rappel down Herbert River Falls is among several events 
that make the Eco-Challenge a test of skill, not just fitness. The race has become so 
difficult and hazardous that entry is no longer open to the public. Rather, it's done by 
invitation of top teams only. Recognizing the elite nature of the event, Discovery 
Channel bought the event this year and will air it as a five hour mini-series in April 1998. 
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Wolf, which shone brightest fo r the 
military 's reputation in this year's 
race, is obsessed with winning. 

Ranger Vows To Win 
Red Wolf leader Mike Trisler, a 

noted Army Ranger and West Poi.nt 
grad, knows he can win. His creden
tials for the task are impeccable. He 
was the top athlete in his West Point 
class. He took third in the Best 
Ranger competition in '93, then sec
ond in '94, and first in '95. In 
Trisler ' mind, winning the Eco
Challenge should be just a matter of 
putting together the right team and 
taking time to train. 

Despite his confidence this year, 
Trisler had to settle for l l th place. 

Although it's no day at the beach, water provides 
some of nature's toughest obstacles for Eco
Challenge participants. Pictured here, teams bat
tle Class IV and V rapids on Australia's Herbert 
River. At other times during the event, partici
pants ascend rock faces next to violent waterfalls, 
swim through churning gorges with loads of gear, 
and traverse rain forest rivers on horseback. 

Among American teams that fin
ished, Red Wolf came in second. 
Like military teams, American teams 
traditionally don ' t fare well. Teams 
from New Zealand, France and 
Australia nonnally take the prize. 
Adventure competitions are respect-

ment, interpersonal communication skills, 
and "hierarchy-type decision making" that 
discourages feedback from subordinates 
and flex ibil ity in command. 

Eco-challenge founder Mark Burnett- a 
former Falkland 's war paratrooper - ques
tions whether a miljtary team will ever win 
the race. He says even the best-conditioned 
soldiers are at a disadvantage because of 
military "rigidity." Military contestants say 
he's wrong, and vow to prove it. 

SEALs Rescued From Race 
At the '97 Eco-Challenge, eight of the 

48 teams contained either active or former 
military personnel. 

There was Team Odyssey, comprised of 
two Navy SEALs, one Navy diver, and a 
female civilian. While struggling in 22nd 
place they were overcome by swells on the 
sea kayaking leg and had to break the seal on 
their emergency radio to request rescue. 
They were winched out of the sea in 26 min
utes via he]jcopter and cables. (Team Dew, 
which had one fo1mer Special Forces mem
ber, Mitch Utterback, finished 22nd instead). 

A French Foreign Legionnaire competed 
on Team Paris, which was disqualified after 
nearly nine days out. Team Ranger, com
prised of two Rangers, one female Army 
surveyor, and one civilian, finished in 28th 
place - second to last. Team New York 's 
Finest, containing three New York City 
police officers, and one female Nassau 
County police officer, came in last. It was 
the hardest thing they 'd ever done in their 
lives, they said afterwards. 

ed traditions in their countries, which 
is often cited as an advantage. 

It's not much consolation for Trisler, 
who took no comfort in 11th place. 

This year, it took seven days, three hours 
and seven minutes for Team Red Wolf to 
cross the finish line off the beach in Cairns, 
Australia and complete the 528 km course. 
After the race, Trisler laid on a table beneath 
the medic's tent, with badly blistered feet. 
He wore a look of pensive weariness. The 
blond California surfer/lifeguard sighed. 

"lt's going terrible," he said, "We didn 't 
come in first." 

Trisler and his team were in the 1996 
race, in British Columbia, where he chose 
to race with a broken hand - a move that 
cost him $8,000 and chronic pain . Having 
broken it only two weeks before the race, 
Trisler 's hand was still in a cast at 
the starting line. When it proved 
cumbersome, he ripped off the 
cast. Today, hi hand is he ld 
together by a surgeon's concoction 
of wires and four screws - a con
stant reminder of the extremes 
Trisler has taken in his quest for a 
win. 

As Tris ler raced with a badly bro
ken aim in '96, his teat11 lost one 
member to a knee injury, and contin
ued tJ1rough the race unranked before 
finishing in the top I 0. Trisler was 
disappointed, and became more 
dete1mined than ever. 

The Winning Team 

racers. None were American. Team Red 
Wolf had been ahead of them in the begin
ning this year, and raced alongside them for 
a time. But in the end, Team Eco-Internet 
had passed up everyone. 

"Team Eco-Internet did amaze me. They 
were all racers and concerned only with win
ning," recalled Tris ler. "They were just 
going balls-out until they were in first place. 
Then they just tried to bury teams. Their 
efficiency of movement is greater than 
everybody else's based on their experience. 
Their speed in the transition areas was 
unbelievable. Twenty to 30 minutes and 
they were out and running again. We stayed 
much longer than that." 

Team Eco-Internet was comprised of 
Robert Nagle, a 38-year-old Irish-born 
molecul ar modeling researcher from 
Harvard ; Keith Murray, a 35-year-old 
medica l doctor; Murray 's 33-year-old 
wife, Andrea, both from Christchurch, 
New Zealand; and 4 1-year-old window 
washer John Howard, of Christchurch. 

It was a team with a knack for doing 
tJ1ings right. They didn 't worry about the 
other teams. They studied the maps and did 
what they knew would get them from point A 
to point B in the sho1test time. They had done 
it enough to know when to take risks and 
when to be cautious. And John Howard was 
the only man who had ever won both an Eco
Challenge and a Raid Gauloises, the French
run adventure competition upon which Eco
founder Mai·k Burnett based his event. 

"The competition increased tenfold tJ1is 
year," Trisler said. 

Only The Elite 
This year 's race was invitation only. 

Discovery Channel had bought the event, 
sinking $5.5 million into it, and only the 
creme-de-la creme were involved. Like tbe 
previous year, Discovery would run a five 
hour mini-series on the event (scheduled to 

Team Eco-Agents, comprised of FBI 
agents, were disqualified after nearly 10 
days, as was Team Miami Project fo r 
Paralysis, also containing Army personnel, 
after four days. 

The poor showing of soldiers isn' t for 
lack of commitment or training. Team Red 

Team Eco-Internet, which this 
year crossed the finish line in 5 
days, 19 hours and 46 minutes for 
the win, also took first place in '96. 
Trisler, like many others, had 
watched the winning team 's 
progress with intense scrutiny. They 
were long-time adventure racing 
veterans - professional adventure 

The mountain biking leg of the race adds grueling 
physical torture to the danger incurred in other 
events. Racers burn about 10,000 calories a day 
and replenish barely half that much. Participants 
hallucinate. Some puke. Others cry. It's garden
variety hell indigenous to adventure sports. 
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air for 110 million viewers worldwide in 
April 1998). 

This year, teams consisted of four men, 
rather than five. For the first time, there 
were no support crews at transition areas. 
Instead of meeting up with their crews, 
teams gathered food and equipment in gear 
drop boxes at desi gnated areas. The 
changes, Trisler said, were good. 

"Less people to worry about," he said. 
Most of the old fundamental rules still 

app lied: No assistance. Four men in, four 

62 

men out. 
Trisler has had the goal of putting togeth

er an all-military team for the Eco-Challenge 
for two years now. He knows it will produce 
a winning team, despite skeptic views. 

"I want to see if adventure racing can 
become pa1t of the all-A1my spo1ts program 
and I want to be the coach of the team," 
Trisler said. "I know they have the biathlon 
team in New Hampshire and I wanted to put 
together an All Arn1y adventure racing team 
that does races li ke the Eco, the Raid 

Gauloises - there are hundreds of these 
races now. It 's probably one of the fastest 
growing sports in the country at the moment." 

Crocodiles in Hell 
Competitors in the ' 97 Eco-Challenge 

trekked through the cutback across lava 
rock-covered terrain, canoed down a croco
dile infes ted river, rappelled and ascended 
up looming rock faces next to violent water
falls, swam with all their gear across churn
ing gorges, mountain biked through wet 
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rainforests , through rivers and countryside, 
rafted through C lass IV and V rapids, 
pas ed through more rainforest and river on 
horseback, trekked across Queensland 's 
highest peak, and fini shed it off with a 79 
km sea kayaking leg with angry squalls 
threatening to swamp them. 

"It's the same stuff you do in the mili
tary," said Tris ler. "It's running, it 's hiking, 
it 's swimming, nav igating, teamwork. It' s 
coed, which is a big issue right now in the 
military. I think it would be a fantastic 
opportunity for the military as far as public
ity, as a recruiting tool - just something the 
military could be proud of." 

Blaine Reeves of Team Miami Project 
for Paralysis , an Army recruiter in Orlando, 
Florida, also won the Best Ranger competi
tion and has participated in a ll the Eco
Challenges since d1eir inception in 1995. 
Though hi s team was disqualified in Eco 
'97, Reeves remain s undaunted . 

"The whole reason I came into the race 
in '95 (Utah) was to get a taste of the race 
and see what it was about," he said. "I never 
expected to wi n it, just get across the finish 
line to see what happened. Because of that, 
every year I come I learn a little more." 

Maturity, Experience Count 
Certainly, ex perience plays a large role in 

the success of Eco teams. The average age of 
the winning competitor is 35 (no one under 
30 has ever won). It takes a level of com
mitment that 20-somethings rarely possess. 

"Last year the team that won was the 
team which slept most and made the best 
decisions," said Burnett prior to the race. 
"This is a sign of experience. I strongly 
believe that the team which combines expe
rience with mental strength will have the 
winning edge over a more youthful, physi
cally agile team. Seasoned Eco-Challenge 
competitors are quick to verify diat the 
event is a race of the mind with strength 
derived from good mental and emotional 
coping mechanisms. Successful competitors 
wil l adopt a psychological approach and be 
quick to rely on fellow team members for 
support when the going gets rough. This I 
think is the ultimate challenge." 

As race founder and war veteran, 
Briti h-born Burnett has watched the mili
tary teams in hi s race with great interest. He 
holds out little faith. 

11Rigid" Military Teams 
"Do you know the reason why military 

teams don ' t do well in this competition?" 
he asked. "Because of their rigidity. Their 
rigidity. " 

Reeves, along with every other military 
participant, vehemently disagrees. 

"This stuff about military personnel being 
inflexible is b.s. ," said Reeves. "In the Best 
Ranger competition everything doesn ' t go 
your way - stuff happens, things change, 
and as long as you keep focused on the mis
sion itself and know that the mission has to 
be accomplished, you ' ll do whatever it takes 
to complete the mi ssion. That's kind of like 
the Ranger Creed. You complete the mission 
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Navy SEAL Nate Smith was on Team 
Odyssey. This year, eight of 48 teams con
tained either active or former military per
sonnel, and none finished in the top 10. 
Smith and his team, in fact, were rescued 
from water while struggling in 22nd place. 
The poor showing of military teams has 
fueled debate about the compatibility of 
military conditioning and adventure sports. 

though you be the lone survi vor. But you' re 
not going to be the lone survivor in d1is 
because you have to finish with four people. 
The goal is to complete the mission." 

And Trisler agreed. 
"Burnett said that no military teams 

would ever win. I highly di sagree with 
that," said Tri sler. "I think military person
nel are some of the fittes t people in die 
world, and that is the primary ingredient to 
winning thi s race. They' re also very smart 
and have a lot of common sense, which is 
al so a big advantage. In any organization 
you have to have the right people put 
together. With Team Eco-Internet, they 
were the top adventure racers in the world. 
Those guys had all competed on different 
teams before in the past and just got togeth
er because they were the best. 

Given the opportunity and sponsorship, I 
could do the same thing, if not with military 
members, then with all American members." 

Trisler pointed out that the Best Ranger 
and the Eco-Challenge are pretty much 
identical except in duration. 

"In the Best Ranger you do not Jeep for 
2 ~ days. You don ' t even have the option. Jn 
the Eco you can sleep whenever you want, 
although you don't, of course," added 

Trisler. "They are very simil ar races as 
far as pain and intensity and as far as how 
you train fo r it. The Best Ranger is geared 
more towards military events, like technical 
military skills. But as fa r as the teamwork 
goes, it 's the same as the Eco, only you have 
two people as opposed to four." 

Garden Variety Hell 
Like last year 's race, teams were given 

maps of the course the day before the start. 
Over an 11-day period they crossed 528 km 
of rough terrain through three separate 
ecosystems - the Outback, rainfo rests, and 
Great Barrier Reef. In the end, 29 teams fin
ished ranked. Nineteem teams were disqual
ified for various reasons, ranging from 
exhaustion to dissension, with six of them 
fini shing unranked. 

(left) Army Ranger Mike Trisler led the Red 
Wolf team to an 11th place finish this year, 
much to his dismay. Trisler has gone to 
extremes in his quest for first place, includ
ing the time he ripped a cumbersome cast 
off his broken arm - a move that led to 
orthopedic surgery and lingering pain. After 
the race, Trisler laid on a table beneath the 
medic's tent with badly blistered feet 
(above). The blond California surfer/life
guard says he'll put together an all-military 
team that will win first in a future Eco
Challenge. 

Teams faced constant threat of snakes 
and crocodi les, poi sonous plants , spear 
grass, and permanent physical injury. They 
burned about 10,000 calories a day and 
repleni shed barely half that much. They car
ried packs weighing up to 45 pounds. And 
for their torture, each team paid a $2,500 
entry fee , plus travel, equipment and 
accommodation expenses. 

Only the winner takes significant prize 
money in Eco-Challenge. Team Eco
Internet took home $25 ,000 - not much 
when split four ways, especially consider
ing each team arrived with approximately 
$20,000 worth of equipment. 

Countless injuries were incurred and 
several rescues were made. One French 
team member from Team ARS , which 
placed 6th , rubbed his scrotum raw on the 
mountain biking leg and almost couldn ' t 

Continued on page 67 
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Continued from page 16 

breaking open the ti fie or removing the charg
ing handle. The mount is held to a flat top 
upper receiver with a full-length locking side 
bar with two alien head bolts. This insures 
positive lock up even on worn receiver rails. 

Adding a night vision scope to this setup 
provides the operator with both a critical 
tactical edge over his opponent and the 
capability of surgical accuracy in the dark 
- the very environment in which most con
tact with the enemy occurs. Modern night
vision devices are ultimately judged by how 
far out they permit the end user to detect, 
recognize and identify potential targets. A 
brief description of how night-vision equip
ment works is in order. 

In both second and third generation sys
tems, the objective lens collects light that 
cannot be seen with the naked eye and 
focuses it on an image intensifier. A photo 
cathode inside the image intensifier absorbs 
this light energy and converts it into e lec
trons. Passing first through a micro channel 
plate that multiplies them thousands of 
times, these electrons are drawn toward a 
phosphor screen. When this highly intensi
fied electron image strikes the phosphor 
screen, it causes the screen to emit visible 
light. Since the phosphor screen emits this 
light in precisely the same pattern and inten
sity that the light was collected by the 

objective lens, the bright image seen in the 
ocular corresponds exactly to the scene 
being viewed. Third generation night-vision 
equipment uses gallium-arsenide for the 
photo cathode. The micro channel plate is 
coated with an ion barrier film to increase 
tube life. The very best third-generation 
equipment provides very good to excellent 
low-light-level performance and long tube 
life. In addition, recent milspec-quality 
tubes feature no perceptible distortion. 

The image intensifier resolution of state
of-the-art night vision is often measured by 
a unit known as "line pairs per millimeter" 
(Ip/mm). This is usually determined from a 
195 1 Air Force Resolving Power Test 
Target. ALI the horizontal and vertical lines 
and the spaces between them must be distin
guishable to qualify for a particular pattern. 
The higher the number of line pairs per mil
limeter, the better the unit's abi lity to pro
vide a sharp image. Most Russian-made 
night vision wi ll provide no more than 20-30 
Ip/mm. The very best American-made night 
vision features resolution of 45-64+ Ip/mm. 

There are several other parameters that 
influence the quality of night-vision equip
ment. One is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 
which is a measure of the light signal reach
ing the eye divided by the perceived noise as 
seen by the eye. A tube's SNR determines 
the low-light resolution of the image tube. 
Thus, the higher the SNR value, the better 
the tube's ability to resolve objects with 
good contrast under low-light conditions. 
Another important factor is photosensitivity, 
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EUROPEAN SUPER SNIPER COMING THIS SEPTEMBER! 

or the ability of the photo cathode to produce 
an e lectrical response when subjected to 
light waves (photons). The higher the value, 
the better the ability to produce a visible 
image under darker conditions. 

An additional important concept is the 
system gain. Gain is the number of times a 
night vision device amplifies light input. 
System gain is measured as the light output 
divided by the light input and is what the 
user actually sees. This value is usually in 
the thousands and U.S. military night vision 
equipment operates in the 2,000 to 3,000 
range. The higher the value for system gain 
the better, up to a point. Russian night vision 
devices frequently increase the gain far too 
high in order to achieve a brighter (but never 
clearer) image at the expense of tube life. 

Two currently popula r pocke t night 
vision scopes used by military and law 
enforcement organizations are the ITT 
60 10A and Litton M983. Both feature 45 
Ip/mm third generation tubes of very high 
quality. They both feature standard l X mag
nification and a 40-degree field of view. 
Highly effective for short to medium range 
surveillance, in totally dark environments, 
an integral IR light-emitting diode provides 
illumination for close-range observations. 

The ITT is a $3,600 unit. The Litton 
M983 costs $3,900 and comes standard in a 
goggle mode. It can be flipped up out of the 
way or quickly detached. Both of these 
units can be purchased from G.G.&G., as 
well as the adaptors required to mount them 
on the G.G.&G. integrated rai l system. ~ 

All active certified 
police, SWAT, govern
ment, or private agen
cies and supervisors 

TAKE 
AIM 
for the Autauga Arms 
Inc. Super Sniper 
Shootout.® Two-man 
teams from around 
the world will be 
competing March 
15-18, 1998 at the 
NRA Whittington 
Center, Raton, New 
Mexico. No registra
tion after January I, 
1998. Call for details! 
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I Was There 
Continued from page 20 

SF friends. While awaiting their insertion, I 
photographed and sketched the crash area. 

O.G. and Ario joined me in the gris ly 
task of collecting and wrappi ng the body 
parts. We were unanimous in our pledge 
that not one piece of an American was going 
to be deserted. 

Two hours after I'd rappelled in, the 
chopper arrived back on station, hovering 
over us. The rope was lowered and the two 
bodies were tied with great care into the end 
of the rope and slowly li fted away, ferried to 
the LZ, then transloaded to the RCAF Mi-8, 
for their final flight back Phnom Penh. 
Another hour passed. 

With ominous, rumbling, black clouds 
rolling our way, Grady attempted several 
times to get back to us, but a wall of ensuing 
fog and blistering rain echoed "Hell , no." 

In addition, word arrived that his aircraft 
was diverted to another mission back in 
Vietnam. Ario and I were stranded, cold, 
soaked and worried. 

We threw together a lean-to with tree 
branches and pieces of the plane, collected 
rain water, scoured the vicinity for berries 
and other edible vegetation, then settled in 
for a stay of unknown duration. Armed 
with a single AK, with 120 rounds, and a 
Makarov, with 2 1 rounds, we set up a lter
nating security watches. 

With nightfall , the temperature plum
meted nearly 30 degrees and the annoying, 
miserable rain continued in the blackness 
making listening for approaching hostiles 
impossible. 

By II 00, on 3 May, the weather had sti ll 
not improved. I decided we would chance it 
and hump out, enemy contact and mine
fields be damned. 

As we began our arduous, and cautious, 
descent, the radio crackled with broken 
transmissions. We picked up enough: 
Another attempt had kicked off to snatch us. 

Four hours dragged by before an extrac
tion rope dropped and dangled overhead. 
Ario and I tied in. The bird lifted, then 
banked away, its pilot no doubt joyous to be 
heading out of the AO and KR gunners. 

When the helicopter set down, 10 
mile away, I thanked the pilot, an 
"F G." Grady, the original "driver," had 
returned to Vie tnam, emphaticall y 
deta iled hi s SITREP to hi s boss, Ed 
Behne, also a retired Army pilot. Grady 
bitched flat-out that he never left anyone 
beh ind in Vietnam, and he sure as hell 
wasn' t going to in Cambodia. Both Behne 
and Grady crossed back into Cambodia to 
complete the mission. 

Without significant assistance from the 
Royal Cambodian Armed Forces, a tossed
together, dedicated, and valorous, team of 
Americans recovered the remains of two 
of their own; remains which were returned 
to their grieving families time zones away, 
at home in the U nited States. ~ 
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Quality Grips 
for 

Colt's Government Model 1911 
(And Duplicate Frame Models) 

• Finger grooves and rubber side panels are 
available separately or as a set. 

• Use the finger groove component with your 
favorite wood or any other panel grips. 

• Use the finger groove companment with our 
sculptured rubber side-panels for an ultra 
thin wrap-around rubber grip. 

The MODULAR GR/PTM 
Rubber Side P(lne/.1· (PG / 911 -2) - $14. 50 
From Finger G1vove (PG/911-1 ) - $11.00 
Finger Groove/P(lnel Se1 (PMG-19 11 ) - $24.00 

= 
Side Panel• F/ngor Grooves Modular Grip 

U.S. Patent Number 5621997 
Foreign Patents Pending 

PEARCE GRIP, INC. 
P.O. Box 187 

Bothell , WA 98041 
http://www.pearcegrip.com 

Fax (425) 488-7102 Phone (800) 390-9420 

It's . 
Good to Go! 

Rifle Cases • Gilly Suits • Tactical Vests 
Range Bags • Equipment Bags of All Sizes 

TO ORDER: 
307 -344-7986 

P.O. Box 552 • Gardiner, MT 59030 

SMALL TACTICAL BAG: 
Fully padded sides and bottom, a 
double zippered top opening allows 
complete accessibility to the large 
interior area which has two interior 
pockets. Large front cargo pocket, a 
flat exterior on the opposite side 
with two end cargo pockets, one 
has elastic loops and pen/pencil 
compartments. Made of 1000 D 
Cordura Nylon with 3/8" closed cell 
foam. 14"x7" x13" 

TACTICAL GEAR 

Special Products for Individuals in Key Events 
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SOHETHfNG WfCttt'D THfS WAY COHETH 
SUPERIOR KNIFE DESIGNS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL--MILITARY, LAW ENFORCEMENT, SPORTSMEN 

• 7" x l 1/4" x .214" Blade 
• Black Oxide Finish 
• "LBE" Compatible KYDfXml Sheath 
• 59-60 RC Hardened Edge, 

Soft Spine 
• 1095 High Carbon Tool Steel 

• Black Electrical Grade Linen 
Micarta Handles 

KYDEX Sheaths for the APPLEGATE
FAIRBAIRNcR) Combat Folder & 
NORTH AMERICAN ARM$R), 
Mini-Revolvers.Choice $20.00 

"WOO" CTMl Neck Knife 7-3/16" of . 125" 
l 095 High Carbon Tool Steel. 
KYDEX Sheath included $25.00 

(Shown with optional helmet mount) 

Standard Features: 
• 45 Ip Resolution (min) 
• 1300 ua Photosensitivity (typ) 

~~·1{-no 1 s11 1mm 
UNf\TEllSAJ, ..L..L 

'l'AC'l'W1U HONOCUl.J\ll Hi@:Ov1s10N 1· 
Jl'/111 If."' JJ/IL/1'11111' 11il'/PJ~"'-J 4 1'/ll'H1\'fJLfJ(JJ' 
ITI's most versatile, high-resoluti on, GEN-3 image 
intensification system ever! Lightweight and capable 
o f be ing used hand-h eld , head/helmet mounted , 
attached to a 35mm/video camera or weapons rail 
mounted in conj unction with a laser or optical sight ! 

Standard System 

$3199 °0 

• IR Illumi nator & Low Battery/IR Indicators 
• Water Resistant Mil-Spec Housing & Optics Deluxe System 

w/Military Headmount • Bright Source Protection Circuitry 
Uses 2x 'AA' Batteries (included) 

• Waterproof Pe lican Hard Storage Case $3499 °0 

F6015 Universal Adaptor Kit 
Use yo ur F6015B fo r ni g ht vision 
photography! Includes adaptor ring for 
35mm/video cameras and fully adjustable 
weaver rai l mount for use with a variety of 

optical sights. $225 oo 
F60 15B w/Uni vcrsal Adaptor Kit (Camera Not Included) 

Only -
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THE POLICE SVPPL Y STORE http://www.policesupply.com 
I'll (800) 998-7007 f-1\X (800) 998-7006 P.O. Box 411. IJi:unon<l Sp1111gs, CA '!5619 

Cowardly Killers 
Continued from page 57 

impede the progress of the teams. Normally, 
it is considered ideal to work in the dry sea
sons only, but when the contract req uires that 
clearance be undertaken du1ing the rai ny sea
son, the teams have to make particul ar 
improvisations to enable them to produce the 
same quality of work. Generally, vapor sam
pling would not be undertaken during heavy 
downpours, and afterwards it is ideal to wait 
for the temperature to rise before the opera
tion commences . In politically unstable 
countries, operators are often viewed with 
suspicion or sometimes it is not in the inter
est of the inhabitants to have certain roads 
cleared. Mines laid behind the clearance 
teams is another occuJTence that causes con
cern . In Mozambique, where a contract was 
undertaken at the height of the civil war in 
1991 , operators were ambushed regularly 
and escaped mainly because of the armor and 
off-road ability of the Casspir vehicles. 

Tracking 11Troop" Efficiency 
In the operations headquaiters everything 

is mapped and documented on computer, as 
it is necessai·y to compai·e the performance of 
the dogs with actual mines and munitions 
found . Each dog is monitored carefully to 
ensure reliability and to make sure that there 
ai·e no "bad habits" creeping into the system. 
Dog handlers maintain that dogs are like peo
ple in a way, sometimes temperamental and 
not always producing their best. It is, there
fore , necessary for the handlers to know their 
dogs exceptionally well. 

Mechem uses mainly German shep
herds, which they start fair ly young to 
establi sh their natural smelling abihty. After 
about six months of intensive training the 
dogs are usually ready to start out opera
tionally and ai·e continually retrained to 
keep them at a fine edge. 

A few dogs were lost after being bitten by 
tsetse flies in Mozambique, a problem in all 
low-lying tropical ai·eas. Nine of the 2 1 
species of these flies carry the dreaded sleep
ing sickness, that can be fatal to man and 
domestic animals. 

Dr. Joynt still visits his teams in the 
field , even though he has a busy schedule 
attending to invitations and conferences all 
over the world. He enjoys being among his 
men and to be challenged by them to find 
new solutions to new problems they are 
confronting. Sometimes these di scussions 
can be quite heated affairs and outsiders 
could easily get the wrong impression. 
There is no place for sensitive fee lings and 
blunt, if somewhat colorful, frankness is the 
order of the day. Dr. Joynt maintains that 
diplomacy and tact belong elsewhere, but in 
spite of that there exists a loyalty between 
Vernon Joynt and his men that some nI.ili
tary leaders could only dream of. 

A technical man.age1; Frank van der Waal 
lives and writes in sou.them. Africa. ~ 
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Jlthletes In The Outback 
Continued from page 63 

continue. But he bandaged the wound with 
duct tape - a staple of adventure racing -
and kept on going. A Swedish man got stuck 
up on the ropes section for more than an 
hour. People hallucinated. Others puked . 
Some cried. It was the garden-variety hell 
indigenous to adventure competiti ons. 

Problems Designed By Founder 
Burnett wanted teams to have as many 

problems as possible. He intentionally start
ed the race at 5:30 p.m., instead of in the 
morning, to make navigation more difficult 
and force teams to make crucial decisions 
about sleep. 

"Psychological hurdl e number one," 
said Burnett at the start of the race. " Like 
never before it will be vital for teams to 
navigate well. Starting at ni ght will make it 
even harder to evaluate when it wi ll be the 
right time to sleep. And competitors must 
sleep during some stage of the race." 

Looking back, Tri sler ·pinpointed Team 
Red Wolf's problems. First ni ght , being the 
sole navigator on the team, Trisler had made 
a navigational error that forced them to 
walk two or three ex tra clicks. Trisler 's 
error had cost the team 90 minutes, drop
ping it from eighth place to 20th . 

Then at night, during the horseback leg, 
three of their horses refused to cross a river. 
This took four more crucial hours away 
fro m them. They couldn ' t rest because there 
was nowhere to put the horses. So while 
team member Norm Thayer went all the 
way back to the horse pick-up point to grab 
a guide, Trisler, Thayer 's wife Tracyn, and 
Gary took turns. One would stand up hold
ing the horses, whi le the other two slept. 
But calling it sleep would be a stretch, they 
said, as it was a struggle to keep warm. 

"We packed a lot lighter th is year and did
n't bring any sleeping gear. We bad no idea it 
would get so cold out there," Trisler recalled. 
"We slept a total of seven hours the entire 
time we were out there but we really just lay 
there shi vering most of the time. If I had to 
do it all over again we would have slept just 
when it got dark, while it was still warm." 

Team Eco-Internet, and the teams which 
followed close behind them, made fewer 
errors, had fewer problems, and finished in 
phenomenal time. Team Eco-Internet fin
ished in roughly half the time as the fin al 
group to cross the finish line -Team New 
York's Finest. 

Racers And Adventurers 
Tris ler poi nts out there are two kinds of 

people who do the Eco-Challenge. Some 
are the racers, such as Team Eco-Internet, 
and others are the adventurers . 

'Tm a racer," said Trisler. 'Tm strictly 
concerned about where I fin ish and that's it. 
I want to win. Finish first. That's my only 
concern. I' m not concerned about seeing 
kangaroos or how pretty it is, or havi ng fun . 
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It 's rea lly not that fun. It's fun in that it is an 
extreme challenge and it 's something that 's 
self-gratifying, but being cold, hungry, and 
hav ing your pain factor off the richter scale 
isn' t fun. What makes it fun is doing your 
best, and winning, for me. 1 think the best 
thing fo r anybody who is doing this type of 
race is to determine what kind of racer they 
are. You have to be on a team with somebody 
who is like you. You can' t have three adven
turers and one racer on a team because that 
will cause strategy problems and indecision ." 

The public foc uses on mil itary teams 
when they enter these kinds of competiti ons. 
The pressure is enormous for them to suc
ceed. But many have argued , as does 
Burnett, that military personnel don ' t have 

the interpersonal ski ll s needed to pull a tearn 
th rough such a grueling experience. You 
have to bend . You have to dea l with the pain 
thresholds of not one, but fou r indi viduals. 
You have to communicate, not demand. 

"There are a couple of crucial differ
ences in thi s kind of competition and the 
military," Tri ler said. "First, in doing the 
Eco-Challenge there seem to be four or 
five ch iefs and no Indi ans in the civili an 
world. It 's very democratic. It 's usually 
whatever' s the hi ghest ratio is how the vote 
goes . In the military, there is a chai n of 
command and the hierarchy- type decision
making where one peson makes a decision, 
one person's in charge. Jn the Eco, nobody 's 
in charge and everybody's in charge." 

SAFTA: NAVY SEAL FIGHTING SYSTEM 
New Navy SEAL Video Featuring Lew Hicks 

Fear No Man! Protect yourse lf in any s itua

tion us ing the fi ghting system created by the 
Navy SEALs' top hand-to-hand expert. Un
sati sfi ed with Black Belts he ho lds in Okina
wan Shorin-Ryu, Aikido, Kung Fu-San Soo, 
and hi s mastery of Free sty le and Greco
Roman wrestling, Lew Hicks created fo r hi s 
Navy SEAL Teammates , SAFTA - Scientific-
all y Applied Force Training o f America. Learn how to command total con trol 
us ing the fi ghting skill s deve loped for the world's most e lite commando fo rce. 
"SAFTA: Navy SEAL Fighting System" features step by step instruction 
us ing fifty ac tio n- fill ed training lessons. Lew Hicks demonstrates over I 50 
SAFTA moveme nts that develop the physical sk ills a nd "Affirmati ve 
Mindset" needed to dominate any violent encounte r. Once limited to the Navy 
SEALs' secret training areas , thi s proven system bas been film ed for the first 
time. Take an inside look as Navy SEALs train "full contact" using SAFTA , 
the unbeatable scientific approach to dynamic physical contro l. 

Discover how specia l SEAL skill s and scientific principles combine to 
make SAFTA the most effecti ve fig hting system . 
See the Navy SEALs' pre mier unarmed tactics instructor ex po. e the 
mystic ism and fa lse promises that surround all other fig hting systems. 
Train with the Navy SEALs' best. Learn the "Weapons of the Body" 
Target Index ing" and "The Three Musts" . 

Fear No Man! 

Join the SAFTA Team; develop the se lf
confidence and abil ity to fight like the 
lege ndary Navy SEALs. This training 
is not available .fi"om any other source. 
Don 't miss this chance - SAFTA is the 
real thing! Med itat ion and psychology 
won ' t d ispe l the fea r of be ing attacked. 
On ly know ledge can conquer fear - by 
under. tanding a nato my and how the 
body responds when the ske le ta l struc
ture is manipulated. Th is fi lm is guar
anteed to arm yo u with thi s know ledge. 

Two Hours VHS Only $79.95 + S&H 
Endorsed /Jr lop SEAL Co1m11a11ders & Eli1e La w E11/(1rce111en1 Tauical U11i1s 

Add $3.00 S&H . FL residents add 6% tax. Send check or MO to: LOTI GROUP 
15720 Sunset Drive Suite 305 Miami, FL 33193 (305) 386-1154 

Tape sa les benefit UDT SEAL Museum. 
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"There Can Be Only One" 
Strongest is an absolute term in defining strong 

Lock strength in a folding knife is our number one concern and, 
it should be your first consideration in choosing a folding knife. 

After all t he only thing you have to lose is your fingers! 
P-TP The Pioneer Series 

---__/ 

Rolling Lock™Strong 
Three Blade Styles 

Specifications _._. ...... l!r"--- P-DP 
Blade Steel ATS-34 
Blade Length 3.20 

Handle Length 4.05 
Over All Length 7.25 P-CP Liners Stainless Steel 

Scales Black G-10 
$129.95 

Shipping $5.00 

R.E.K.A.T Exclusive Rolling LocltThe STRONGEST one handed 
fold ing, blade lock knife in the World (U.S. Patent 5,685,079) 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Blade Steel ATS-34 RC59-60 
Blade length 3 15/16th 
Handle Length 415/16th 
Over All Length 8 7/8th 
Liners Stainless Steel 

Pocket Hobbit with Breakfront Kydex Sheath Scales Black G-10 
$179.95 $5.00 Shipping 

Complete Product Catalog 
and 19X26 Poster $5.00 

Visit our web site http ://www.roundeye.com 

Dealer Inquiries 
Write or Fax 

Round Eye Knife and Tool Company 
American Innovation and Craftsmanship 
P.O. Box 818 Sagle , Idaho 83860 (208)265-8858 

FAX (208) 263-0848 Ema il : roundeye@nidlink.com 
Credit Card Orders (888) 801-8858 Visa and Mastercard 

The Warrior's Press, Inc. 
Box 1237-A 

Alpine, Texas 79831 
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 

Pat ro lling. Pan I ....... $ 12.95 
Patroll ing. Part II .$ 12.95 
Reconnaissance Marine . . . . . . .$23.95 
9mm Pistol Personal Defense Weapon. . $9 .95 
The Sq uad Automatic Weapon (SAW) . . .. $8.95 
Intell igence Fundamental s ... . . $6.95 
Communicat ions Security (COMSEC) . .. $9.95 
The CEOI . . . .. $ 12.95 
Security Safeguards .. . .. .. . . .. . . . .... $8.95 
GEOREF. . . . . . . . . . . . $5.95 
Handling Classified Documents ... ..... $23.95 
Identifying the lraqui Threat & How They Fight . $8.95 
Securi ty & Intell igence ............... $9.95 
Camouflage. Cover, Concea lment & Battlefi eld 

Pos.. . . . . .... $8 .95 
Hundreds More 

MILITARY MANUALS 
Ranger Handbook ( 1992 ed) . ... $ 16.95 
Mi litary Deception ... .. $ 16.95 
M 16 Rifle and Ri fle Marksmanship ... . $33.95 
Jumpmaster Checklist ... . . $9.95 
Soldier's Manual 11 B In fa ntryman .... $69.95 
Many. many more 

UNUSUAL & OUTRAGEOUS BOOKS 
We carry all titles from Delta, Pa lad in & Loompan ics 

Add $5.00 for shipping & handling 
TX Residents acid 8.25% Tax 

Catalog li sting hundreds of si mil ar titl es $5 .00 
Visa or MC Orders Onl y: Fax (9 15) 837- 1307 

Add $3.00 Process ing Fee on Credi t Card Orders 
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• L1L1 )Ill fi N (J)IS 
and weighs on ly 3 lbs.! 

MED : S l70 LRG: $205 XL: $275 XXL: S3 15 
~\d111 .,1 .1hl1 · h.dll-.th pt11wl c 1rrit' r ... 

.1\, 1ll,d1k ill 11·h i11 · .111<1 lld \\', 

5 YEAR WARRANTY ON BALLISTI CS 
l'n•p.i u l oi dcr ... <i dd S!l . s I 0 l'li.1rl!t' lor CO i > -. . 

0111 \U t•k ..,.Ji1p pllH! l11 r -.11 11 k -.i/t.,•• 

'-i1. 1t<' hdi:.ln . 111d \\"de,h1 1dw11 11rrl1· r11H!,. 
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MICHIGAN BODY ARMOR 
P.O. BOX 251423, WEST BLOOMFIELD, Ml 48325 

TEUFAX: 248-788-2234 

Chain Of Command 
Tris le r pointed out that in the military, 

plac ing a ll the decision-making on one per
son can be a big burden sometimes. If that 
person is not capable of making the decision 
then the wrong decisioin gets made. 

" A lot of people don' t ask for opinions 
from their subordinates," he added. " I think 
that in the Eco-Challenge sometimes people 
don' t want to give in, want to do things their 
way. Not be ing under any chain of command, 
they can do that. They can argue that. There 
tends to be less decisions made because no 
one 's in charge. And that is a huge challenge." 

Another difference invo lves equipment. 
" In thi s race you can use the best equip

ment on the market, stuff that's just come 
out ," said Tris le r. " In the military a lo t of the 
equipment was developed ten yea rs ago. It 
takes so long fo r the best eq uipment to get 
clown to the actual units and soldiers. By the 
time you get it there's better stuff out there. 
Like the boots - the Army's still us ing the 
o ld leather jung le boots. There 's much bet
te r foo twear out there. Same with clothing. 
We' re us ing top, great c lo thing, stuff that 's 
much bette r than the o ld cotton BDUs." 

Georgia-based writer Robin Postell also 
co vered 1he '96 Eco-Challenge marathon, 
in Canada, fo r SOF with an. article titled 
"Bushwhacking In B.C. " (May '97). The 
next Eco-Challenge will be held in Morocco 
in late 1998. '9Z 

Rebels Without JI Cause 
Continued from page 47 

At Boajibu we veer east. Crossing the 
Panguma Ri ver near Dodo, water splashing 
aga inst the truck, our driver halts in the black 
jungle darkness. Panguma, he tells us, is con
tro lled by the AFRC. Hassan says that we 
need to hump 15krn north to Komajor lines, 
near Borni. Eas ier said than clone: many 
Komajors have died trying to run this gaunt
le t o f AFRC checkpoints to Tongo F ie ld. 

We trot toward the first checkpoint. 
Hassan bends under the rope bisect ing the 
road and looks around . Snoring comes from 
a hut, but we see no soldiers . We hug the 
tree line on the outskirts of town, walki ng in 
the fo rest shadow. Candles fli cker up and 
dow n the main street. Lanterns g low in win
dows. We hear g irl s laughing. The moon is 
swo llen and amber, a lmost full. Good visi
bi lity. Sl ipping behind a hut, we can hear 
people trudg ing near the road , gravel 
c runching under the ir boots. They whisper 
in Krio. Soldiers? Hassan is not sure. 
Probably miners. We keep moving. I try to 
fi x our positi on from the stars. We are head
ing south. No, north. I keep just behind the 
po int man, my shoes occasiona lly catching 
the back of hi s sandals in the dark. 

I squint, looking for checkpoints on the 
road . We never find any. No-man 's land! The 
Komajor on point splashes into a creek. 
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Parting the bulrushes, he wades to the other 
side where a trail cuts into the jung le - head
ing east according to my compass. An hour 
later we drop, wearily, at the first Komajor 
position north of Tango Field. We hear the 
dull thump-thump of AFRC heavy mortars 
pounding the strip mines a mile away, but the 
Komajors abandoned that real estate days 
ago. Hassan explains that hi s Komajors, 
unlike the RUF, rely on popular support to 
survive. So to Hassan, the miners li ving north 
of Tango Field are more valuable than dia
monds. This is where the Komajors will fi ght 
- not in the diamond pits, but guarding the. 
miners and refugees near Bomi. 

The New Ecumenicals 
At dawn we shake the dew off our 

clothes and pass through the encampment. 
Hassan and the o ther fo ur Mus lim 
Komajors wash the ir hands with my canteen 
water. They face Mecca, roll out reed mats 
and pray. The Catho lics scrub themselves 
too: all the Komajors must purify them
selves before batt le. They circ le around 
Hassan as he wails a long Komajor chant. 

When he opens hi s eyes, Hassan sees 
another Komajor officer, also dressed in 
black, striding over to us. The officer looks 
at me. He spits into the road. They tal k. 
Except fo r their murmurs, there is dead 
silence: The she lling sto pped! Hassan 
points to a tangled cassava and cucumber 
plot to the right of three buildings. In front 
of us, a clearing tangled with e lephant grass 
and corn. He barks orders in Mende. The 
Komajors form a line fac ing south . Four 
shotguns, two AKs, one 12-gauge fl are pi s
tol loaded with shotgun rounds, and two 
machetes are a ll that stands between thi s 
village and the People 's Army. Each shot
gunner carries seven rounds. The riflemen 
have only one magazine for each AK-47. 
All together, they have enough ammuniti on 
fo r a brie f firefi ght. Maybe five minutes of 
combat. Maybe. Doubtful. 

The Komajor officer stares at me. He 
asks, "Where is your gun ?" I smile. "My 
camera is my weapon." He grimaces and 
shakes hi s head. "And truth is my ammuni
tion," I finish. All the Komajors laugh. 

No Retreat 
No one wi ll retreat, Hassan assures me. 

Minutes tick by. Finally, we spot the first 
People 's Army soldier rushing at us, 400m 
away. He crouches and fires, screaming. 
Bullets kick up the dirt in front of us. 

'He looks like a kid. Other RUF soldiers 
bunch up behind him. They run right at us. 
The Komajors stand still, gritting their teeth. 
When the attackers come within 200m of us, 
the two AK-47 riflemen open up, sending 
the boys bolting for cover. The lead runners 
cower behind a rock c istern, snatching 
turkey-peeks and firing wildly. The middle 
Komajor gunner carefuLly aims J1i s AK at the 
cistern. Bullets pul veri ze the sandstone wall. 
I wheel, try ing to snap a picture of the wall 
but cannot get it in foc us. Bullets zip by us. 
I twist and snap two quick shots of the 
Komajors. Damn it! They' re moving! 
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Quality Grip Extensions 
for 

GLOC1' 
---------- MODELS 26/27/28/29 & 30 ----------

S11m1estefl Retnil $9.95 

------ See your local dealer or for information contact: ------

PEARCE GRIP, INC. 
P.O. Box 187 

1-800-390-9420 
Bothell , WA 98041 

(425) 488-9497 

C~.D.S.S. I1"1.c. 
50 Caliber Ball, API, APIT or Tracer Ammo 
Non-Corrosive, Boxer Primed, Late Date 
100/$165, 150/$225, 1000/$1395 

1.62K39 Tracer Ammo - 100/$49, HP 1000/$139.50 
9mm Luger Tracer or lncendiarv Ammo 100/$49 

30-06 API Bullets - 100/$125 
Frangible Bullets -100/$30 

lnen Law Rockets - $100 ea. 
2.15" lnen Rocket Motors - $50 ea. 

lnen 40mm JP or lnen 2" Proximitv Fuses 
10/$30, 100/$199 

Cluster. Parachute Flares or lnen Rifle Grenades - $10 ea. 
Write for A Complete List to: 

C.~.I>.S.S. I:i-i.c. 
N. 1511 FISKE, SPOKANE, WA 99201 (509) 535-9486 

E-MAIL: CDSS@SPOKANE.NET 
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ELECTRIC LOCK PICK 

Most elec-

lock picks are grossly overpriced. 
Enter the E 1 OOHO by SouthOrd. Ma
chined aluminum construction and a 4.5 volt 
motor combine with precision , durability and fac
tory support to bring you the greatest value in the industry. In
cludes four picking needles, three tension tools, and adjustment 
wrenches. E100HO tasserrbled) - $179.95 

AUTO 
WEDGIE 

For police officers, repo 
people, wrecker drivers, auto repair 

E100HO Kit - $99.95 

shops, car dealers , and anyone who 
needs to open a vehicle, this tool that we fondly 
call "The Auto Wedgie", is about all you' ll ever need. 
Forget about spending hundreds of dollars on specialty tools, 
bent wire devices, jigglers, tryout keys and so on. This 'wonder 
tool", by SouthOrd , opens just about every car, van, and small 
truck on the road-even the new models that are immune to a 
slim jim. We know it all sounds just too good to be true- but buy 
one, and you will be a believer! The set comes complete with a 
Slide Rod , and a Nylon Wedge for compromising convertibles. 
SJW-3 $79.95 

SAP 
GLOVES 

I love these gloves-used 
them for years ' They're great protec-
tion when climbing fences during a foot 
pursuit, just riding your 'cycle, or protect· 
ing your knuckles when some cowboy decides to run his face 
into them! Each glove has 8 oz of powdered lead embedded in 
the knuckle area. Discreet protection. State size when ordering. 
D-100 (deerskin) $69.95 pr. D-50 (cowhide) $39.95 pr. 

BRASS 
KNUCKS 

A blast from the past' These "1928" knuckle dusters take us 
back to the days of prohibition, black sedans, and "Tommy" guns. 
They look great just laying on your desk, holding down those 
important papers. And believe it or not, they are so slick that 
many of our customers have used them to make foot pegs for 
their Harleys! 
KNB (brass) $13.50 each; $24.40 per pair 
KNA (aluminum) $8.00 each; $14.50 per pair 

Ok guys, if you like a fighting knife that's built like a Hummer, 
we've got one for ya' This beauty is heavy-and heavy duty. All 
stainless steel construction with checkered rubber handles. The 
feel reminds me of my old S&W 66 with the Pachmyers-it's 
rugged, reliable, and it won't let me d~wn! Believe it-once you 
buy one of these "picks", you'll never let it go! Comes complete 
with a Web sheath. Overall length . eight and one quarter inches. 
KN-2n $29.95 

~SOUTHERN 
~ORDNANCE 
THE SOUTHERN ORDNANCE CATALOG - loaded with hard to find items 
- Locksmith Tools, Pellet Rifles, Crossbows, Switchblades, Transmitters, 
Bug Detector;, Books, and Videos, Boxing Equipment Police Supplies and 
t.•uch, Much, Much More' Only $5.00 or FREE with any order. 

CHECK. MONEY ORDER, VISA. MASTERCARD. AMERICAN EXPRESS. OPTIMA 

WARNING Check State and local Laws Must be 18 years or older to ordof 

www . southord.com 
e -mai l: s<1 les@so ulho rd .co m 

P.O. Box 279 • Babson Park, FL33827 

CALL: (941) 638-2499 • FAX: (941) 638-2486 
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Hassan ra ises hi s unwounded ri ght 
arm , grasping a harpoon . He yells and the 
Komajors charge. I race alongside, snap
ping film . The boys behind the cistern fi re, 
the n turn and run . An RPG mi ssi le 
whi zzes by, slamming into the elephant 
grass behind Hassan . Di rt sprays into the 
air and I can fee l pebbles and dirt inside 
my shirt spilling down my back . The 
Komajors hum. Hassan's voice, a sing
song of prayers, pierces the air. 

Another RPG rockets to my right and 
explodes in the dust. My camera thuds heav
il y into my breastbone. My ears pop. My 
hand bums. Shredded elephant grass drifts 
down on us like green feathers. Crouching, I 
open my fist. Little flakes of rock and steel 
cut into my palm. Ri sing, I wipe the blood 
on my khakjs and stagger to catch up with 
the Komajors. My head pounding, my heart 
drumming in my chest, I hear the Komajor 
riflemen rattling short, di sciplined bursts at 
the retreating AFRC soldiers. The shotgun
ners hold thei r fire the entire time - they 
know that they must close to within yards of 
their enemy before they can kill him. Hassan 
turns around, faces his Komajors, and drops 
his arm. The AKs immediately cease firin g. 
The Komajors consolidate near a miner's 
house, where a gleaning basket of fi sh sits 
on the front lawn. The firefight could not 
have lasted more than a minute. The 
Komajors never flinched while exposing 
themselves compl etely to enemy fire. 
Bullets flew by them. Missiles exploded. 
But no one was hit. Miracle. 

"You are either the bravest sons of bitch
es in the world," I shout. "Or the crazies t!" 
Or both, I think to myself. Maybe just the 
luckiest. 

"You see," Hassan expl ains, "it is the 
magic mystic power. Those boys knew it, 
that is why they ran." Hassan is right -
once the RUF boys knew that the Komajors 
were preparing to charge, they ran. 

No Ouarter 
They must think the Komajors are invin

cible too. We wait all afternoon for the RUF 
to return . At 1700, mortars open up and two 
rounds fall behind us. To our right, rounds 
continue to fa ll fo r the next hour. Just after 
dusk, Hassan sees the first AFRC soldier 
breaking through the jungle into the clear
ing. The Komajors line up again . This time, 
two AFRC soldiers drop near the timber line 
and begin fi ri ng a "motor" gun . 

Rounds rake into the Komajor line. Two 
shotgunners fly apart. Squinting in the twi
light, I watch as the two Komajor riflemen 
lean forward and fire all their remaining 
rounds at the machine gun . It fa lls silent. 

Out of ammo, the ri flemen drop the A Ks 
and pick up the bloody shotguns. '.fhey jerk 
the ammo belts off the dead Komajors and 
sling them over their shoulders. Hassan 
ra ises his harpoon again. The Komajors 
sprint headlong in to the AFRC attack, shot
guns bl asting. 

Jogging alongside them, Abdul , who 
accompanied me all the way from Pundaro, 
fi res at the AFRC soldiers with hi s fl are-pi s-

ADVENTURE 

The NRA 
Whittington 

Center 
Adventure 
for Kids! 

Located in the Rocky 
Mountains of Northeastern 
New Mexico, the camp is 

designed for young people 
between the ages of 13 and 17. 

Instruction in camping, outdoor 
cooking, safety and marksman
ship with all firearms, tracking, 

map and compass skills and 
much more is provided in a 
positive two-week learning 

experience by some of the most 
proficient instructors in the 

nation. Call us at 505/445-3615 
for more information. 

THE NRA 
WHITTINGTON CENTER, 

BOX 700, 
RATON, NEW MEXICO 87740 
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to! cum shotgun. As a gift, I had given him 
my K-Bar. He tugs it from his burlap tunic 
and disappears into the battle smoke. l see 
him waiver, then fo ld, c lutching his gut. He 
told me yesterday that when the war ended 
he wanted to go to college in the Uni ted 
States and become an airline pilot. He asked 
me to introduce him, when he arrived, to 
Michael Jordan. 

He died trying to stuff his stomach back 
inside his ski n. He was 19 years old. I never 
found the K-Bar. 

Neither side takes prisoners in this war. 
Without surgeons or medicine, the 
Komajors cannot care for their wounded. If 
you get hit, you die. If not now, then in a 
few hours. Or tomorrow. Or next week. 

Their ammo exhausted, the Komajors' 
machetes go to work - first they hack at 
the feet of retreating soldiers, cutting 
through boot leather as if it were paper. 
Then they return to chop up any AFRC 
wounded trying to crawl into the brush. 

Today, none of the AFRC bodies stirs. In 
the moonlight, l can see the machetes rising 
up, then stashing down at the ground. I hear 
only one scream. A strange gargled yelp. 
Then si lence. 

A former Marine, freelance photojour
nalist Carl Prine was infiltrated into Sierra 
Leone by a diarn.ond smuggle1; anxious for 
the world to know the true situation in her 
homeland. Eventually pursued by both 
sides, he smuggled himself out. ~ 

Nukes In "Nam 
Continued from page 39 

alarm bells should have rung loudly. 
The Energy Department has no explana

tion for this, but Heusser points out that for at 
least a year after the fall of Saigon, there was 
no accounting of any kind at the Dalal reactor. 

Someone may have walked off with the 
plutonium in the chaos following South 
Vietnam's demise. "Corruption is so ram
pant in Vietnam that it is entirely possible 
that someone saw an opportunity to make 
some money," says one Defense Department 
official who regularly deals with Vietnam. 

Plutonium In A Car Trunk 
That might explain the persistent stories 

about plutonium for sale coming out of 
Southeast Asia. Beginning in the early 1990s, 
pres accounts reported small quantities of 
plutonium offered for sale to the highest bid
der, always with the understanding it came 
from Vietnam. One American businessman 
said that he was approached by a Thai mili
tary officer who claimed to have plutonium in 
the trunk of his car and "wanted to sell it to 
the U.S. in order to prevent it from going on 
the open market." Upon return to the U nited 
States he claims to have contacted the CIA, 
which sent a representative to debrief him. 

"Vietnam has a history of suspiciousness 
that wi ll not be overcome simply because 
we now have relations wi th Hanoi ," says 
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Starlight Systems is your one stop shopping center for the 

la•est Night Vision,
0 
Personal Protection & Sun'eil/ance 

products at the lowest prices in the industry! 

"Smart Technology" Complete line of Night Vision: 

Goggles 
Binoculars 

Rifle Scopes 
Spotting Scopes 

Modular System 

~· . 
Starts at $349! 

Comprehensive line of Spy Gear: 

Covert Camera 
hidden in desk clock Audio & Video 

Only $299! 

Countermeasures 
Covert Video Surveillance 

Personal Protection 

For FREE catalog call: 

1-800-STAR-099 
(800) 782-7099 
(415) 588-3075 

Fax (415) 588-3062 

90 So. Spruce Ave., Ste. F 
So. San Francisco, CA 94080 

Thunder Ranch 
No Magic, No Mystics, 

Just Hard Work! 

UNDER RANCH, INC. 
RAINING FACILITY 

Clint Smith, Director 
HCR 1, Box 53 Mountain Home, TX 78058 
(830) 640-3 138 FAX (830) 640-3 183 

Micro Video 
Camera 
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Surveillance Systems 
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"NAVY SEAL BUDS 
TRAINING VIDEO" 

Altho there are many men physically 
st rong enough to be SEA Ls. Jew have the 
mental toughness to go with it. Identifying 
those few is what BUDs training is all 
about. Wi tness the harsh physical & 
mental training programs that condition 
SEA Ls to prevail under any type of 
pressure. Sec motivation & self control 
tested to the limit as trainees endure the 
tortu res or Hell Weck. Discover mind 
control techniques used by SEALs to 
persevere despite extreme stress. cold and 
ratigue. Don ·1 miss this chance to sec the 
ext raord inary abi lities that define the 
modern Navy SEA L. A LOT! Cm11p jil111. 

Only $19.95+S&H 

"NAVY SEAL 

INDUSTRIAL 
STRENGTH PT" 
featuring C.J. Caracci 

When you perform at an optimum level, 
the mind and hody are one. At those 
time' even the nt<1't strenuous tasks seem 
ea,y. Combat ' u1Yival frequently dcpcnlb 
Oil thi ' de1 eloped toughness. The role or 
physica l traini ng can·1 be over 
elllphasizcd. SEAL veteran & tactical 
training expert C.J . Caracci conducts this 
ra,t paced one on one ,e,sion. Thi s 
conu::ntrated series or SEAL exercise' is 
guaranteed to de li w r twice the results in 
hai r the tillle. This new accelerated total 
hody workout is the answer to tho'c 
requ iring maximum re,ults in minimum 
time. Thi ' video has all the vigorous 
physical conditioning needed to achieve 
optimum h.:1·cl perrormance A LOT! 

Cim1111Jil111. Only $19.95+S&H 
Videos $ 19.95+$.1 .00 S&H per order. FL 
rc,idcnts add 6clr l<IX. Send to: LOTI 
GROUP 15720 SUNSET DRIVE 
SU ITE #305 MIAMI, FL 33193 

Soles he11e/i1 UIJT SEA L M11se11111. 
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one Defense Department analyst. "Besides, 
they know they have the upper hand on this 
and they will not give in without extracting 
something valuable in return. Look for a 
long fi ght on this . ., 

Dale Andrade is a long-time contibutor 
to SOF, specializing i11 coverage of elite 
111ili1a1y unirs. Y{ 

ffeallJ Metal Rescue 
Continued from page 39 

his actions will have ramifications fo r 
years to come. 

"This is the kind of thing people 's careers 
are lost and made on in government," 
Hendrickson said. "The loss of more than 
even I 0 milligrams of plutonium these days 
is a big deal in bureaucracy. It's a big deal to 
people who have nothing better to do than 
do what the government tells them to, which 
is to keep track of plutonium. It's used by 
everyone involved - the good guys and bad 
- to scare and threaten people." 

At the plant, the men inventoried 67 radioac
tive fuel elements, including the struters source, 
that would be removed in 13 )f-ton drums, 
called casks, lined with lead and concrete. 

They fl ew back to Saigon that night and 
began holding meetings and making plans 
fo r full -scale evacuation of the reactor the 
fo llowing Sunday, 30 March 1975. 

A plane would land and quickly drop off 
Horan, Hendrickson and the needed equip
ment, such as a forkli ft. A C- 130 would 
return when they were ready to load it. 
Because of the enemy's proximity, nobody 
could assure Horan and Hendrickson of a 
return flight to Saigon. 

"They told us if they couldn ' t land a 
plane to get us out we were basically on our 
own." Horan said. 

If stranded in Dalat, the men were told to 
walk 50 miles to the coast under the cover 
of night, a trip estimated to take three days. 

The men said fine, and asked for some 
basic survival gear. No can do, said 
embassy officials, explaining again their 
limit of I 00 troops in Vietnam. 

So Saturday afternoon, Horan and 
Hendrickson hit the streets of Saigon to bar
gain for U.S. military equipment they might 
need to escape. For a total of $25, they 
obtained a backpack, hammocks, a water 
bottle, compass, two hats and two pair of 
jungle boots. 

They left Saigon on a C-47 Sunday, 30 
March, with three tons of Serum and two 
photographers, including White House pho
tographer David Kennerly. 

Meanwhile, enemy factions from the 
north were busy preparing to invade Dalat, 
with troops on three sides of town. One out
post was established eight miles north of the 
city at 0800 the morning of the nuke evacua
tion. Intelligence estimates warned the enemy 
could be in Dalal by 1600 hours that clay. 

Continued on page 81 

G etting gun smart means 
knowing where the firearms 
bargains are, and the only 
lesson you need is taught 
in every issue of 
SHOTGUN NEWS. 
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From the first easy-to-read 
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New Factory Direct PVS-7b's 
Direct from the facto
ry of ITT you will 
know what you're 
gelling. Don't be 
fooled by "exc. cond 
tube" or "recondition 
tube" which really 
means used!! 

Special Price of only ....... $2,495.00 
(NOie: Not for Export) 

The VCR-Cam is a com
plete and covert video 
recording system. Built 
inside the working VCR 
is a hidden Video cam
era that records al l the L,--------.....1 
action. Great for keeping 
a eye on the babysitter or 
areas of larceny. 

Complete system ....... . $895.00 

Wireless AM/FM Clock Radio 
The Radio Video Link II contains a hidden Black 
and White (or optional Color) camera that transmits 
a clear video signal up to I mile (using the optional 
high gain ant). The receiver wi ll connect to any TV 
or VCR and the transmiuer (2.4Ghz) is fully FCC 
Approved. (picture not shown due Lo security) 

Complete system .. . . $895.00 

Tactical ViG!eo Security International 
Order line: 18881 588-6386 Fax: 15401 514-2494 

E-Mail: ROBE101@AOL.com 
P.O. Box 413, Pleasant va11e11. VA 22848 

COMPLETE LINE OF 
CONCEALABLE VEST 

AS LOW AS 

s199.95 
AND TACTICAL, 

INCLUDING FLAK JACKET, 
HTV, NATO ASSAULT 
AND DESERT STORM 

STARTING AT 

$499.95 
For Armor Catalogue send $4.00 

or $15.00 for1500 page complete set 

Inter-American 
Security Products, Inc. 
13615 S. Dixie Hwy., Suite 114i 

Miami, Florida 33176-7254 
Ph. : (305) 256-0370 
FAX: (305) 235-0603 

Career-level home study. Learn locksmith-
ing for a great career, or to start your own at

home business. For your free career 
literature, send or call 24 hours a day. 

FREE LITERATURE: 800-223-4542 
N=•~------~-,
Address -----

INCREASES YOUR PERFORMANCE & STRENGTH 
PREVENTS EXHAUSTION & MUSCLE BREAK DOWN 

100% Natural, No side effects! 

Creatine Monohydrate has legendary status among pro· 
fesslonal firelighters bodybuilders and alhletes for gain· 
ing size and power by improving your body's metabolic 
chemistry. Athletes who take Creatine gain over 5 lb of 
lean muscle mass and lose over 2 lb of body fat, all in 
jusl 6 weeks. 

SIX WEEKS SUPPLY for only $24.95 + S/H 

order#: SFl· 10101 

Battle Packs: Sealed, Watertight package 
contains 10 boxes of 30 rds. each=300 Rds. 

Cases: Factory Sealed case contains 
9 Bal11e Packs=2700 Rds. 

BATTLE PACKS ... #SA 1 ... $55.00 
SPECIAL: 3 Battle Packs (900 rds.) $155.00 

CASES ... #SA2 ... $427.00 
We accept checlc:s, Money Orders and VISA & MC (Visa/MC 

Orders must add 3% to price) 
FREE SHIPPING in Continental US! 

Dealers call for Quantity Discount prices 
Mall order & lax customers musl Include photocopy ol drivers l icense and a 

signed statemenl to read: I certify that I am 21 years of age and no federal, stare 
or local laws prohibit this purchase."' 

U.S. CAVALRY ~ 
120+ page catalog includes 

• uniforms 
• boots 
• knives 
• body armor 
• target practice devices 
• shooting accessories 
• night vision optics 
• batons 
• flashlights 
• camping, 

rappelling & 
paintball gear 

MEN& WOMEN! 

Train at home for an exciting part ··=~~~~=~:=~ or full-lime career as a Private 
Detective. Start your own agency 
or work for others. Learn all the 

latest techniques from the 11111111 experts. Taught by former mili· 
tary intelligence specialists, 
police and private detectives. 
The only course of its kind, !he 
unique Global School of 
Investigation program wH/ make 
you a PRIVATE DETECTIVE. 



WWEST PRICES GUARANTEED! 
• Largest Selection in the USA! 
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• 2-Year Warranty! 
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SOLDIER OF FORTUNE makes its 
list of customers' names and addresses 
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nies to send announcements of their 
products and services. 

If you prefer not to receive such mail
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SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 
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S&K Labs Dibencozide! 
Can greatly increase your Muscle mass strength 
and size. Greatly enhance your physical appear
ance literally sculpting your own body with huge 

healthy, hard muscle. Most people say the 
effecls from Dibencozide are more lhan equal to 

Dianabol "'. the .. illegal Sleroid ... 
Get that Lean awesome body builder physique 
now with one 2 month cycle for only 522.50 ! 

If you are not completely satisfied with the growth 
you oblain within 15 days return ii for a full refund . 

Money back guarantee! 
To gel your super anabolic growlh cycle from: 

S&K Labs -lc.o.o. f Order Nowll 1 $22.50 +Shipping ...=.. 
Cash On Delivery Welcome ..-., 

1·800-275·7822 ......... . 
Special Buy 2 Bollles. Get 3rd bollle FREE 
Call Toll Free-24 Hrs. a day-7 days a week 

_____ ~r_S_:~d-~h_:~k_o~ ~~n_:~ ~~:r_T~ - ___ _ 
S&K Labs 2637 E Allantic Blvd .. Suile 101 
Pompano Beach. Florida 33062 

__ One bollle (2 month cycle) 
S22.50 + 54 00 S&H 

__ SPECIAL BUY 2 BOTILES GET 3· BOTILE FREE 
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Call today for FREE parts catalog! 
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TELEPHONE LISTENING 
DEVICE WITH 

12 HR. RECORDER 

Record telephone conversations in your office or 
home. Starts automatically when phone is an
swered. records both sides of phone conversa
tion . Recorder stops when phone i\ hung up. 
$99.95 + $7 shipping. For telehone listening 
device separately $19.95 + $2 ship. 

VERY POWERFUL FM TRANSMITTER 

Transmits to any FM 
radio up to 1/2 mi. 
Easy to assemble kit. 
Up to 9V(not Incl.) 
$29.95 +$2 sh. 

For comprehensive 50 page catalog of Micro 
Video. VHF transmitters Surveillance and Counter
surveillance and much more! Send $3.00. 

Call 407-725-1000 

USICORP 
P.O. Box SF2052 Melbourne.FL 32902 
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SATIN FINISH NYLON JACKET,FLANNEL LINED, t 
KNIT CUFFS, COLLAR & BOTTOM BAND, 
ZIPPER FRONT & TWO SLASH POCKETS. MADE IN U.S.A. 
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Order Toll Free 1 800-958-8876 
ll :n c II l"r1·d lt l'nr<I read~·. \ \ "c 1\ cn •pt VISA /\ IC AMEX IJISCOVE R 

Or lllilf/lttl Or Jl.0. f at TOlcl•SAippi11g& llal!dlillt141S.0.S. Califamiarnidr11ts111f]:aJJ 1.lfi 111/nw 

l~.t_\ a ~J l l' To: Shipping & Htmdli"J: If your order /Ota ls: 
~·g ·~; , 2.,0,. $ 15.00 or less $ ./.95 
C:1~mi~~;1c~ C:i 95609 $ 25.0J to$ 5~. 00 $ 6.;s 

om mF. 1is.1, . g~:~; :~ ~ ~~%.Zo g:~~ 
l>oublrrhlppmg &ha 11dl111g . .. . • 
rlra~n .• llailoJfrrfolrllrrJ: f.arh11dd1twM1S tOO.OO(otJH!tfl011o[JaddSJ.95 
("'onr,ronlrrJpayahlrUSAfunds Allow 2 to 6 w eek s for d e livery 
tlgtfjl:. fj!J?'llrj MJl/1- S.,t.S. f . f "OR CATJIWG OR fiH IT 11"/Tlf f/RSTOROfN. 
PruC!SSUBJECTTO CHANGEflllllOllT NOTllE ' SATISFACTION GUARANTEEO • INTERN£1 m/SGNET.CO~~w 

Attorney·instructed home study course. 
Train now for one of America's fastest 
growing careers. Free career literature. 

CALL 800-223-4542 
Address _________ _ 

Clty/Stato 

Zip Phone ~~--,,--~=-cc-
School of Paralegal Studies, Dept. LLB171 
PCDI. 6065 Roswell Rd., Atlanta, GA 30328 

Home study. Train for great careers in forestry, 
conservation, wi ldl ife, parks, ranges, preserves. 
Free literature: send or call 24 hours a day. 

CALL Now: 800-2234542 
Address __________ _ 

City/State ____ ~~----
Zlp ___ Phone ~! -~---

School of Conservation, Dept. NNB171 
PCDI, 6065 Roswell Rd. , Atlanta, GA 30328 

Be a private investigator 
Home study. Solve crimes, find missing 

t persons, expose frauds. Work for attorneys, 
and insurers-or start your own business . 

. '-!l:ol!o-• Free literature: 800-223-4542 

GREENE MILITARY 
1-800-521-7977 

FREE CATALOG 

MILITARY • TACTICAL • ADVENTURER 

BDUs • M65 Field Coats 
Combat & Automatic Knives 

Boots • Alice Packs 
Leather Jackets • I-Shirts 

And More 

7215 Kingston Pike 
Knoxville, TN 37919 

Interna tiona l Orders W e lcomed 

D YES! 

~I 

'~ 

Please send me the FREE 
64-Page Catalog! 

City State __ Zip __ _ 

~Worldwide, Inc . ~ 
~ P.O. Box 2768 • Depl SD1 • Moultrie, GA 31776 8 

NOW YOU CAN GET... 

ID BY MAIL 
20 SOURCES-FULLY ILLUSTRATED 

• Birth and Baptismal Cert ificates 
• Drivers Licenses (blank)-50 States 
• Blank Social Security Cards 
•College Degrees-Bachelors, MA, PhD 
• High School Diplomas, also GED 
•Photo ID Cards-all 50 States 
• "Professional " ID Cards-over 200 Styles 
• Job Reference Kits , Past W-2 Forms 
• Foreign & Camouflage Passports 
• Police/Mi litary ID and Patches 
• Photographer ID , Press Credentials 
• Embossing Seals, Rubber Stamps 
• "Do-It-Yourself" ID Kits 
• Secured MasterCard at 2X Deposit 
ALL-NEW64-PG. BOOK! - - - -ID BY MAIL 

S24.9S 

BLOWOUT SALE 
40o/o OFF 

• Computerized Scopes 
• Increased Scope Life (5 fold) 
• Night Time Photography 
• 2 Year Warranty 



When calling 911 
just won't do ... 

TIMBERSHEPHERDR-
-"The Mercedes Benz of 
executive protection dogs.· 

-'The Premium K-9. • 

-SOF Magazine 

Pups and TrJined Adul ts Ava il able 

L R R P K-9 SERVICES 
Box 1620-MA 

Aiken. SC 29802 
(803) 649-5936 

THIS PRODUCT IS TO BE TAKEN Orally. 
100°0 Na1ural. No harmful side ellects. 

S&K LABS Boron 
Can grea tly increase your muscle. mass. s trength and 
size. Indus try c la ims Tes tosterone le vels up to 300°0! 

Greatly enhance your plwsical appearance literally 
sculpting your own body with h uge. h ealthy. HA RD 

M USCLE! 
Ge t that lean awesome bo dy builder physique now with 

one 3 month cycle for only 514.95! 
H you a re not com ple te ly satisfred with the growlh yo u 

obtai n within 15 days retu rn 11 for a full refund 
MONEY BACK G UA RANTEE.' 

To get your super anabolic g rowth cycle from 

S& K L ABS 
514.95 + S&H C.0 .0 .'s WELCOME! 

Use your persona l check over the phone or order by cash on delivery 

~ ORDER NOW/!!1-800·275-7822 -. 

[iE1 MP.~~~,~~E~ ~~~~~~R~~E II 
Call 24 hrs a day 7 days a week or send check or money order lo : 

•2nd Generation 
• Hord Case Included 
• Elcon mlijfory mot1nt ITTc. 
• l O Day Money~BoG:i<. Guar. 
• 2 Yeor Warranty 

HANDMADE 

KNIVES 
"ARKANSAS KNIFESMITH" 

Excellence since 1970/ 

Designer & Maker 
FIRST BLOOD & RAMBO 

Death wind 
Hunter or Military 

• • 
/ 

Death wind 
Hunter or Boot 

Visa & Mastercard - also Lay-away 
2721 S. Arkansas A venue 

RussellviUe, AR 7280 I 
501-968-201 I Fax 501-968-4640 

· Cn11'r.1111n1m.: 11l 
.t. 1l l p~r: 1d\·,1Ml· h• ft 11r XI 
.\Jju,1:1hk 0 . 1110 111r\ pc:.11... 111111 

:mo ohm 111.111 L',1\h d1.11md 
AJ111,1.1hk ~ ll t· l ~O Ht 

·\1t111,r.1hk J.S ,l.L"•md' 
t\ llju,1,1hk t \II 'l'..:nmJ, 
All1u,:.ihk l , CJ ,\·l·n111.I ' 

. On..: 'J \11 h h. 1tr1·r~ . 

· I X .!.5 X ' .7.~ indw'! 

tnmi L·:-. i!> 'n ali va nn:d 1ha1 i i dl'
l'i nc:-. till· ... 1atl' of !he art in EMS 
1ed111o log) . No othe r uni1 rn1 th1.: 
111arh·1 offe r' a ll the'e fi.:a ture ... . 
Eac: h unit cm111.:.., crnuplc le wnh 
4 ruhhcr pad, ANO 4 adhe' i''c 
hydrogd pad, !'Dr ;1d1.kd l°Oll\ l ' ll · 

ic m:e. 11 ·, L' \ en upgr.1dc:1hle lo 
powe r 6 to S pad:-.'. fhj , EMS 
.If )( ) j.., be ing 'o ld !'I) 1'.Jcli il·a l 
Su pp l ~ l·h1u:-.r.:' for S-W:' . Our 
1>rin.· i ' No n O N LY $2'JlJ! 
( ;c l Yours Toch1 y! 

Step by step VIP protection specialist training by highly 
respected and inlernationally experienced instructors. Each 
video is approximately 2 hours long. 

VIDEO #1 - Classroom 
lecture covering 
•clothing 
•weapons 
•equipment 
•client relations 
•press relations 
•motorcade operations 
•team formations/positions 
•advance surveys 
•bomb searches 

~~~~~~~~~ 

VIDEO #2 - Driving and 
firing range lessons 
•selecting vehicles 
•loading the principal 
•emergency evacuations 
•precision driving - reverse 
180's, J-tu rns and L's 
•motorcade operations 
•fi rearms techniques 
•head shots 
•weapon retention 

VIDEO #3 - Advanced techniques due out in Dec. 1997 
Each video is only $79.95 + $5.95 S & H 

1 -800-380-2709 

Larry Anderson 
President 
We carry the best line of security sprays. stun guns. 

persona l sound alarms, burglar alarms and much more. 
We specialize in offering the best security products at 
the very best w ho lesale prices. 
We can meet or beat an rice on the rnarket. 

14
1:% Peppeiiii.yk. 
Fogger ~ 

Key Chain Sprayer 
Retai l $22.95 Retail $19.95 
Sam le $6 .25 Sam le $4 .25 

Electronic Stun Guns 
Security Pluslt. . .Security Plus® 
I 00,000 Volt . 300,000 Volt 
Straight or · Curved Only 
Curved ' . 
Retail $69.95 ' : Retai l $139 .95 
Sample $22.25 · Sample $45 .95 

Security Plus® 160,000 Volt Ba to, .. ·~·-· '·. · · .. . Retail $129 .95 • ..,-
Sample $43.95 · ... · 



1998 ADVERTISING DEADLINES 
ISSUE AD DEADLINE DN SALE DATE 
April 15 December 97 3 March 98 

May 16 January 98 31 March 98 

June 13 February 98 28 April 98 

July 20 March 98 2 June 98 

August 17 April 98 30 June 98 

September 15 May 98 28 July 98 

October 12 June 98 25 August 98 

November 17 July 98 29 Sept 98 

December 14 August 98 27 October 98 

Classified Rates and Policies now located on page 81 ! 

On-line: www.sofmag.com/mediakit.html 

GET 
LEGAL 
FAST! : 

I 
LEARN HOW YOU CAN GET A 1.£.Q.AL I 

~~~~~~~~~LISEE i~i~~~~~~~ : 
EVERYTIME REGARDLESS OF YOUR : 
PAST RECORD. 100% GUARANTEED. I 

1 · FOR SOME VERY RE;V£ALING /NFDRMAVDNI I 
• QUALITY RESEARCH, DEPT. 52 : 

''••••••P,._9.~~~l9J-.l.l~~q_L~J~~~~~li~.!'~_!1~~-•"l 

NUDISM LIFESTYLE: 
FAMILY RECREATION 
Publications • Videos 

$3 for details: 
LIFESTYLES-SF 

Box 661268, Los Angeles, CA 90066 

APPAREL 
" DON'T TREAD ON ME - 2ND AMENDMENT" 
T shirt. Menacing rattler entwined around a BOLD 
2 on a quality gray T. $15.00 + $3.00 S&H. Sizes 
to XXL. Add $3.00 for larger sizes. Bob Shula, PO 
Box 129, Brackney, PA 1881 2. 

I :l1l1J :fj:I "'l :J ! M:\ j M: Pt 
QWEB™MEN OF ACTION AND ADVENTURE -
Paladin Press has been described as "the most 
dangerous press in America." Millions of satisfi ed 
readers disagree. Outrageous and controversial 
books and videos on firearms, exotic weaponry, 
new identity, creative revenge, espionage and 
investigation, privacy, personal freedom , action 
careers, and more! To order our 80-page catalog 
describing over 800 titles, send $2.00 to: Paladin 
Press, Box 1307-8AQK, Boulder, CO 80306, (800) 
392-2400 , e-mail service@paladin-press.com. 
Visit our Web site at www.paladin-press.com. 

V' SOU))Ell Ol' l'Oll'l'UNE Magazine Binder. 
Holds 12 issues, $12.00 plus $4.00 P&H. VISNMC 
accepted. No CODs. SOF BINDER, PO Box 693, 
Boulder, CO 80306. 

WHO KILLED KENNEDY? Assassination research 
materials ; Videocassettes, photographs, books, 
unpublished manuscripts. Catalogue: $3.00. COL
LECTOR'S ARCH IVES; Box 2, Beaconsfield , 
Quebec. H9W 5T6 (Canada). 

V' MILITARY/INFO PUBLISHING. Thirty unique 
books on Military Science and 1600+ manuals. 
Catalog $5.00: Military/ Info, P.O. Box 27640-SF, 
Golden Valley, MN 55427 

FS BOOK COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 417457, DEPT SF 

SACRAMENTO, CA 95841-7457 
Free Shipping! Fast Service! 
.How to Get Anything on Anybody ............. $30 
The Whole Spy Catalog, 448 pages ........... $45 
Divorce Tactics for Men ........................... $20 
The Anarchist Cookbook ........................... $30 
Get Even: Complete Book of DirtyTricks$20 
Homemade Guns & Homemade Ammo .•. $15 
The Poor Man's James Bond #1 , or #2 .... $30 
Ragnar's Book of Homemade Weapons .• $25 
Privacy, How to Get It, How to Enjoy It .... $18 
Ask Me No Questions, I'll Tell You No Lies .. $17 
How to Avoid a Drunk Driving Conviction •. $15 
Secrets of a Super Hacker ......................... $20 
Check Fraud lnvestigation ...........•..........•.• $17 
Counterfeit l.D. Made Easy ....•....•...•........•. $16 
The 211 Book .... $17 Drug Testing At Work .. $17 
Never Say Lie ..•.. $20 Armed Defense .... $17 
The Rip-off Book ... $15 New ID In America ... $17 
The Outlaw's Bible •.. $20 The Paper Trip .. $17 
Reborn inThe U.S.A .. $16 l.D. By Mail....$20 
Ditching Your Debts .... $15 Free Space ... $15 
How to Buy Land Cheap •..•..•.....••..•.....•.•..• $15 
WE SPECIALIZE IN DRUG EDUCATION BOOKS 
MANY CENSORED TITLES WE CAN'T LIST! 
FAX 1-916-771-4201 FS Catalog •....•• $2 

Adults Only! CA Res. Add 7.75% 
Air Mail Delivery (USA) Add $3 Per Book. 
All Orders Are Shipped In A Plain Package. 
Add A $3 Pro. Fee On Credit Card Orders. 
Credit Card Orders 1-800-635-8883 
Customer Service 1-916-771-4203 

24,000 Titles www.fsbookco.com 
SERVING YOU SINCE 1985 

TRAVEL GUIDE FOR SINGLE MEN. Meet the 
beautiful women of Thailand, the Philippines, and 
Vietnam. Free catalog. 310-393-8596. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AND MILITARY 
MANUALS. Combat Skills, Weapons, Tactics, 
NBC, more. Catalog $5.00. llPD/ACCP, Box 1237, 
Alpine, TX 79830 

BECOME A PUBLISHED AUTHOR. 75-year tra
dition of quality book publ ishing, promotion, distri
bution. "Author's Guide to Subsidy Book 
Publishing" 1-800-695-9599. 

• 25,000,000 died, but the fifteen-year-old blonde 
Russalka survived the Russian Civil War, fighting 
the Bolsheviks for every blood-soaked step they 
took across her motherland! Discover the truth 
they don't want you to know, in the historically
accurate novel Rage of the Bear by Bert Byfield. 
$9 (add $3 S&H) to Caravela Books S077, 134 
Goodburlet Road, Henrietta, NY 14467 - More 
Information FREE 

• Did this get your attention? It's a "Dingbat." So 
are V' and e. Add them to your SOF classified ad 
for $5/each. 

Double Secret training manuals, 195+ publications 
on hacking, spying, weapons, revenge, electronic 
devices and lots more! Impossible to find information' 
Free catalog. Information Center, P.O. Box 876F, 
Hurst, TX 76053 - www.theinformationcenter.com 

PONDEROSA PRODUCTS 
MRE'S (Meats Ready to Eat) wi~li heaters 
$57/12 assorted $53/12 ( IO cases or more) 
M RE Entrees (Assort ed) $125/72 
MRE Heaters $10/ 12 $150/288 
USGI OD Ripstop poncho (new) $25 
USGI Camo Goretex Jacket $200 Pants $110 
USG I ECW Parka with liner (new) $40 

SG I Inter. Cold Sleeping Bag (New) $120 
SG I Collapsible water bukcet (New) $15 

CHEMLIGHTS (Red, green, yellow) $15/ IO 
Free shipping (USA) CATALOG $2 

PONDEROSA SPORTS & MERCANTILE 
6854 Highway 55 (208-793-3121) 

Horseshoe Bend, Idaho 83629 

Need NEW ID? 
CREDIT· PRIVACY • 
OUR BOOKS HELP YOU GET: New identity & credit. 
•Jobs in 48 hours. College degrees. ID by mail. 
·Cash income. Private loans. Foreign passports. 
FREE 40 pg. PRIVACY CATALOG: 800-338-8484 
EDEN PRESS · Box 841 O·HB · Fountain Valley. CA 92728 

1998 Calendar $14.95 Each 

Send 
Payment 
Plus 
$4.00 S&H 
to: 

TRG INC . ._______.. __ __. 
~~~~~~ 342 N. Hague Ave., Dept. SOF 

Columbus, OH 43204 
http://members.aol.com!fRG!nfo 

14 ALL NEW Calendar Photos! 

NEW SURVIVAL COMMUNICATIONS BOOK -
How to build complete home communications 
systems. Covers all needs - shortwave radio, 
amateur radio, citizens band, scanners, federal, 
weather, alternate news, satellite radio, equip
ment sources. How to build and use alternate 
emergency power sources, so lar, generators, 
backup batteries . 200 pages. $24.00 Fast 
Delivery Priority Mail. MC or Visa. Call Universal 
Electronics 800-241-8171. 

Advanced Training & Nutrition program, 
Specially developed for Police SWAT teams and 
Special Forces. Increase your Speed-Power
Stamina. Very Motivational. Send $10.00 to 
Extreme Power, P.O. Box 1370SF, Pearl City, HI 
96782 

COLLECTORS 
MILITARY COLLECTIBLES CATALOG 1900 TO 
PRESENT, LEE-JACKSON MILITARIA, P.O. Box 
8663, San Jose, CA 95155. Call 408-295-1136 or 
fax 408-288-6350 (mailing charges: foreign $8.00, 
domestic $5.00) credit cards accepted, U. S. 
Militaria wanted! 
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SURVEILLANCE 
COUNTERSURVEILLANCE 

Electronic Devices 
• Hidden Video Cameras 

•Smallest Pinhole Board Cameras 
• Voice Changer • Micro Recorders 

• Bug and Phone Tap Detectors 
•Shotgun Mies • 10 hour Telephone 
Recording System $13900•16 Hour 

Telephone Recorder $19900 
•Telephone Scramblers 

• Vehicle Tracking System 
•Much More ... 

Catalog $500 

SPYOUFLEF 
P.O. Box 337, Buffalo NY 14226 

(716) 695·8660 I 691 ·3476 

300,000 Volts Stun Gun 
Take Down in One Second. 

Most Powerful Stun Gun Available! 
Protect Yourself & others. Makes a 
Great Gift! Satisfaction Guaranteed or Refund. 
Order Online at: http://www.safemarket.com 
Send NOW only 

545.15 + 5.15 
S. & H. to: 

Safe l'Jl!arl<eOOg Co, 113 N. Washington st 366SF, Rockville Md 20850 

~~ 1-800 521-8521 "" 

11'l!!l:OM COUNTl'lY 

~ 
20 big acres in WESTERN MONTANA, starting at 
$19,950.00. Trout fishing, backpacking, camping, Elk, 
deer, moose, bear. ADJACENT to National Forest, near 
established towns. Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks 
nearby. GUARANTEED ACCESS, INSURED TITLE, 
WARRANTY DEED. FREE color brochure, photos, maps. 

FULL MONEY·BACK GUARANTEE 
"Video Available" 

CALL TOLL·FREE 1 ·800·592·5990 
TREASURE STATE RANCHES 

210 Milwaukee Street, Dept. S 
Deer Lodge, Montana 59722 - (406) 846·1000 

BRITISH/SCOTTISH MILITARIA COLLECTORS. 
Regimental insignia and accessories of elite 
Regiments; including SAS; Paratroops; Royal 
Marines; Black Watch; Guards, etc. 45-page illus· 
trated Import Catalog $6.00. BRITISH REGALIA 
IMPORTS, Dept. 6A PO Box 37, Palm Harbor, FL 
34683 

VIETNAM WAR INSIGNIA and Uniform List. I mail 
a list of Vietnam War Militaria six times per year. 
Lists are $4.00 each. Insignia are pictured so you 
know what you are buying. I always have a nice col· 
lection of original patches, insignia, books, maps, 
uniforms, field gear etc. Both U.S. and VC/NVA. I 
also buy singles and collections of Vietnam War 
souvenirs. 100% guarantee from me. Buy with con· 
fidence. BILL BROOKS, P.O. Box 230832. 
Montgomery, AL 36123. 

RHODESIAN AND SOUTH AFRICAN badges, 
medals, and uniforms to sale. For a list send $2 to 
KAPLANS, Box 890638, Lyndhurst 2106, South 
Africa - http://users.iafrica.com/r/rh/rhodesia or e
mail: rhodesia@iafrica.com 

Clinton Funny Money (Bogus Bills) - Interesting 
novelty item. Not legal tender. Hilarious uses. 
Features likeness of the president. Pad of 25 
Bogus Bills. Send $5.00 (check or money order) to: 
Zenbagger Marketing, P.O. Box 1226, Jensen 
Beach, FL 34958 
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REGIMENTAL INSIGNIA & WEAPONRY 
·SAS ·RAF ·BLACK WATCH 
·PARA ·RM ·CAMERONS 

I fi ~ ·RSDG ·RN ·GUARDS etc. 
~ I/ 45·Page Illustrated lmpon Catalog $6.00 

BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS 
Department-6 

P.O. Box 37 ·Palm Harbor. FL 34683 

CABLE T.V. 
DESCRAMBLERS 

AND TEST CHIPS 

All major brands. 
30-day money back guarantee. 

I -year warranty. 

JCB ELECTRONICS 
1-800-579-3285 

PHOTO l.D. CARDS 
Birth Certificates 

High School Diplomas 
College Degrees 

Trade School Diplomas 
Martial Arts Certificates 

Investigator, Security Certificates 
Marriage, Divorce Certificates 

Much More! 
Call Now! FREE BROCHURE! 
1-702-4 71-4444 ext. 3023 

M.P.C. 

V SOLDIEU OF 110U'l'UNE RUSSIA! Collectors 
item, published in Moscow. Various months. 
Invaluable resource for researchers, military and 
intelligence professionals. Printed in Russian only. 
$5.00 each/3 for $12. Overseas, add $1 O for Priority 
Mail. SOF Back Issues, 5735 Arapahoe Ave. , 
Boulder, CO 80303-1340. 

EDUCATION 
TERMPAPER assistance. 19,278 topics available! 
306-page catalog-rush $2.00. Research, 11322 
Idaho, #206EX, Los Angeles, CA 90025. TOLL
FREE HOTLINE: 800-351-0222 or www.research
assistance.comm 

QWEB™ Internet ads are now available on the 
soumm 011 FOll'l'UNE web site WWW .SOF
HAG.Cml Classified advertisers: Pay $20/ month 
in addition to your print ad charge. Free QWEB™ 
tag for your print ad included. Display advertisers: 
$50/ month surcharge for B&W ads, $100/ month 
color. Limited availability; some restrictions apply. 
Prices subject to change. 

• Did this get your attention? It's a "Dingbat." So 
are v and e. Add them to your SOF classified ad 
for $5/each. 

ELECTRONICS AND 
COUNTERMEASURES 

CABLE DESCRAMBLER GUIDE! 3 Different easy 
to build plans, all for one low price. Plans $10.00: Tim 
Catron, 541 Michigan Apt. 5, Lawrence, KS 66044 

L~*J1~1fiij8ffii 
To some, survival is merely a 
term; at Baden we make our 

own terms for survival. Baden K-9 offers the 
ultimate training facility for tactical !<-9s. 
We train for live theatre deployment. No 
sporting dogs. No excuses. Trained adults 
and pups. From the jungles of Cambodia to 
the streets of New York City, our dogs have 
proven their courage and endurance time 
and again. Phone 905-562-3095 or fax 905-
562-4242. All clients and inquiries are kept 
secure and with the strictest of confidence. 

I I I I 

SEND $2.00 for 8-PAGE CATALOG 
MILITARY AWARDS I CERTIFICATES I MEDALS 

UNIVERSITY I COLLEGE I HIGH SCHOOL 
FOR ENTERTAINMENT & COLLECTORS 

Couch Potato Publishing 
443 FOX RUN DRIVE, BLUE RIDGE, GA 30513 

EMPLOYMENT 
PROFESSIONAL BODYGUARD ASSOCIATION 
(Employment Notice) All US citizens with Police, 
Military, or Security experience who attend a training 
course with the PBA, will be offered some form of 
employment contract after their training. For full 
details, send a large Self Addressed Envelope with 
either $2 or 2 International postal reply coupons to: 
The White House, 24 Cumberland Tee, Willington, 
Co Durham, DL15 OPB, ENGLAND, UK. 

FIREARMS 
H&K M-91\G-3 Wood Furniture Sets. Original 
walnut stock sets removed from West German 
rifles. Stocks are in very good to excellent condi
tion. $149.00 - Evans Firearms, P.O. Box 1872, 
ldyllwild, CA 92549 - Evening Phone (909) 659-
9752 - Fax (909) 659-9752 

Trilux Sight (SUIT) L2A2. New in the box, unis
sued, includes sight, Mount for L 1A1 F.A.L. Rifle or 
Metric F.A.L. Rifle. Correct for AR-15\M-16 rifles. 
Small number of sights are available - $335.00 plus 
ship and handling. Evans Firearms and Repair, 
P.O. Box 1872, ldyllwild, CA 92549 - Eve. Phone 
(909) 659-9752 - Fax (909) 659·9752 

GUN DEALERS LICENSE - Purchase firearms, 
dealers cost, from your home. Special application 
instructions show how. No business needed. 
SASE: $5.00 - AMI, Dept. SF2, P.O. Box 956, 
Madisonville, TN, 37354. 

KNIVES - BAYONETS 
COLD STEEL, Spyderco, Gerber, SOG, 
Benchmade, Smith & Wesson and more. Huge dis
counts! Free List. KNIVES PLUS MAIL ORDER, 
(800) 687-6202. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
V INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF MERCENAR
IES Membership Coin. Free registration with order. 
$15. ea. plus $3. S&H. John Langley, Box 804, 
Nokomis FL 34274. 

GOT A TATTOO? TRY FLASHBACK! The lotion 
that puts the flash back in your tattoo. Odorless, 
greaseless, great for older tattoos. Money back 
guarantee. Lauthryn Enterprises, Inc., P.O. Box 
117, Mt. Holly, NJ 08060. 1-800-632-9413. $14.95 
(NJ 6% tax) plus $3.95 S&H. VISA/MASTERCARD 



• FREE COLOR CATALOG 

@• 2500+ Military Designs 
• Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines 

• Call now! Toll-free! 
1-888-223-1159 

• Custom pins & patches available. 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 

by Hoover's Mfg. , Co. 
PO.Box 547SF, Pe ru , IL 61354 

Fax: 1-815-223-1499 

~ U.S. GOVERNMENT LAND ~ 
Federally owned land currently available in AK. AZ. AR. CA. 
CO. ID. MT. NV, NM. OR, UT. WA, WY for $2.50 per acre .. 
U.S. ci ti zens entitled lo purchase up to 160 acres per 
person. For complete inlormalion package including maps. 
telephone helpline. filing forms . etc. send $20 check or 
money order lo: FEDERAL LAND CO. , Dept l, Box 21598, 
Washington, DC 20009. (Nole: !his is no! homestead
ing- lands are sold outright. ) MONEYBACK GUARANTEE! 

• DIGNITARY PROTECTION AGENT 
• BAIL ENFORCEMENT AGENT 
• SECURITY ENFORCEMENT 

OFFICER 
• PROFESSIONAL FIREARMS 

INSTRUCTOR 
• CONCEALED WEAPON LICENSE 
• U.S. BAIL RECOVERY AGENT 
• FUGITIVE ENFORCEMENT AGENT 
• REGISTERED EXECUTIVE 

BODYGUARD 
Wllalever You Can Wn1e We Can Engrave 

eooc..JedWe-&ldgfNEngra"'1Free 
LEATHER l.DJBADGE CASE S15 

Add 53.DO USA Shpg 510 Foreign 
WE SHIP WORLOW/OE 

MfiXSELL COR?ORfiTIOrt (954) 568-1480 
4038 POWERLINE RD. • DEPT SOF • FT. LAUDERDALE, Fl 33309, USA 

visit ou r web si te http://www.maxsell.com 

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or 
existing home. Over 100 different programs avail
able. Free recorded message: (707) 448-3210. 
(8KW5) 

PRESCRIPTION MAG-1 COMBAT GLASSES for 
extreme physical activity. Designed by and for U.S. 
Military. Impact resistant polycarbonate lenses 
w/scratch-resistant coating and ultra violet protec
tion. 100% American made! Order direct and save 
$$$! Send SASE for details to D & B Enterprises, 
Dept. A, 135 Box Canyon Ln. Cascade, MT 59421. 

VETERANS, have you received all the MEDALS 
you earned in the military? 1-900-255· 101 O ex1. 
196. $2.00 per min. Avg call 2 mins. Avg cost 
$4.00/Maximum cost $10.00. Touch-tone phone 
req. Under 18 get parent's permission. Cust. Serv., 
NAC Carmel, CA (408) 620·0202. 

, REMAILING SERVICES 
PRIVACY, CONFIDENTIAL MAIL RECEIVING/ 
Forwarding, Since 1981 Single ReMails $1.00, 
Phone, Fax, Box, Street Address availab le, 
Maildrop, Box 608039-SOF, Orlando, FL 32860-
8039, Website -http://www.orlandomaildrop.com 

nwEB™ CONFIDENTIAL ADDRESS. Mail 
received here, then forwarded to you worldwide. 
Voicemail, too! Website add ress 
www.netcom .com/-mai lpost. MAILPOST, 
2421SOF Pratt , Chicago, IL 60645. 773-764-0100. 
800·890-3199. 

RELIABLE MAIL FORWARDING - Confidential 
and forwarded to you world wide. HOMETOWN 
SERVICES - TEUFAX: (702) 575·4809, SOF1 , 
P.O. Box 820, Fernley, NV 89408-0820. 
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Knives-Gun Holsters-Web Geor· T SHIRTS-Uniforms-Boots -Hots 

I Order . b~ Mai l ~Q~ Credit Cards 

~~13~~r.6'lf0~011 SI~~~ tiJ, Accepted 
SKULL T -sH r R T L -XXL wh i 1e skull/o n b loc.k 

50150 Hones $7 95 .. $3 00 S/H in U S XXL add$ 2 .00 

P 0 Box 8141 Son Antonio, TX 78208 http://www.sostx.com 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ .w""" Men: ~ 
~ Move to ~ 
; Paradise! ; 

!€U_:J - -~:~ ! 
.111.- ·., ~ . / book you· u discover .111.-
( ~ ways that you can '~ 
~ enjoy a fabulous ~ '1t tropical lifestyle! '1t 
'1t Contains EVERYTHING YOU NEED including: ~ 
~ "Female" Information - -ean·1 miss" paradises for ~ 
'1t sizzling romance. Enjoy hol romance with beautiful ~ 
"fit fo, ~women - regardless of your age, income or looks! 'f" 
1" Bu•lneu lnforanatioo - Best business opportunities fc" '1t and sources of financing. Gel rich while having fun! '1t 
.-.. Job Information - Greal jobs and how 10 gel them. No '1t 
I' degree or foreign language required! ! Pauport & Visa lnformatloo- lnsiders' secrets to ! 
1 • getting visas and keeping them current! 1 • 

'fr Ot.hus are doing ii and so can you - Ordu now! ~ 
1(t Mention this ad & save $5 off the regular price of $24.95 ~ 
1(t Now only 519.95+$6.00 Shipping & Handling ~ 
'1t Visa!MC/Amex/Discover orders Call (800) 460-50.56 ~ 
Air or Mail check or money order to: Alexander&. Watson, Afr. 
I' P.O. Box 330155 · Suile 7051, Ft Worth TX 76 163. I' 

'1t FAST SHIPPING' MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! ~ 
1't • Cannot be found ln book stores. • ~ 

'1t'1t~~'1t'1t'1t~~'1t~~~~'1t~ 

U.S. MILITARY INSIGNIA 

•

1940 through Current§ 
Large Catalog, $3.00 · 

' Box 3133 • SF • Naples. FL 33939-3133 

· SAUNDERS 

PROTECT YOUR PRIVACY! P.O. Boxes, mail 
drops, and home addresses leave a trail. We are 
not a remailer, but we do have the answer! 501-
785-3424 or www.ebservices.com 

Increase Your Postal Privacy! - Through mail for
warding - Confidential Message Services, 69 V. 
Walnut St., Wellsboro, PA 16901 - (717) 724-5232 

nwEB"' Internet ads are now available on the 
SOI.DIER 01' l'OllTUNE web site WWW.SOl'
MAG.Cml Classified advertisers: Pay $20/ month 
in addition to your print ad cha rge. Free nwEB™ 
tag for your print ad included. Display advertisers: 
$501 month surcharge for B&W ads, $100/ month 
color. Limited availability; some restrictions apply. 
Prices subject to change. 

SURPLUS 
GOVERNMENT AUCTIONS in your area ! Must 
sell : Cars, trucks, compute rs , more! Great deals! 
Cal l Now Tol l Free: 1-800·601-2212, ext. SP7770 

SURVIVAL 
50,000 MAPS: Topographic, Tactical Quads, Travel, 
Political, Vietnam, Bosnia, Ohio, Anyplace! 7700 
Air Photos. Catalog $3.00 (refundabl e). 
MONARCH, Box 42003·203F, Phoenix, AZ 85080 

#BS I 04 " Real Men Prefer Women" 

Mail check or money order to : 
Righteous Redneck, Inc., PO Box I 643, 
Southeastern, PA 19399- I 643 

SFI98 

Order # _ __ Qty. _ _ x $6.95= __ _ 
Order# ___ Qty. __ x$6.95= __ _ 

S+H $ ____L2l 
PA residents add Tax$ __ _ 
6% sales tax. Total $ __ _ 

Name ______________ --t 
Address ______________ 

1 
City ______ State ___ Zip __ _ 

Phone~--------,....---1 

, for our new catalog 

13983 Industry Avenue• Becker, MN 55308 
PHONE 1-612-261-5600 FAX 1-612-261-5599 

• Did this get your attention? It's a "Dingbat." So 
are v and e. Add them to your SOF classified ad 
for $5/each. 

TRAINING 
Learn Seal, Delta, Spetsnaz & SF Secrets to 
achieve in fighting, shooting, fitness and more. 
Free Info Call 800-908-0107 ext. 2 I Training. 

VIDEOS 
"WORSE THAN TAILHOOK", screamed 
"American Journal" "lewdness and debauchery" 
outside our Pacific military bases. Raw, explicit, 
uncensored videos, books and tours. For catalog, 
send $3.00 to: B.A.O. Video, 47 Raymond Ave. 
(SOF), Poughkeepsie, NY 12603. 
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PAPERWEIGHTS 
Made of solid brass. 1/2 lb. 
ORDER NO. 05 Or 2 for 
Bud K Price $12. 95 $22. 50 
Mail BUD K Worldwide 

Orders P.O. Box 2768, Dept. SF 
To: Moultrie, GA 31776 

1-800-543-5061 

CALL TOLL FREE: 1 (888) 588·0123 

l!aDETEC. 
Explore a secret world 1 Fascinating 
new career.Experience a new \ 
adventure every day. l ' 
Dynamic home study cou rse. ¥-F 
Diploma, Badge. State approved. 
FREE DETECTIVE CAREER KIT · 

1•800.•742•9007 Ext.301 
UHECTIVE TR~l!~ING 6ox 9()1j •San J,,.a,., (fjJIJ, C~ 92693 

r-----------------~ 
WORLD'S LARGEST 
SURPLUS MARKET 

for used military vehicles: 
jeeps , tanks, HMMWVs, ~~~~ 
military trucks, more. 
1 OO's of ads, tech tips, 
how-to, articles , event 
listings , much more! 

! IIUTARY ~ VEHICLES 
mmmrt 

1 year (six BIG 100+ page issues) 
USA $18 , Canada $28, (Sample $5) 

12-L2 lndianhead, Morristown, NJ 07960 

L---~-------------~ 
BUSTY BIKINI BIMBOS, STRIPPERS, NUDE 
DANCERS, AMATEURS, biker babes & most nude 
pay-TV events. 1000 videos, B-movies, adult cards 
& photos. 1 Oth anniversary catalog & 30-min. pre
view video: $10 to Perfect 10, 12880 Hidalgo St, 
Desert Hot Springs CA 92240; fax 619-329-0817; 
(800} GIRL-USA; www.perfect10.com. 
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Amazing one-of-a-kind home 
study course te ll s all ! Want 
a life of intrigue, exci tement. 
adventure?! Quickly learn from 

the ex perts: 
• How To Earn $100,000 A Year As Your Own Boss' 

• How To Conduct A ll Types Of P1iva1e Investigations. 

Skiplracing & Surveillance! 

• How To Start Your Own Private Detective Agency' 

• How To Work From Home. Part-Time or FullTime' 
• No Experience Necessary. No Investment Required' 

ST A T E APPROVED 

Located in the Entertainment Ca itol 
Of the World! (213) 879-1165 

UNITED STATES ACADEMY 
FREE OF PRIVATE INVESTIGATION 
DETAILS P.O. BOX 2133 (SF) 

BEVERLY HILLS CA 902L 

INTERNATIONAL DRIVERS PERMIT 
LEAGIJE Of NATIONS OPERATORS LICENSE 

"mo:::.i:::,;,e...c, 
lMAL~JOJOIUM ~ 

"'M"f:..":6iw,:~$/Jftllf)'"'ICIJ 

TELEPHONE 
SURVEILLANCE DEVICE 

W/12 HR. RECORDER 
Aulomatically rocord all incoming and outgoing 
calls! $89.95+ 5.00 sh. Telephone surveillance 

• device $19.95 +$2 "1. (seperalely) 

VERY POWERFUL FM TRANSMITTER 
T ransmils voice lo any FM radio up lo \.\ mi. Easy lo 
assemble kif. Up lo 9V (not incl.) $19.95 + $2 sh 

or comprehensive 50 page calalog ol Micro Video. 
VHF Transmitters. Surveillance & Counler
Surveil lance and much more' Send $3.00. 

1 >< 1 %" Call407-725-1000 

U!il CORP 
PO Box SF2052 . Melbourne. FL 32902 

COD'S OK 

WANTED 
WANTED - Executive Protection & Investigative 
Professiona ls. International Networking Associa
tion . Send $17.50 for infopak to: BASECA, 4 
Maple Ave., Morristown, NJ 07960. 

WEBSITES 
QWEB™ NEW CATEGORY - For only $25/month 
(2-month/$50 minimum), you can list your 
Website or Internet URL + 10 words right here. 
This is a great way to get out the word on your 
site. $1 O/month more gets it listed on the SOF 
website (WWW.SOnIAG.COMI. Limited time 
offer; prepay up to 12 months at this low rate . 

"The French Foreign Legion - A Guidebook to 
Joining " - See the web site at: http://www. 
ivybridge.co.uk/foreign-legion/ 

Ninjutsu - Martial Arts Seminars in Switzerland: 
www.ninja.ch 
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Hea.,, Metal Rescue 
Continued from page 72 

At I 045 hours the plane landed at Cam 
Ly, the Dalat airport. More than I 00 
refugees were gathered at the airport, hop
ing to jump on the plane before it left. 

"'The co-pi lot notified me that they 
would not go into the taxiway because of 
the refugees.'· Horan wrote in his diary. 
'The engines would be kept running, with 
the cargo door open. We wou ld jump out 
and the aircraft would leave." 

Horan and Hendrickson arri ved at the 
reactor site at 1150 hours, where they quick
ly reu·ieved fuel rods from the water, with 
their bare hands, and placed them into casks. 

"We had to work very fast to reduce our 
radiation exposure," Hendrickson said. 

The men estimated their radiation expo
sure at the faci lity was equal to what one 
gets taking three or four transcontinental 
airline flights. 

Once in the casks, the fuels were ready 
for shipment to the airport in military trucks 
Horan had rented from Vietnamese with a 
personal credit card. It never appeared on 
his Visa bill. 

Distant shots rang out as the men proceed
ed with a final inspection tom of their work. 

''Last shot ricocheted near me," Horan 
wrote in his diary. " Ended inspection tour." 

Meanwhile, Horan says, muck-a-

mucks at the Department of Defense and 
the embas y in Saigon were arguing about 
how to complete the mission. The Ai r 
Force wanted to grab-and-go quickl y, tak
ing on ly Horan. Hendrickson and the reac
tor fuels. Ambassador Graham Martin had 
bigger plans. and ultimately prevailed. 

"The ambassador wanted the A ir Force to 
bring a bunch of refugees out of Dalat when 
they left.'' Horan said. "He said no refugees 
out, no mission. Blow up the reactor.'' 

Within 90 minutes of that ultimatum 
the Department of Defense agreed to 
take refugees. The C- 130, which would 
rescue Horan, Hendrickson and the bar
re ls of rad ioactive fuel, was free to leave 
for Dalat. 

Al the airport, about 150 refugees were 
waiting. The men spent the next few hours 
loading reactor fuels and equipment onto 
the plane, with the help of a forklift. 

Hendrickson and Horan returned to the 
reactor that night to recover log books. 
loading records and the neutron source. At 
0200 hours Monday. 3 l March, the men left 
the faci lity to sleep at the home of Max 
Prosser, an official with the U.S. Agency for 
Industrial Development. 

The next morning, Horan and 
Hendrickson continued taking drums and 
equipment to the airport and loaded them 
onto the plane. 

A t 1315, on 31 March, the flight crew 
prepared the plane for takeoff, loaded with 

tons of fuel and equipment, Hendrickson, 
Horan and dozens of refugees. 

"For me, that was the scariest part of the 
whole mission.'' Horan said. " I think we 
were about 3.000 pounds overweight.'' 

Not wanting to end up like the plane at 
the end of the strip, the pilot backed his 
plane to the very end of the runway. for 
maximum takeoff room. Using nearly all 
the run way, Horan recalls. the plane slowly 
lifted off. 

The plane flew into the valley to gain 
airspeed, rather than climbing over the 
mountains as usual. 

" Missed house in val ley by 35 feet.'' 
Horan wrote in his log. 

The plane arri ved safely in Saigon at 
1440 hours. At 1950 hours it took off again, 
landing 4Y, hours later at Clark A ir Force 
Base. Philippines. The reactor materials 
found a home at the Hanford Engineering 
Development Laboratory, in Richland. 

Hendrickson and Horan were given an 
honorable citation for the mission by the 
USRDA, and $500 each. 

A month later, Hendrickson returned to 
Vietnam to help the widow of his late 
friend, Le Von Thi. 

"She asked me to help get her two sisters 
out of Vietnam: · Hendrickson said. 

This time he was alone, with almost no 
support from the U.S. Embassy. The mis
sion was successful. 

- Wayne Laugesen 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $3 per word per insertion, $60 minimum. You may prepay two months for 10% discount; six months for 
20% discount; or take 30% off for 12 months prepaid ($2.1 O/word). See below for details. Repeat your same ad in another sec
tion for half price. $10 charge for copy changes (new address, Dept. #/key code, etc.). "Dingbats" (ti',•;•), bold words (other 
than first 3-4): $5.00/each extra. Computer word count of grammatically correct copy. EXAMPLE: PO Box 693 = 3 words; 80306 
and 303-449-3750, etc. each= 1 word; abbreviations such as DI, SGT, 20mm = 1 word. No ads accepted by telephone. Ad copy 
must be typed. If you cannot type it, include an additional $10, and print clearly. Include authorizing signature, mailing address, 
telephone or fax number (for our files) and e-mail address if available. Mail classified ads with payment to SOF, ATIN: Classified 
Dept. , at address below. 

DISPLAY ADVERTISING: Rates start at $140/month for 1" (2.5 cm) boxed text ads in our classified section. Supply Depot rates start 
at $296/month for a 1/12th page ad and $407/month for 1/6th page. These rates are based on 12x contracts. 

OwEB™ INTERNET ADs are now available on the Soldier of Fortune web site (WWW.S011MAG.COM) at special intro
ductory prices. Classified advertisers: Pay $30/month in addition to your print ad cost for each text ad; $40/month for small dis
play ads. Free OwEB™ tag for your print text ad included. Display advertisers: $50/month surcharge for B&W ads, $100/month 
color. Limited availability; some restrictions apply. Prices subject to change. Inquire for rates on hypertext links to your site. 

CONTACT US AT: OMEGA GROUP ADVERTISING· 5735 Arapahoe Ave.· Boulder, CO 80303-1340 
Telephone: 1-303-449-3750 ext. 4 ·Fax: 1-303-444-5617 ·E-mail: advert@sofmag.com 

On-Line Media Kit: www.sofmag.com/mediakit.html 

NOTICE To ADVERTISERS: We reserve the right to refuse any ad for any reason and to delete or change any copy that we consid
er obJectionable, false or in poor taste. It is our policy not to accept advertisements for personal services, including 'will do any
thing or 'go anywhere' type ads. We accept no ads without signed authorization or an insertion orde r. Advertisers 
offering information packets for a fee must send sample (non-returnable) . All new ads must be prepaid (check, wire 
transfer, money order or Visa/MC). 

HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT: By authorizing placement of advertisement in Soldier of Fortune, advertiser agrees to abide by all 
applicable local, state, national and international Jaws governing his product or service. Advertiser further agrees that Soldier of 
Fortune and Omega Group shall have no liability beyond the price charged for the advertisement in the event of any losses 
incurred by him due to his ad running (or not running) in Soldier of Fortune. 

NOTICE To READERS: SOLDIER OF FORTUNE is an adult magazine of national and international distribution. There may be prod
ucts advertised or des_cribed herein for which sale, possession o_r inter~tate transportation is restricted, prohibited or subject to 
special licensing requirements. Soldier Of Fortune does not verify validity of every advertisement and/or the legality of every 
product offered. Purchasers should consult their local law enforcement authorities. Soldier Of Fortune does not intend for any 
product or service advertised to be used illegally. Should any reader have a problem with an advertiser, he should seek assis
tance from his nearest postal inspector and also contact our advertising department. Soldier of Fortune and Omega Group 
assume no responsibil ity nor liability for any losses incurred by purchasers due to non-compliance with applicable laws or for 
any other reasons. Caveat emptor; buyer beware. 
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The Kennedys •e11er learn 

T he U.S. Army runs the School of the 
Americas (SOA) at Fort Benning, 
Ga., for Latin American military and 

police officers. House Representative Joseph 
Kennedy, D-Mass., is hell-bent on closing the 
place down. 

Because of the Kennedy clan's role in push
ing us into the Vietnam quagmire, to serve their 
own misguided ambitions, it's impo1tant to 
examine the spin that Congressman Kennedy 
is puffing out about SOA. It's too late to do 
anything about the 1960s propaganda, but it's 
not too late to expose the myths that Kennedy 
is now promoting. 

Myth: Graduates of the school are respon
sible for all the atrocities in Latin America. 

port. The Department of State, Drug 
Czar Barry MaCaffrey, major U.S com
manders, U.S. and Latin American 
ambassadors and the White House have 
given the school and its graduates a ton 
of "attaboys" over the years. 

Myth: The controversy over the 
school is about the conduct of former 
graduates. 

Fact: Any controversy is not over the 
SOA or the handful of former graduates 
who have been linked to human-rights 
abuses but rather about past and present 
U.S. foreign policy in Latin America. 

Kennedy continues to cite El Sal
vador's civil war, apparently hoping to 
brainwash the American public to 
believe that the military and police 
forces were the criminals and the insur
gents wore the white hats. 

Fact: Since 1946, almost 60,000 students 
have graduated from the school. Less than 300 
have been linked to war crimes. Even major 
American police departments don't have such 
favorable good-guy-to-bad-guy ratios. 

The bad-guy names often cited by 
Kennedy include Manuel Noriega of 
Panama; Roberto D' Aubuisson of El 
Salvador; Hugo Banzer of Bolivia; and Julio 
Alpirez of Guatemala. 

Noreiga attended the Infantry officer 
basic course. D' Aubuisson attended a radio
operator course. Banzer attended the armor 
course. Alpirez attended the staff course. 

At every chance, this wrong-headed 
critic attempts to make the case that the 
communist guerrillas were the victims 
and are now the real heroes. Again, he is 
smoking - and inhaling - something 
not sold at the corner store. 

Myth: The SOA has taught torture 
techniques. 

Col. David Hackworth (Ret.) also writes a 
syndicated weekly column titled "Def ending 
America." "Hack" doesn't pull any punches 
and many liberal rags won 't carry his writ
ing. If your local paper falls into that cate
gory, call the editor and let him know you 'd 
like to see "Defending America" on the Op
Ed page. It's syndicated by King Features, 
235 E. 45th St., New York, NY 10017. Fact: The school has never taught 

torture. The school teaches only official 
U.S. Army doctrine which is current, continually updated, closely 
monitored and absolutely abides by the Geneva Convention. 

These courses, taught throughout the years to hundreds of thou
sands of U.S. and Allied officers, teach war-fighting, not "evil
empire" dirty tricks, as claimed by Kennedy. 

Myth: Manuals discovered at the SOA prove torture training 
was conducted there. 

Fact: The training literature the school uses was developed by 
the Army Intelligence Center. Out of thousands of pages of text, 
only a few isolated phrases were construed as improper. No infor
mation contained in the questionable phrases has been linked to 
improper conduct by former students. 

Myth: Training at the SOA does not include human rights 
instruction. 

Fact: The school is the only military training institution in the 
United States that has mandatory human-rights instruction in every 
course. Each teacher is certified in human-rights training, and 
every student must successfully pass this training to graduate. 

Myth: The SOA has not been investigated until recently. 
Fact: The school has a standing Board of Visitors comprised of am

bassadors, professors and human-rights attorneys who oversee the 
school's curriculum and who have constantly given it the highest marks. 

Since its inception, the school has been regularly inspected. It's 
been gone over with a fine-toothed comb nine times since 1989. In 
every case, the school has been given a clean bill of health. 

Myth: No one supports the SOA. 
Fact: The school has u·emendous national and international sup-

82 

Myth: SOA courses focus on killing. 
Fact: The school instructs Latin American military, police and 

government officers in humanitarian, counter-narcotics and peace 
operations. Many of these courses are unique and aren' t taught at 
other U.S. military bases. 

Many countries in Latin America have serious internal prob
lems. These conflicts will become further exacerbated as the gap 
between the "haves and have nots" widens and the drug-related 
issues increase. 

The SOA allows the United States of America to cultivate good 
friends who hold or will hold critical positions throughout a region 
that's vital to the national security of America. 

If Latin America is in trouble, so are we. In spite of what 
Kennedy says, the school is a strong asset, not an insidious Nazi
like liability. 

Http://www.hackworth.com is the address of 
David Hackworth's home page. 

Copyright 1997 David H. Hackworth 
Distributed by King Features Syndicate, Inc. 

Hackworth's best-selling book, Hazardous Duty, has topped 
90,000 copies in worldwide sales. ~ 
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